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Dansk Referat
Denne afhandling er en undersøgelse af grænserne mellem videnskab og ikkevidenskab

i

Gruppen

for

Molekylær

Mikrobiologisk

Økologi

på

DTU.

Afhandlingens grundlæggende præmisse er at standarder for videnskab ikke er
universelt gyldige og ikke (kun) baserer sig på overensstemmelse med virkeligheden. Afhandlingen foreslår i stedet at videnskabelighed tager sig ud som en
vedvarende og indviklet balanceakt: Hvor meget nyt der kan drages ind i
forskningen uden at den bliver ugenkendelig som videnskab; og hvor traditionel
kan forskningen tillade sig at være uden at blive opfattet som gammeldags, og
dermed uvidenskabelig? Forholdet mellem tradition og innovation udgør således
en grundlæggende videnskabelig spænding.
Afhandlingen foreslår ”demarkationer” og ”grænseobjekter” som analytiske
begreber til at begribe spændingsfeltet af samtidig marginalisering og brobygning
som forskerne navigerer i. Afhandlingen undersøger demarkationer og grænseobjekter i forbindelse med fire konkrete analytiske nedslagspunkter: to artikler om
molekylær mikrobiologisk økologi; gruppens forskningskultur; klassifikationer af
mikroorganismer; og visuelle repræsentationer af mikrobielle samfund.
Afhandlingen tager teoretisk udgangspunkt i pragmatisme, aktør-netværk teori og
feministiske videnskabsstudier. Desuden forholder afhandlingen sig til to store
traditioner indenfor videnskabsstudier: paradigmatisk eller diskursivt orienterede
makro-studier, og praksisorienterede mikro-studier. Afhandlingen forsøger at
kombinere forcerne i disse to typer studier, og sigter efter at fremskrive et narrativt
og diskursivt informeret praksisstudie.
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Chapter 1

Demarcations & Boundary Objects
This thesis is about science. As I started out it was simply about the ways science is
performed in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, a research group at
BioCentrum at the Danish Technical University. But of course, a question of some
sort is needed to carry out a research project. I will discuss in detail how I found
one in the next chapter. Here, I will simply state that I did find a question to work
with; that of science and non-science, what it is that demarcates science from nonscience, and which boundary objects that tie scientific communities together in the
face of the demarcations.
One reservation is important to make very clear from the beginning: I am not
setting out be a judge of good and bad science in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group. I have no way of making that kind of judgments. What I am looking for is
how the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group define good and
bad science. Likewise, and even more importantly, when I analyze different types
of researchers and different levels of success in constructing identities as
“scientists”, I am not judging whether the researchers are clever or not, or how
successful they are with their work – I am only considering how they regard
themselves and each other.
When I first visited The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, it struck me right
away that everybody told me stories of conflict when trying to introduce me to their
work. They told stories of historical conflicts (on what kind of science had come
before, and how difficult it had been to get rid of it); and stories of conflicts
between traditions or paradigms that still remain pendent. These kinds of conflicts
seemed very important to the researchers, as their group is characterized by being
cross-disciplinary in combining molecular microbiology with microbial ecology. This
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double-ended relation to two major traditions seemed to engender a need to
demarcate the group from them, and to create boundary objects between them. But
in spite of all the conflict-stories, the group seemed like a very harmonious and
friendly unit; people seemed to like each other and to enjoy spending time with
each other, professionally as well as socially. It was from this paradox that my
question arose.
But the question is not only relevant in The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group:
If we state as a premise that there are no universal standards of science – and this is
one of my theoretical premises – it becomes an important question how people
distinguish between science and non-science. The last decades of research in
science studies, have suggested that scientific standards are situated, contingent
and local. I believe that this is true. The paradox of co-existing demarcations and
boundary objects is not specific to the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, either. It
has been called the “central tension” of science: Science is heterogeneous, and
requires cooperation. Science holds divergent viewpoints, and needs generalizable
findings. (Star & Griesemer, 1989: 387)
This is my most central point - the loyal rendering of the complexity of scientific
work by focusing on both demarcations and on boundary objects. Hopefully, it also
becomes a contribution to the field of science studies. This field can be divided into
roughly two types of studies: paradigm-inspired studies that focus on the “macro”levels of history and discourses, which entail an inherent focus on conflicts; and
laboratory-studies that focus on the “micro”-levels of work and practices, which
involve a focus on continuity and harmony. I believe to make a small contribution
to the field of science studies by insisting on capturing both “micro”- and “macro”levels. The discussion of the methodological problems this entails, and how I have
gone about it on a practical level of methods, will be the primary theme in my next
chapter on theory, methodology, and methods.
Anyhow, I went into the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group searching for
demarcations and boundary objects between science and non-science. Naturally, I
have not found all or covered the group’s work in full, but I have traced some lines
and objects:
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In my first analytic chapter, I present a text analysis of two articles (CASE I & II,
authored by J. & M. Molin, both are my supervisors, and one of them tenured
professor in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group). In these articles, traditional
science is identified as positivism and demarcated from social constructivism. The
aim of the articles is to produce a set of interpretive models to be used in biofilmresearch, but based on organization theory. These can be regarded as boundary
objects, as they are presented as models that are potentially able to connect
positivist groups (microbiologists) from social constructivist groups (organization
theorists). But the models are not very effective as boundary objects as the
researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group do not use them.
In my second analytic chapter, I describe cultural traits of the group by focusing
on certain physical, behavioral, and verbal manifestations of the group’s culture. I
will focus on the unity of the group, and how the group is held together in the face
of the different discourses and practices that are at work in it. I will suggest a range
of boundary objects that work to connect researchers and “sub-cultures”, and
suggest that these cultural objects make different networks work as resources
rather than threats to the group.
In the third analytic chapter, I will take on two classificatory systems that work in
microbiology and in biology at large. I will discuss what resources are mobilized to
support the systems in the fight over definitory power: what is reality and what is
science? I will suggest that certain techniques and narratives work as boundary
objects that connect the proponents of each classification system.
In my fourth analytic chapter, I will analyze CSLM-photographs and debate how
science is demarcated from aesthetics - a demarcation that seems to be among the
most stubborn in the group, even if many of the group’s data are represented in
stunningly beautiful pictures. I will consider the CSLM-photographs used in the
group to be boundary objects that connect aesthetics and science. This connection,
however, is perceived as rather threatening to the group.
Last, a central focus of the thesis is my own criteria and standards of science and
non-science. Debating the standards of others and being confronted with their
perceptions of my scientific work, has led to a strengthened spotlight on my own
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way of being a scientist and performing science. This will be a theme traversing the
analytic chapters – not as an integral part of the chapters per se, but as
afterthoughts in the conclusions of each chapter; how has the working with and the
writing of this chapter changed the way I regard my own scientific practice?
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Chapter 2

Theory, Methodology, Methods

In this chapter, I will present my theoretical standpoint and its implications for the
way of I have handled my empirical and analytic work. In discussing these
implications, I will touch on fundamental methodological challenges, and present
the actual methods I have ended up applying.

2.1 Theoretical Standpoint: Ontological Multiplicity
The focus of this thesis is demarcations and boundary objects1 between science and
non-science in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group at the Danish Technical
University. In analyzing definitions and negotiations of science, I have wanted to
avoid suppositions of what science and non-science is in advance of my analyses.
Furthermore, I have wished to make analyses that focus on both practices and
discourses. In order to comply with these two requirements I have been in need of a
very plastic theoretical apparatus. I have constructed this apparatus as a
combination of ideas and concepts from the theoretical schools of pragmatism,
ANT, and science studies:
First, I focus on consequences rather than origins – a very processual focus, which
can be found especially strong within pragmatism. Second, I regard the technical and
the social (or the physical and the human, or the things and the words) as mutually
constituting rather than separates or opposites, a stance that I find to be ANT’s
hallmark. Third, I regard scientific knowledge as contingent and situated rather than
1

The term is suggested by Star & Griesemer (1989) and has been highly influential in science studies. For an

insightful discussion of the term see Fujimura, 1992.
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of universal nature – a stance that is supported in ANT, pragmatism, and science
studies, especially within feminism.
Before I go on to discuss the implications of my theoretical stance on my empirical
and analytic work, let me go a bit deeper into the idea of ontological multiplicity. In
my view, ontological multiplicity entails avoiding universal categories and a priori
assumptions about what is real and what is not. I have picked up ideas of how to
avoid such categories and assumptions from ANT and pragmatism:
Actor-network theory (ANT) has evolved from the work of Michel Callon and
Bruno Latour.2 ANT suggests a radical symmetrical stance, involving that humans
and non-humans are seen as equally active in construction processes, and
furthermore as enmeshed in and relying on each other. According to John Law,
ANT can be summarized as a semiotics of materiality (1999: 4), which means that the
meaning of things depends on relations to other things. This also goes for entities
such “reality” or “science”, which gain meaning when entities in networks perform
them as such. That which is real changes from context to context and throughout
history. This does not mean that the real does not exist or that we cannot talk about
it. It means that reality is not a universal or stable category, and that several
realities might exist simultaneously.
Nevertheless, ANT has often been accused of denying existence to reality. This
claim is reflected in the first chapter of Pandora’s Hope (1999). A friend of Latour’s (a
highly respected psychologist, Latour writes) asks him the following question: “Do
you believe in reality?” and Latour answers: “But of course! What a question! Is
reality something we have to believe in?” (1999: 1).
“How has this misunderstanding come about? How could I have lived long
enough to be asked in all seriousness this incredible question: “Do you
believe in reality?”” (ibid: 3)

2

The ANT-writers are concerned with both theoretical discussions and analyses of scientific practices.

Therefore, their influence is great in both my theoretical and methodological considerations.
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According to Latour the point of the argument is not about denying the reality of
the physical world, or even of denying access to it. What he does deny is the
relevance of the dualism between the physical and the discursive world.3 Instead,
he sees these two as enmeshed in each other. Thus,
“The idea of an isolated and singular mind-in-a-vat looking at an outside
world from which it is thoroughly cut off, and trying nonetheless to extract
certainty from the fragile web of words spun across the perilous abyss
separating things from discourse, is so implausible that it cannot hold any
longer […] There is no world outside, not because there is no world at all,
but because there is no mind inside, no prisoner of language with nothing to
rely on but the narrow pathways of logic. Speaking truthfully about the
world may be an incredibly rare and risky task for a solitary mind steeped
in language, but it is a very common practice for richly vascularized
societies of bodies, instruments, scientists, and institutions. We speak
truthfully because the world itself is articulated, not the other way around.
That there was once a time when a war could be waged between
“relativists”, who claimed that language refers only to itself, and “realists”,
who claimed that language may occasionally correspond to a true state of
affairs, will appear to our descendants as strange as the idea of a fight over
sacred relics.” (1999: 296)
The battle between “realists” and “relativists” referred to by Latour, and the need
of finding a “third way” that avoids both realist and relativist traps, will be a

3

The idea that Nature, Mind, God, and Society are separated from each other and connected through

Ontology (Nature/Society), Psychology (Mind/Society), Theology (Mind/God), Politics & Morality
(Society/God), and Epistemology (Nature/Mind) is referred to by Latour as the modern settlement. Latour
writes off the modern settlement: “[…] there is no sense in talking independently of epistemology, ontology,
psychology, and politics – not to mention theology. In short, “out there”, nature; “in there”, the mind; “down
there”, the social; “up there”, God. We do not claim that these spheres are cut off from one another, but
rather that they all pertain to the same settlement, a settlement that can be replaced by several alternative
ones.” (1999: 14)
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recurring theme throughout the thesis. The relativist idea that there is no reality
other than our representations of it is based on a basic philosophical misconception,
argues Latour, and traces it back to Descartes: that the mind is isolated from the
body, and thereby from the world. But that does not mean that Latour agrees with
the realists. The difference between realism and Latour/ANT is not a: “is there or is
there not reality?” The nature of reality (especially materiality) makes the
difference: Latour sees materiality as changing, and as an active constructor itself.
Thus, the point is not that scientists construct the realities - e.g. bacteria - they work
with but that bacteria and researcher are co-constructors.
The pragmatist school started in the late 19th and early 20th century. The main
characters were George Herbert Mead, James Dewey, William James, and Charles
Sanders Peirce. At the time, it was a very American way of thinking; the European
philosophers had primarily been concerned with the universal and the stable.
American pragmatism focused on the new, and the changing. In the last decades,
pragmatism has resurged in the writings of e.g. Stanley Fish, Richard Rorty, and
Susan Leigh Star. Common to these writers is a focus on consequences rather than
origins.4
Pragmatism shortcuts the realism/relativism discussion (which was suggested in
the Latour quote above) in another way than ANT does. Pragmatism’s concern
with consequences leads to a credo that sounds something like this: if it has practical
consequences, then it is real. The microbiologists in The Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group shape their lives and careers around the study of microorganisms. Thus, the
organisms have practical consequences for the microbiologists and must be
considered real – at least in that context. Reality is that which influences practice.

4

In my practical work with this thesis, the latter writers have influenced me more directly than the founding

fathers, as they have worked directly with subjects related to mine. Thus, the methodological inspiration has
been more direct from the younger writers, as there was need of less translation: Leigh Star has been an
overall influence in the analyses, especially in proposing the concept of “boundary object” which is pivotal
to my analyses. Stanley Fish is one of the main characters in the methodological discussions concerning the
status of interpretations, which succeeds these preliminary theoretical considerations. Richard Rorty is
important both on a theoretical inspiration, and as a direct influence on my analysis of scientific culture.
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This persuasion led William James to what he called the pragmatic method. The
pragmatic method means shortcutting metaphysical disputes by looking for
practical consequences. Many such disputes, according to James, would then
dissolve themselves, as it would make no practical differences whatsoever if one of
the parties “won” (1907). Thus, pragmatism stresses results of ideas rather than
origins of them, and is concerned with the practical world not with an abstract
conception of some real world situated “behind” the practical world. Pragmatism
believes in realities, but not in Reality.
Another consequence of this anti-essentialism is that pragmatism finds the
overcoming of dualisms exceedingly important. Particularly the dualisms between
the spiritual and the physical; the natural and the cultural; the real and the fictional;
the true and the false; the individual and the social; facts and values; etc.
These points; the dissolvement of dualisms, which is central to both pragmatism
and ANT, ANT’s related insistence on the symmetry of humans and non-humans;
and the pragmatic focus on consequences rather than origins, result in a radical
ontological multiplicity, which is fundamental to my work.
I will now proceed to discuss what science studies (feminism and ANT both) and
pragmatism has to say about the categories of science and non-science.

2.1.a What is Science and What is Not Science?
Science Studies
Science studies often have a constructivist slant, which can be traced back to
Thomas Kuhn’s classic, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962, 1970). Until
Kuhn wrote The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, science was understood as
supported (or opposed) by social and cultural institutions. However, the institutions
were not perceived as affecting the content of science in any way. Science was
perceived as justified through its correspondence to reality. Kuhn claimed instead
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that science was only evaluated according to the standards of the scientific
community, and that there are no universal standards for good and bad science.
Kuhn also presented the groundbreaking idea that science does not progress
smoothly and accumulatively. Rather, science is marked by revolutions much like
societies. In science, the revolutions consist of the abandonment of one theoretical
structure and replacement by another, incompatible one. Scientists work within
paradigms, which are basic, practical tools of both conceptual and instrumental
character. Only when these basic paradigms are agreed upon - normal science - will
any detailed and thorough work be done. In times dominated by normal science,
much of the knowledge of the researchers is tacit, and the scientists are unable to
articulate the paradigm in which they work. After a period of normal science,
revolution or crisis occurs. During the revolution, many new theories are launched
and battled out in the scientific community. In the end, the community settles on a
new theory and thereby a new paradigm, which then becomes the new normal
science.
Another revolutionary idea of Kuhn’s is that the training of the scientist
resembles to the training of an artisan. Thus, the paradigm is naturalized in
scientists - by making it tacit knowledge, a term Kuhn borrowed from philosopher
and chemist Michael Polanyi. Kuhn regarded science as a craft, which makes
science appear as equal and alike to other aspects of culture. This claim weakened
science’s claim to a special epistemological status. Moreover, Kuhn’s claim that
“there are no standards higher than the assent of the relevant community” (1962
(1970): 94) implies that no neutral or universal standards of science exist over or
behind the standards of the community, and further weakened the special
epistemological status of science.
Thus, Kuhn introduced the idea that other forces than Nature, Reality, and Truth
govern the evolution of science. This conception is fundamental to most of the
studies of sciences and laboratories that I will refer to in this thesis. There are,
however, two major theoretical trends within science studies that I find relevant to
mention here. The one is feminism and the other is ANT.
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ANT
In discussing the falsification principles5 suggested by philosopher and historian of
science Isabelle Stengers and psychologist Vinciane Despret, Bruno Latour writes:
“Although it is crucially important to distinguish bad from good science,
what is scientific from what is not, there is no way to make this distinction
once and for all, and especially no way to dictate in advance for all fields of
inquiries if they have a vocation for being scientific or if they will always
fail, whatever they do.” (Latour, 2002: 6)
In ANT, what is considered good or bad science is a question of networks. Different
programs (e.g. of defining reality – as in my analysis of two different classification
systems working in biology) “win”, not because they present more or less precise
pictures of reality, but because they are able to enroll the most powerful actants in
their networks. Scientific work then, is the enrollment of actants (actants are entities
of all sorts: petri dishes, bacteria, microscopes, money, people, and conferences. The
only common denominator is that they should act or be acted on). The more actants
are enrolled (through seduction, threats, or arguments) in the network of one
program, the more “factual” this program’s statements will become. Thus, what
becomes good or bad science is dependent on the networks, and the statements that
are supported by the network that contains the most and the most powerful
actants, are established as facts.6
That actants constitute each other and build each other up in networks makes
ANT resemble semiotics, and as mentioned, this is one of ANT’s main sources of
inspiration. It is basic to semiotics that a sign does not acquire meaning through its
relations to that which it signifies, but through its relation to other signs. Thus, the
word “red” holds no natural connection to the color “red”. The word “red”
5

The idea of falsification principles refers – a bit ironically – to the writings of Karl Popper.

6

ANT-writers, especially Latour, have been criticized of managerialism because of the war-metaphors and

the conception of scientist-as-hero. For instance by Donna Haraway, who writes: “Latour wants to follow the
action in science-in-the-making. Perversely, however, the structure of heroic action is only intensified in this
project – both in the narrative of science and in the discourse of the science studies scholar” (1997: 34)
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becomes meaningful through its juxtaposition to other related signs, such as “blue”.
The same goes for actants in networks as conceived by ANT-writers: In The
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, for instance, “researchers” and “bacteria” do
not refer to something essentially “researcher-ish” and “bacteria-ish”. Both
researchers and bacteria become researchers and bacteria because they are related
and juxtaposed in a network (which also contains other actants such as
technologies, money, other researchers, etc.) Thus writes John Law in Actor Network
Theory and After:
“Actor network theory is a ruthless application of semiotics. It tells that
entities take their form and acquire their attributes as a result of their
relations with other entities. In this scheme of things, entities have no
inherent qualities: essentialist divisions are thrown on the bonfire of the
dualisms. Truth and false-hood. Large and small. Agency and structure.
Human and non-human. Before and after. Knowledge and Power. Context
and content. Materiality and sociality. Activity and passivity.” (Law, 1999: 3)
Law goes on to write that giving up divisions does not mean that divisions do not
exist – but that they are results, and not given in “the order of things.” Thus, ANT is
concerned with unearthing the processes through which scientific facts become
stabilized (opening the black boxes, in Latour’s terms) and thus showing that data
and facts are to be regarded as consequences rather than premises of scientific
work. In regarding facts as consequences rather than origins of science, ANT
resembles pragmatism.

Feminism
Feminist science studies have existed for the past fifteen to twenty years. Prominent
writers are e.g. Sandra Harding, and Donna Haraway.
Feminist science studies have debated the costs of excluding women and other
groups from science – and costs do not only refer to the cost paid by women.
Equally important is the cost paid by science. By excluding certain groups, science
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loses talent, but interestingly, science also loses objectivity, and the objectivity
claimed is not as “strong” as it could be.
Donna Haraway is the writer within this school that I am most inspired by:
Haraway sees scientific representation as a mirror of power/knowledge struggles
within society. To Haraway, it is not “nature”, but social power and control that
determines what is science and what is not.7
Science tries to avoid dealing with the moral and political responsibilities
connected to these problems by using what Haraway refers to as the "God-trick":
Scientific objectivity claims to be able to see and interpret from a God-like position
outside of human bodies and lived experience. Therefore, responsibilities of
practices and practical decision-making disappear:
“The only position from which objectivity could not possibly be positioned
and honoured is the standpoint of the master, the Man, the One God, whose
Eye produces, appropriates, and orders all difference. No one ever accused
the God of monotheism of objectivity, only of indifference. The god-trick is
self-identical, and we have mistaken that for creativity and knowledge,
omniscience even.” (Haraway, 1991: 193)
To Haraway, the traditional scientific view of knowledge is wrong, as knowledge is
always necessarily situated, and she calls for a new objectivity, which is only
possible as “situated knowledge”.
In connection to the concept of situated knowledge, Haraway proposes an
entirely new concept of “objectivity” which is connected to a visual metaphor:
objectivity as it is traditionally conceived is a “view from nowhere” – this is what
the claim of universal objectivity would mean if translated into the visual realm. In
practice, claims Haraway, science is always situated and anchored in persons,
bodies, and situations, just as there is no such thing as a “view from nowhere”.

7

See for instance “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial

Perspective, in Haraway (1991).
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While still relying on the visual metaphor, Haraway goes on to criticize
relativism as well:
“Relativism is a way of being nowhere while claiming to be everywhere
equally. The “equality” of positioning is a denial of responsibility and
critical enquiry. Relativism is the perfect mirror twin of totalization in the
ideologies of objectivity; both deny the stakes in location, embodiment, and
partial perspective; both make it impossible to see well. Relativism and
totalization are both “god-tricks” promising vision from everywhere and
nowhere equally and fully, common myths in rhetorics surrounding
Science.” (1991: 191)
The bottom-line of Haraway’s arguments is that there is ethic, moral, and political
responsibilities connected to any type of knowledge. The only way we can take on
these responsibilities is by grounding our knowledge in persons, bodies, and
situations. This can be done through the metaphor of vision suggested by her: all
vision is different, either because of the difference in position or because of the
different types of vision (dogs, flies, and humans do not see the same things). Thus,
no vision is clear, transparent, and innocent, but all vision is particular, specific,
local, and embodied: "...[O]nly partial perspective promises objective vision." (1991:
190)
As in ANT, feminist science studies see the science that “wins” as the science that is
more powerful. This is implicit in Haraway’s claim that science reflects power
struggles within society. However, unlike the voices of ANT and pragmatism,
feminism suggests a different and more idealistic way of judging what is “good
science”. Quite unlike pragmatism, which suggests that the “good” is that which
works, feminism suggests that good science is that which recognizes and examines
the values and beliefs that informs studies in respect to choosing research
questions, methods, technologies etc. Thus, feminism suggests that data could be
more accurate if the situation of the researcher was made explicit and used directly.
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This is what Sandra Harding (1998) refers to as strong objectivity, a term which is
intimately related to Haraway’s concept of situated knowledge. Like Haraway,
Harding argues that the traditional scientific ”view-from-nowhere” should be
abandoned. Instead, having the starting point in specific situations and places can
optimize objectivity. Moreover, Harding argues that the starting point of
knowledge production within her ”standpoint epistemology” should be the people
and places that have traditionally been excluded from that production. Knowledge
thus produced would not only be more useful than knowledge produced in the
traditional scientific way, it would also be more objective. It would avoid both the
realism that Haraway calls a “God-trick”, and the equivalent trap of relativism.
I do not suggest that white men should be excluded from science. But the idea of
using the embodied and situated position of the researcher proactively in
performing and informing science instead of hiding it, thereby achieving a science
that is not only more political, ethical and morally responsible, but which is also
more accurate and objective is highly appealing to me.

Pragmatism
Pragmatism suggests yet another way of judging successful science from
unsuccessful science, less marked by war-metaphors than that of ANT and less
idealistic than that of Haraway or Harding: One of the most important neopragmatist thinkers, Richard Rorty, argues that we are in need of a “second
enlightenment”. The first Enlightenment, Rorty claims, cast away God as the
ultimate test for right and wrong, good and bad. Instead of God, it placed Reality.
Now, according to Rorty, the time has come to cast away this conception of Reality,
which infantilizes humans, and replace it with our fellow humans and solidarity8
by replacing “objectivity” with “unforced agreement” (1991: 38).9
Rorty further criticizes realists of being what the defenders of religion were
before the Enlightenment. Realists, according to Rorty, give natural sciences a
unique epistemological position – they replace priests with scientists. According to
8
9

See for instance McDowell in Brandom, 2000.
This concept has direct implications to my analyses of the culture of the Molecular Microbial Ecology

Group.
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the realists, the knowledge-claims of natural scientists have a special status and
nature: “objectivity”. Rorty is overwhelmingly critical of this stance as he claims
that there is no ”non-human” reality out there:
“No, there is nothing non-human out there with which we need to get in
touch, because human beings have always been in causal touch with the rest
of the universe, and that is the only kind of touch there is.” (in Brandom,
2000: 217 – 218).
Rorty is not anti-scientific, however. What he criticizes are theories of science that
ascribe to science a unique authority and access to reality, not scientific practice.
Science is regarded as “one more human activity, rather than as the place at which
human beings encounter a “hard”, nonhuman reality.” (1989: 4). Rorty thus
proposes that sociology should replace epistemology, and claims that the
differences between for instance natural science and literary criticism are
sociological ones, not epistemological ones. Rorty refers to this stance as antirepresentationalism, which means that knowledge is not about “getting reality right”
(1991: 1), but about acting in ways that copes with reality. Thus, science should not
be respected for being more “objective” or closer to “reality” than other human
activities. Science should be respected for “unforced agreement”. The scientific
institutions and practices are concrete examples of “free and open encounters”
(1991: 39), and scientific institutions can be used as inspiration and suggestions to
how the rest of society might organize itself:
“When we say that our legislators are “unrepresentative” or “dominated by
special interests”, or that the art world is dominated by “fashion”, we are
contrasting these areas of culture with areas, which seem to be in a better
order. The natural sciences strike us as being such areas. But, on this view,
we shall not explain this better order by thinking of the scientists as having a
“method” which the rest of us should imitate, nor as benefiting from the
desirable hardness of their subjects compared with the undesirable softness
of other subjects. If we say that sociology or literary criticism “is not a
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science,” we shall mean merely that the amount of agreement among the
sociologists or literary critics on what counts as significant work, work
which needs following up, is less than among, say, microbiologists.” (1991:
40 – 41)
Natural science is an exemplary human activity, but not for the reasons usually
attributed to it. Science is exemplary for establishing a “we”, a community, and a
sense of solidarity within that community.

2.1.b Summing Up
To facilitate my analyses, I have been in need of a very plastic theoretical
apparatus, characterized by ontological multiplicity and lack of preconceived
categories about what is real and what is not.
This apparatus I have pieced together from pragmatism, ANT and feminist
science studies. Its most important qualities are that it refuses the relevance of preshaped ontologies and essentialist dualisms by focusing on consequences rather
than origins; that it does not use universal standards such as correspondence with
reality to determine what is science and what is not; and that it perceives of science
as necessarily situated and embodied.
The three sources from which I have pieced together my stance also diverge in
many ways: to the feminists, ANT is politically blind; to the ANT-writers, the
pragmatists do not focus enough on materiality, etc. However, I do not believe that
it is necessary to choose one or the other theoretical stance, and pledge allegiance to
it. Instead, they all have inspired me equally as they all lend fruitful points to my
study:
In ANT, it is the rigorous focus on the symmetry of e.g. things and words that
has motivated me the most and has inspired me to refuse to look for either practices
or discourses. I have insisted to look for both and for how they build each other up.
Moreover, the ANT-inspired laboratory studies has been very helpful in forging
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out a method for my own studies, and therefore ANT will be a prominent
discussant when I go on to debate construction of data.
In pragmatism, it is the insistence on the importance of processes, usability, and
consequences that has motivated me to look for practical consequences of ideas,
discourses & materiality rather than seeing these as origins. Moreover, the focus on
usability (that which is good is that which works) has inspired me in my analysis of
the microbiologists and given me a standard of choosing my own analytical tools.
Therefore, pragmatism will recur in my analytic chapters, and in my
methodological considerations of analytic and interpretive tools.
In feminist science studies, it is the idea of a science that is morally, politically, and
ethically responsible through insisting on the relevance of the situated character of
the researcher that has motivated me the most. It has made me regard “my”
scientists’ work as dependent on their personal history and characteristics, the
physical and historical setting, etc, regardless of universal claims. Moreover, the
stance has inspired me to work explicitly with my own situatedness in doing this
study, and therefore feminism will be an important voice when I discuss the
methodological challenges of writing up my results/interpretations.

2.2 Methodology & Methods
In this section, I will discuss questions of methodology and methods that arises
between my theoretical standpoint and my empirical work. I have not structured
the methodological discussion along the three theoretical “pillars” of pragmatism,
ANT, and feminism. Rather, I have used a chronological structure in writing the
story of how I have met the field - a) creating access to the field, b) the construction
of data, c) the analysis of data and d) writing up the thesis - and how this meeting
has been shaped by the theoretical pillars, and vice versa. The theoretical voices
will be called into the story when they suit the chronological logic, sequence, and
structure.
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2.2.a Access to the Field
In this section, I will discuss some methodological problems concerned with getting
access to the field. These mainly concern the schism between the “common”
problem (how to get in to a field that does not want you) and my problem (how to
figure out what questions to ask of a field that has already accepted you). I will
start the section with a brief introduction to the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group, which is the group I have studied.

Presenting the Field
The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group was established about 10 years ago. The
basis of the group’s work is a combination of experimental tools from molecular
biology and microbial ecology into the new research area of biofilms – communities
of bacteria living on surfaces protected by a layer of slime. The group has
specialized in experimental set-ups that seek to reflect ecosystems more than the
traditional test tube experiments do, and it has developed many new experimental
tools that facilitate studies of bacterial performance and activity in multi-species
communities. Likewise, the group has established a unique platform of instruments
and technology over the years.
The labs and offices of the group are placed on the campus of the Danish
Technical University (DTU) in the building of BioCentrum DTU, formerly
Department of Microbiology. The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group is only one
among more groups housed under this heading. The group is divided into three
sub-groups, centered on the three researchers who hold tenure-positions. One subgroup is called CASE (Complex Adaptive Systems Ecology), the other CCS (Cell-toCell Signaling), and the third is called D&D (Development and Dynamics). The
CASE subgroup is central to this study, as my scholarship and this thesis is partly
formulated and financed by CASE. However, I have given up focusing solely on
the CASE subgroup as the work done in the three sub-groups overlaps and the
researchers from the different groups stand side by side at the bench helping each
other out and talking about their work.
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The staff in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group consists of one professor
(tenure), two associate professors (tenure), four laboratory technicians, two
assistant professors, two post-docs, seven PhD students, and three research
assistants.10 The approximately 17 researchers have been the objects of my
observations and interviews.

Getting Access to the Field: Forging Out the Analytic Question
Creating access to a field often entails problems as the people working and living in
the field will not instinctively enjoy or appreciate being “monitored”. In Organizing
Modernity (1994), ANT-theorist John Law describes the difficulties in creating access
to the Laboratory he wants to study, because of what he perceives as the natural
scientists’ innate distrust towards sociologists. This is just one example of why it
can be difficult to access the field. The common reason is probably that people
being studied will fear that the study is out to unveil and/or misrepresent their
activities.
According to Law, creating access to the field is about “what you have, what
you know, and whom you know”, a typical network oriented answer that I believe
to be quite true. Every story of “what you have, what you know, and whom you
know” is different, and below I will tell mine:
When I started working on my PhD scholarship, my field was already a given; it
was implied in the scholarship that I was to work somehow with the CASE
subgroup of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group at the Danish Technical
University. However, it was not specified why or how I should work with them
and their research. This strange situation came about in the following manner:
Before becoming a graduate student, I worked at the Center for Evaluation of
Higher Education – an institution affiliated with the Danish Ministry of Education.
We evaluated different study-programs, and a panel of experts was connected to
each evaluation. One of these experts were Jan Molin, associate professor at the
10

Only the three tenured researchers and the four laboratory technicians are stable members of the group.

The rest of the members change continuously. Thus, the numbers presented here are an average of how the
group looked when I was making observational studies there.
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Department of Organization Theory and Industrial Sociology. I heard that he was
looking for a graduate student who was interested in doing interdisciplinary
studies, and asked him if my academic background in comparative literature and
cultural studies would be relevant. He said yes, I applied and met his brother,
Søren Molin, Professor at The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, who would be
my other supervisor if I got the job. I learned about the Group that I would be
affiliated to through him, and acquired access to the field and a key informant11
instantly. Thus, I was in the situation – quite contrary to that of Law – that access to
the field was already created. However, this was not true of the analytic question.
I figured that the most important thing to do was to get familiarized with the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group as quickly as possible, hoping that this would
help me construct an analytic question. Most often, it is the other way around; you
know what you want to study, and you set out to look for an interesting way of
doing so. The downside of my situation was that I used a lot of time in quite an
unstructured manner, just getting into the group, and trying to figure out what it
was about, how it was organized, and what would be an interesting question to
study. The upside was that my analytic question came about as I explored the
group, and I choose to believe that the risk of my forcing a particular set of optics
on the researchers has been less in this way.
I observed the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology group on and off
over a period of three years. I started my scholarship by spending one month in the
group, not yet to observe but to learn “the basics of the trade” and to get a picture
of what the group was about. Interestingly, and contrary to other lab-studies I
know of, my field - personified by my co-supervisor, the professor - had explicit
ideas of what I should do when there. I was put to work on an experiment, part of a
much larger experiment, in which the main goal was to construct a microbial
community that was able to degrade the organic solvent toluene. My job was to
modify two species of bacteria genetically, and find out if their metabolic systems

11

Sharon Traweek describes key informants as crucial, as these are people from the field with whom it is

possible to “try out tentative interpretations and hypothesis” (1988: 13).
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were activated by benzylalcohol and natrium-benzoat, respectively. I got the very
best treatment, starting many days with a 1 hour crash-course in molecular
microbiology taught by the professor, followed by a day in the lab, supervised by a
very capable laboratory technician, who made sure I did everything by the book,
and asked me questions to check if I understood what was going on. I believe that I
learned as much about microbiology and molecular biology in that month as
regular students at DTU learn in a few years.
During this month, I also made some very important observations, as I was then
truly a participant (although an odd one) of the community, and was not yet
defined as an observer, neither to the researchers nor to myself. However, I did not
yet know when my experiences were “observations” and when they were not. I
was “simply” a new graduate student who had no background in microbiology,
and who had therefore to be helped as much as possible. The group was instructed
by the professor to answer my every question, no matter how ignorant it might
appear.
This period offered many opportunities of informal talks; the researchers told
me of their work, I told them of mine – although I did not have much to tell yet. But
we also talked about music, food, and films - small talk, as you naturally exchange
with people you spend a significant amount of time with every day. Thus, I
established an informal friendship-like relationship to many of the researchers in
the group, especially the graduate students who felt that I – another graduate
student - was “one of them”. Thus, I acquired more key-informants.
After the first intense month at the bench in the laboratory, I went back to my
ordinary daily life at CBS, but I returned to the group continually, for instance
attending meetings and presentations, both as attendant and as performer. Back at
my office, I read, wrote, and tried to come up with an interesting focal question to
study. I tried to focus on questioning what the researchers questioned the least (one
of the methodological rules of ANT), and it struck me that we challenged each
other’s views of “proper science” in quite a radical way. Both I and they have/had
very fixed perceptions of what science is, and meeting someone from the outside –
who has the same formal scientific status as those on the inside, but who
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nevertheless challenged one’s own views radically - was eye-opening to me and the
microbiologists both, I believe. This, I found, would be my strategic analytic
question; what is science and what is non-science in this group?
Furthermore, in an attempt of accessing the field in a different manner, less
marked by what others thought I should do, I made a text analysis of two articles
called CASE (Molin & Molin, 1997 & 2001). These articles present the results of the
cooperation between my two supervisors, microbiologists Søren Molin and his
brother social psychologists and organizational theorist, Jan Molin. My scholarship
was conceived as a prolongation of these articles. The text analysis also pointed to
problems of walking the straight and narrow of science, while avoiding the Scylla
and Carybdis of non-science that threatened from both sides. The analysis of the
CASE-articles strengthened my analytic question, and I decided to go back into the
group prepared to construct data, and armed with the focus the question presented.

Summing Up
Getting access to the field is a well-known methodological problem. Here, I have
referred to a study made by ANT-writer John Law, “Organizing Modernity” (1994).
Law describes the problems of getting access to the field as connected to a distrust
harbored by the natural scientists he wanted to study.
However, for me, this was not the biggest problem when accessing the field.
Rather my situation has been the opposite of the one described by Law. The access
to the field was already created when I entered the project, via my institutional
affiliation with the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group (half of the funding for my
scholarship comes from the group), and via the personal affiliation with the
professor at the group. What I did not have was an analytical question. Therefore,
my story of creating access to the field is one of figuring out what the group was
about and thereby figuring out my analytical question, rather than it is a story of
trying to get into a field, which did not want my presence.
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2.2.b Construction of Data
It has occurred to me that in constructing, analyzing and interpreting the data, I
have followed pragmatist and organization theorist Barbara Czarniawska
methodological three-stage-rocket, which has steps going from the field towards
the researcher. The rocket looks like this:

Field of […] practice
• watch how the stories are being made
• collect the stories
• interpret the stories (what do they say)
• analyze the stories (how do they say it?
• deconstruct the stories (unmake them)
• put together your own story [reconstruct]
• set it against/together with other stories
[recontextualize]

Field of […] research
(1999: 22)
Czarniawska does not include my previous section – getting access to the field – in
her “rocket”, but apart from that my methodological stages are close to hers, and
her categories are good places to start discussions. However, it should be noticed
that Czarniawska’s methodology is explicitly and exclusively focused on narratives,
while mine is not.12 But apart from that, her categories are very useful to illustrate
what I have done.

12

There is yet another important distinction: I consider the last stage of reconstructing and recontextualizing

to be one of interpretation. To Barbara Czarniawska, this seems a much more prosaic term covering simply
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This section looks like her first phase, that of watching the stories, or the “data”
as I prefer to call it, being made and collecting them. I have structured the section
around discussions of observations, interviews, and texts and documents. But first,
I will discuss what my theoretical reluctance against separating practices from
discourses means to the construction of data:

Words and Actions
A logical consequence of my theoretical stance is that words and actions are not
treated as different types of data with different status – just as I deny placing them
on different levels of reality. The argument here is that data based on non-textual
phenomena, such as observations, interviews, conferences, etc., becomes textualized,
when becoming data.13
The textualization of non-textual data underlines my theoretical point of
refusing to differentiate between data; such a differentiation would be illusory at
best. But how have I avoided that the theoretical choice (and methodological
premise) of treating practices and discourses as having the same status has ended
up in a methodological mess? What alternative principle of ordering have I used?
In the literature on ANT and science studies there are plenty of methodological
rules for creating cogent analyses without giving up the symmetrical standpoint:
The focus in the literature is on the micro-level14 of scientific work, and the
questions asked are how-questions, rather than why-questions.15 Moreover, all my
empirical sources of inspiration can be said to share a focus on things and words
equally. Thus writes Donna Haraway of her fellow in science scholars:

“what do they say” in the second stage. The discussion and definition of “interpretation” will be a pivotal
point in the section of my third stage, called “Writing it Up”.
13

The very same can be said of the microbiologists - who have to make representations of their invisible

objects of study in order to study them - and thus, while this arguments pertains to social scientists I take it
to be of essence to natural scientists as well.
14

In principle, the differentiation between micro and macro is given up like all other a priori differentiations.

Thus, if an actor on the “micro-level” leads to the “macro-level” in some way, the analyses will follow the
actor, regardless of micro- or macro-levels, just as the analyses will follow actors regardless if they are placed
among the things or the humans.
15

For further discussion of the laboratory studies, see Knorr Cetina, 1994.
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“That’s what’s exciting about science studies now as a body of pursuit,
whether it’s people like Leigh Star or Sharon Traweek or Bruno Latour or
Michel Callon. All of these people understand scientific practice as this thick
– semiotically and materially – rich historical practice, and none of them are
very impressed by any of these negative philosophies and negative political
theories about technological instrumentality.” (Haraway, 2000: 23)
These writers: Sharon Traweek, Susan Leigh Star, Bruno Latour (and others
Haraway do not mention such as Karin Knorr-Cetina) are important inspirations to
me. Here, I will only present some central methodological rules as presented by
Bruno Latour in Science in Action (1987): Latour proposes an entire set of explicitly
formulated methodological rules, which can be used when studying scientific
practice. One can abbreviate and summarize these rules – a bit crudely – as
“following the actors”, through interviews and observations, and examining
inscriptions. Following the actors is perhaps the most important rule, and it entails
going wherever the actors go, thereby trailing a network of technologies, people,
stories, etc, that the actor is moving in and performing.
This sums up how I have made my data: by observing and interviewing the
researchers, and through focusing on inscriptions – texts and images. The two
simple but effective methodological rules have been very useful to me. I do not,
however, pledge allegiance to the analytic vocabulary developed by Latour and
other ANT-writers. As strong as the conceptual foundations of the methodology
seems to me, the vocabulary seems at times to be almost esoteric. The – pragmatist
– question is whether it has any practical consequences to use for instance the term
“entity” rather than the word “thing”? In my view, it does not. Moreover, you can
raise the same criticism against ANT as the one I will raise against semiotics later
on: that performing an ANT analysis can come to look like a grammatical analysis;
the “simple” naming of textual (or other) elements.
Thus, even though I am inspired by the radical symmetry of ANT theory and
the methodology of collecting data, I am less impressed by the analytic tools, which
is why the next sections will also look for methods elsewhere. Another consequence
is that my work cannot be considered legitimate in an ANT context; first, because I
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do not cogently apply the terms and concepts developed by ANT-writers, and
second – and most importantly – because my primary focus is ultimately still on
humans, even if I consider non-humans crucial in the construction of humans and
sociality. This focus is not intended, but upon writing my analysis, I have to realize
that my interest remains driven by a primarily human focus.

Observations & Interviews
When “following the actors” I have used tricks from observational studies. This is
what many researchers doing laboratory studies have done before me, and it is
from reading these works I have constructed/imitated an “ethnographic” method of
making observations. This method poses some fundamental methodological
problems: The aim is to observe people (and things) in their daily lives, going about
their daily business. This, however, is a somewhat naïve assumption, as the
presence of an observer will change the setting, making it no longer a part of the
daily life. Thus, the researcher who is observing people and things in situations
automatically changes the situations, and is thus observing herself as much as “the
others”.16

Making Observations
When I appeared before the microbiologists in the group in the guise of “the
observer”, the researchers at The Microbial Molecular Ecology Group were already
quite familiar with me – as described in “Access to the Field”. Offhand, the time
that followed looked very much like the first month when I was working at the
bench, although there were major differences: now, I did not have work of my own
to do at the bench, and I was defined as an “observer”. Simply hanging out in the
lab doing nothing can be difficult and awkward, and therefore I asked a number of
researchers (about 10 – it is a bit difficult to distinguish sharply, as the researchers
often work close together, attend meetings together, and insist that I notice and
discuss their actions, as well as those of the “victim proper”) if I could follow them
as a “shadow”, doing everything with them for a day or two.

16

For further discussion, see for instance Salomon, 2002.
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However, it was almost impossible to persuade the researchers that I was
indeed interested in every little thing they did (“you don’t have to come with me –
I’m just going to the store-room to pick up some media!”), and that they should not
feel awkward because I was writing down everything they did. Thus, my taking
notes became a trade-off between offending the researchers (it is considered polite
to make conversation when spending time together) and taking substantial notes (it
is not possible to write extensively while asking questions and talking about what
you see). I started out taking extensive notes, but found that they prevented me
from observing and participating in what was going on. Therefore, I changed my
strategy, and started making very brief notes, which I would then write in full after
the day had ended. This procedure was not optimal either, and when writing my
analyses I have often found that my notes were too brief, and that I could not
decode them properly. I have tried to use this constructively, in using that
uncertainty as openers in my interviews.
Additionally, the researchers knew me by now, and wanted to know what I was
up to. Therefore, it was not possible – and maybe it is not desirable, either – to keep
up the façade of the objective, ghost-like observer. I had to explain what I wanted to
do, what I expected to learn, and how I was going to proceed. Thus, many of the
observations came to have character of conversations and interviews as well
(sometimes with me as the interviewee). This, however, I tried to turn into an
advantage:
By focusing on the definitions of science – which are ordinarily naturalized in
the work of the microbiologists and in my own work, and which I had to tease out
of them with observations, interviews, etc., - it was exactly the clash between “me”
and “them” that was interesting. Therefore, I do not feel burdened by the routine
ethnographic “complaint”; that observing entails being present and being present
entails changing the observed. I never intended to be a fly on the wall, and thus I
believe that I have avoided what John Law experienced as: “where the actions is,
the ethnographer is not” (1994: 45). There may have been lots of action when I was
away, but the action I was looking for I had a great part in creating. Maybe the
important difference is that although I do borrow tricks and techniques from
ethnography, I do not consider myself an ethnographer. Thus, I avoid the aim of
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the ethnographer – to portray people’s worlds. My goal was nowhere as ambitious
as that. It includes my own presence, thus making interesting conflicts (action) out
of what might otherwise have been perceived as problems. In this I am in
accordance with science studies scholars Cambrosio and Keating who focus on
“perspicuous phenomena”17, which they define as “topics or themes which
preoccupy particular groups and which resonate with social science issues.” (2000b:
358). They continue:
“We were […] looking for intersections and articulations between the
questions actors ask and the questions we raise, between the practical
answers they provide and the theoretical framing we offer” (ibid.)
One more point should be mentioned here: Before starting this study, I had no
experience with ethnographic methods or the writing of field notes. I read labstudies as e.g. Laboratory Life (Latour & Woolgar, 1979), and Beamtimes and Lifetimes
(Traweek, 1988), which inspired me to work with ethnographically informed
methods myself, spoke to colleagues, and then plunged into it. In my mind, I was
following the actors while carefully noting what they did. However, upon
returning from the field with all my notes, and comparing them to field notes of
colleagues who had been in other fields during the same period, I noticed
substantial differences: While others were observing mainly with their eyes, I had
been observing with my ears, so to speak. Thus, my literary background had made
its first mark; when observing I was looking/listening for words rather than actions,
and for interesting discussions rather than practical dilemmas even if this was contrary
to my specific goals.18 This does not mean that I have not in any way observed the
manual, physical actions of the researchers, only that I have had a bias towards the
spoken or written word, which also means that my goal of incorporating practices
and discourses have been counteracted by my academic habits. Upon realizing this
bias I have tried to complement my observations by memory and further visits to
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Referring to Michael Lynch and through him to Harold Garfinkel.
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For an example of analysis based on thorough observations of actions, see Svenningsen, forthcoming.
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the lab, but I cannot refuse that the literary/wordy bias still ramifies into my text.
As is probably often the case in this types of study, it is not until now – until
writing up the analysis and making sense of the data – that I realize what I should
have been looking for, and how I should have constructed the data.

Picking the actors to be followed
Deciding what actors to follow has been a long process: First, I have decided to
study the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group and not the BioCentrum or the
Danish Technical University. When I go into contextual discussions, the context I
refer to the international community of microbial ecologists, and within this,
mainly those with biofilm- and/or molecular focus. The reason for this
differentiation is that I have been interested mainly in the definitions and
negotiations of science, and therefore I have restricted my studies to the scientific
community, not the organizational setting the group is placed in. For the same
reason, I have focused on the researchers of the group, excluding laboratory
technicians and secretaries. This differentiation can be regarded as problematic as
the laboratory technicians are deeply involved in the production of scientific
knowledge. However, theirs are not voices that have direct implications on the
definitions of “science”, no matter how great their indirect influence might be.
Within the group, I followed all the researchers that were willing to let me
follow them. It should be noticed that most of my observations had rather young
researchers as “victims”. The tenured researchers seemed too busy (even if I tried
to convince them that I would not take time away from them), or just generally
difficult to get in touch with. I believe a reason for this might be that the laboratory
work is considered crucial by the researchers. Laboratory work is done mainly by
younger researchers while the older researchers work in their offices, writing
letters, attending meetings, fundraising and networking. This work, I was told, I
would not find interesting. In effect, my data are constructed primarily around the
younger researchers’ lab-work.19

19

Although the professor has also been a key-informant and therefore a major player in constructing data.
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Different conceptions of science
At this point, I will make a short detour from the discussion of observations,
interviews, texts, and documents, to discuss different conceptions of science, as
these have been important when constructing data.
In “Organizing Modernity” (1994) John Law mentions a range of problems in
relation to ethnographic methods and science studies. Important is the status of
different sciences in doing laboratory studies. This problem has been very present
to me – not in the process of creating access to the field – but in the daily work of
constructing data. My objects of study have very determined and fixed ideas of
what science is and what it is not – especially as regards to method. This – as I have
pointed out – is one of the cornerstones of my analytic question. After experiencing
a similar dilemma, John Law writes:
“[…] a sociologists who turns up at a laboratory is studying people who in
many cases already have some knowledge of academic life. In particular,
they may have equal or higher status. Thus in the academic pecking order
sociology comes below any branch of natural science. Often it is simply a
joke, and even those who claim to see its virtues (or are simply polite) may
harbour fundamental doubts about its value: there is always the suspicion
that sociology is simply common sense; or that it is common sense dressed
up as gobbledygook. So this was my problem: how should I attempt to
overcome what I took to be a natural skepticism of a high-status laboratory
management about sociology? How should I try to overcome the
(reasonable) fear that I would get in the way, make trouble, take up valuable
time, or discover potentially discreditable facts about the Laboratory?”
(1994: 36)
Observational studies was definitely not among the scientific methods that the
microbiologists in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group perceived as valid when
I arrived there to conduct my studies. The researchers kept on asking me if I were
going to make other studies elsewhere, so that I could perform a comparative
analysis, or if I were going to formulate questionnaires. A method that was non37

quantifiable, non-comparative, and non-generalizable seemed supremely nonscientific to them.20 As one of them commented quite bluntly, after I had described
to him what I was doing; “But that’s not very scientific!” This was the primary
challenge to my role as scientists/researcher/ethnographer in the group: to be taken
seriously as a scientist.
A great part of this implied getting a grasp of what they were doing – showing
that I understood; that I was not stupid.21 Thus, interestingly, I have experienced
break-throughs in my own research after having proved an understanding of the
microbial research. When I – in a discussion or otherwise – remembered a central
point from another discussion or in other ways proved that I understood and
respected their research, the microbiologists would be more inclined to give me
“what I wanted”, in the shape of observations, interviews, or they would tell and
show me more specifics and more detailed aspects of their research: Quid pro quo.

Other Observations: ISME-Conference.
After having made observations (and interviews – see next section) in the group, I
went back to the loose affiliation I had had in the period between my two intensive
stays at the group, coming by every now and then to a meeting, a social gathering,
or a seminar. A few months later, I went away for a week with seven of the
researchers to a major conference, ISME, in Amsterdam.
Here, I had a unique chance of observing the researchers in quite a different, but
perhaps equally important setting. Besides, I had had time to start analyzing the
observational data and interviews. The many analytical threads were opening up to
me, and I could easily and without much formality discuss them with the
researchers in question, adding new perspectives and nuances to their actions and
answers. Second, I went to a number of lectures and seminars with the researchers,
20

Interestingly, in its historical roots ethnography was inspired by the natural sciences and its focus on

detailed and systematic observation of populations. This, of course, is exactly what my researchers do when
studying biofilms. The parallel was not lost on them, and I was jokingly referred to as “the macrobiologist”.
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Sharon Traweek notices something similar among the experimental physicists she has studied: “[…] I was

seen hooking up sound systems, fixing broken equipment, showing slides, and listening attentively.
Versatility, especially around mechanical equipment, is a recommendation among experimentalists” (1988:
12)
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and these were eminent starting points for discussions of subject-matter, styles of
presentation, ways up the career-ladder, and much else. Third, the week was
packed with informal social gatherings – we all stayed in the same hotel and more
or less did everything together – from eating breakfast, going by bus to the
conference center, dining, and cruising the clubs of Amsterdam at night. Fourth, I
was introduced to many researchers from other groups, getting an impression of
the extended networks my researchers are situated in. Last, I had the chance to
meet some of the “greats” within the field of microbiology, some of the researchers
who had become icons to the researchers in the group. One of these, Bill Costerton,
even took time to make an informal interview with me, in which he told me about
the evolution of the research topic of biofilms.

Interviews
After finishing my observations, I made interviews with seven researchers. The
interviews were based on my observational studies (from both before and after I
had defined myself as an “observer”), in forming a generalized frame including
questions asked of all the researchers and topics formulated specially for the
individual researchers. One of the points of the interviews was to refresh my
memory, as it was often difficult to remember exactly what a researcher had said in
a casual setting. I do not usually have a very bad memory, but as the topics were
often pretty foreign to me (genetics, microbiology, technology etc.) it happened that
I needed support. Thus, it is important to lay down that the observations are
paramount, and the interviews serve as backups, helpers, and chances to check
whether my understanding of something the interviewee had said earlier was
correct. Moreover, having the researchers repeat discussions in a setting that would
allow me to quote them directly has made it possible to inform my text with their
words and voices in a very direct way.
The interviews served yet another point: I asked all my interviewees two
questions; how did you end up in this group? And; where will you go from here? I
had gotten hints, indications, and fragments of narratives from the researchers
earlier, as you do when small-talking with colleagues. But by asking in this way, I
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had the researchers tell me their career stories in a coherent manner.22 The stories
thus collected are important as data in my analysis of researcher types and careerchoices.

Texts and Documents
Texts and documents seem to be easier to make into data than observations and
interviews. Observations and interviews have to be turned into notes on paper –
become textualized – in order to become objects of analysis. Not so with texts. They
already possess the right format. There is, however, one important factor to
consider in respect to turning texts into data: which texts to choose?
In connection to the ANT-methodology I have presented earlier, there are no
specific answers to this methodological problem. What I have done is to apply the
one methodological rule of ANT (follow the actors) to the other rule (study
inscriptions): The first outpost of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group I met was
the CASE-articles, which I analyzed. These texts were the first actors that I chose to
follow, and they were my first lead into the field. Therefore, choosing these texts as
data seemed obvious. The next texts and inscriptions that I chose to work with
were different types of representations of the subject studied in the group: biofilm.
The researchers I observed were overly concerned with the representations of the
biofilm, and naturally so, as biofilm-populations are invisible to the eye. The
constant reflections on representations let me to regard these inscriptions as
important.

Summing up
I have discussed a range of methodological problems and answers regarding to
construction of data. The first problem was how you can avoid creating a
methodological mess if you refuse to differentiate strictly between practices and
discourses.
In answering this question, I have pointed to different works within science
studies that have shown that this can be done. ANT is especially explicit about the
methodological rules of creating data in a cogent manner without working with a
22

For further discussion of narrative interviews, see Czarniawska, 2001.
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priori dualisms. I presented the methodological rules of ANT, which you can
crudely boil down to two overall rules; follow the actors (using methods of
observations and interviews), and analyze the inscriptions. I have described how I
worked within the field, how I have followed the actors around, and how I have
interviewed them.
The second methodological problem was connected more directly to the
methods of observation and the interviews. It was presented as a problem that
observing a field was not a simple endeavor; the researcher is a part of the observed
situation, which cannot be seen neutrally. And second, observing other scientists
presents a problem, as the scientist you work among will question the way you
work. I proposed to short-cut this problem by making it into the focus of attention:
my experience of clashing ideas about science led me to my analytic question – an
investigation of the definition and negotiation of science and non-science in the
group. In this way, I have made the obstacle the focus of attention, which is not
always comfortable, but which helps you see what you are looking for.

2.2.c Analysis of Data
As mentioned in the previous section, my stages in handling the data resembles
those of Barbara Czarniawska’s methodological three-stage-rocket. In this section, I
will describe the middle part: that of interpreting, analyzing, and deconstructing
the stories/data. Thus, I will discuss how I have analyzed and deconstructed data.
In doing so, I will touch upon the methods of semiotics, discourse-analysis and
deconstruction.
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Field of […] practice
•

Watch how the stories are being made

•

Collect the stories
• Interpret the stories (what do they say?)
• Analyze the stories (how do they say it?)
• Deconstruct the stories (unmake them)
• Put together your own story [reconstruct]
• Set it against/together with other stories

[recontextualize]

Field of […] research

My academic background is not within organization theory, ethnography, or
anthropology, but within comparative literature and cultural studies. Therefore, I
have almost instinctively applied literary methods to the data produced through
the “ethnographic” methods of observations and interviews, and to texts and
inscriptions. One might claim that in applying literary methods to data based on
actions, and interpreting actions as texts, I have in effect produced an extended
concept of “text”, which influences the analysis of my data profoundly.
I have become aware of a major trend within ethnography (for instance John
van Maanen (1988)) and organization theory (for instance Barbara Czarniawska
(1999))

that

argues

that

writing

ethnographies

automatically

entails

“textualization” of the field, and the subsequent use of narrative devices in
presenting it. Therefore, my academic background has worked as an analytical
edge that is far less controversial than I first expected. Naturally, this does not
mean that the combination of methods (ethnographic and literary) justifies itself.
Referring to Paul Ricoeur, Czarniawska writes:
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“The advantages of building a connection between the theory of human
action and the narrative has also been pointed out by Ricoeur (1981), who
suggested that meaningful action shares the constitutive features of the text:
it becomes objectified by inscription, which frees it from its agents. It has
relevance beyond its immediate context and it can be read like an `open´
text. The theory of interpretation can thus be extended to the field of social
sciences.” (1999: 17)
In this quote Czarniawska describes what implications Ricoeur’s idea of
“meaningful action” can have on social theory: that human action (and I would
suggest non-human action as well) can be regarded as a text, and subjugated to the
methodological rules of interpretation that applies to literary texts. I will pursue
this point, and present the specific methods of interpretation that I have used in my
work:

Methodological Heuristics in Analyzing Textual and Non-textual Data
Semiotics
An important methodological challenge posed by my theoretical refusal to work
with preconceived categories - such as practices and discourses, or texts and nontexts - is finding a way of analyzing that does not entail such categories. I have been
inspired both by my literary background and by ANT in using semiotics, as a
fundamental semiotic claim is that meaning is the result of relations. This means
that you have to study specific relations that create meaning without preconceived
assumptions:
Semiotics is the science of signs. Signs are that which replaces something else.
When doing laboratory studies semiotics seems unavoidable as the laboratory itself
stands for “something else”, that is – nature. Likewise, the bacteria that are used in
the experiments in my laboratory are signs – they stand in for the natural wild
types. However, I have been using the basic semiotic train of thought, and not a
specific set of concepts. In choosing not to make cogent semiotic analyses, I am in
accordance with pragmatist Søren Kjørup, who writes that:
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“[…] a semiotic analysis of Mona Lisa will be equivalent of a school
grammatical analysis of Niels Lyhne23, that is strictly a categorization of the
textual elements in classes of words and syntagmatic positions: I do declare,
here is an adverb, and here is a sentence verb!” (1996: 259. My translation)
Analyses that rigorously apply sets of semiotic concepts onto texts of different sorts
can thus be criticized of “merely” classifying the elements of the analytical object
into different semiotic boxes, and I agree with this criticism. The same type of
criticism can be raised against ANT and its vocabulary – and no wonder since ANT
is heavily infused with semiotic method and vocabulary. Thus, paradoxically,
semiotics that insists that meaning is dependent on the relations of the sign – not on
the sign’s relation to reality – run the risk of using another set of preconceived
categories in making analyses. Therefore, the claim of semiotics that has influenced
my study most heavily is the basic idea that the meaning of a thing, a statement, or
a story, is derived from its relations (similarities and differences both) to other
things, statements, and stories.

Discourse-analysis and Deconstruction
Another important methodological challenge in analyzing heaps of data is to create
an overview. It is a premise that analytic cuts must be made, but it is also obvious
that by making such cuts, vital parts of the data might be cut away. In making such
cuts a basic differentiation can be used as guiding principle. This basic
differentiation can be seen as a starting point of discourse-analysis. The idea of
making discourse-analysis can be traced both to my literary background, and to
science studies, which has discourse-analysis as a prominent feature.24
Discourse-analysis is about examining patterns in a group of statements.25 These
patterns express specific ways of understanding the world. Discourse-analysis is
often connected to giving ontological privilege to the social world of language, a
23

Danish novel written by JP Jacobsen in 1880.
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See for instance Jørgensen & Phillips, 1999.
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stance that I criticized and distanced myself from earlier. However, my theoretical
resistance to separating discourses from practices poses yet another methodological
problem: how to include practices in discourse-analyses?
I am not the first to suggest an analytical combination of discourses and practices.
Very poignant criticisms of the poststructuralist and social-constructivist focus on
discourses have been raised before26: Focusing on the abstractness of the macrodiscourses means that humans (and things, you might add) disappear from the
picture. In the practical pragmatic world, there is no such thing as an individual
without society, or a society without individuals. Likewise, there are no practices
without discourses, and no discourses without practices. The very idea of
delegating practices and discourses to two different and separate realms of analysis
does not apply. Instead, new ways of understanding the term “practice” (and
thereby the term “discourse” as well) have been suggested. Here in the words of
Ann Swidler:
“…practices can be the routines of individual actors, inscribed in the ways
they use their bodies, in their habits, in their taken-for-granted sense of
space, dress, food, musical taste… Practices can also be trans-personal,
imbedded in the routines organizations use to process people and things, in
the taken-for-granted criteria that separate one category of person or event
from another – “art” from that which is not art (Williams 1981; Becker 1982),
or the sane from the mad (Foucault 1965).” (Knorr Cetina, et. al. eds., 2001:
74-75)
Swidler’s two last definitions of practices – separating art from that which is not art,
or the sane from the mad - would traditionally be definitions of discourses, but I
agree with her that it can be more interesting to regard these as discursive practices.
Therefore, my study focuses both on the routines and work habits of the individual
researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group and their transpersonal
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See for instance Knorr Cetina et. al., eds., 2001.
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practices, especially their taken-for-granted criteria of what “science” is and what it
is not. Thus, I sympathize with the practice theory Swidler argues for:
“Practice theory moves the level of sociological attention “down” from
conscious ideas and values to the physical and the habitual. But this move is
complemented by a move “up”, from ideas located in individual
consciousness to the impersonal arena of “discourse””. (2001: 75)
Through these optics, discourse-analysis is not only about analyzing the patterns in
language, but about analyzing patterns in networks of language, things, people, etc.
The discourses I present in my analyses can thus be seen as the interpretations of
my observations, interviews, and texts and documents.
A technique closely connected to that of discourse-analysis is that of
deconstruction. Deconstruction is a term that is very much connected to the
analytical strategies of Jacques Derrida. The fundamental goal of deconstruction is
to expose hierarchies or discourses in a text (or patterns in texts and statements),
and to analyze the order, which the hierarchies or discourses impose, in order to
write forth the voices that have been silenced to allow the order to take shape. In
the words of Derrida:
“To `deconstruct´ philosophy, thus, would be to think – in the most faithful,
interior way – the structured genealogy of philosophy’s concepts, but at the
same time, to determine – from a certain exterior that is unqualifiable or
unnameable by philosophy – what this history has been able to dissimulate
or forbid, making itself into a history by means of this somewhere motivated
repression.” (1972 (1981): 6)
What I have been doing is not deconstructing philosophy, but a much smaller
project; deconstructing science as it is shaped and defined within the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group.
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Using Semiotics, Discourse-analysis and Deconstruction
What I have done on the practical level of methods is to use the very basic idea that
entities in a semiotic system acquires meaning through their relations to other
entities, and not through their relation to that which they refer to. In this way I have
hoped to stay off a priori assumptions. Moreover, I have taken in specific semiotic
terms and concepts when I found them usable in my analysis. For instance, when
discussing the status of different types of representations produced in the group I
use Peirce’s classification of signs (icons, indexes and symbols) to question the
classifications of representations made by the researchers. However, I do not feel
obligated to use the rest of Peirce’s terms and apply them to the representations.
Also, I have regarded my data as a group of statements. This includes textual
data as well as data that was originally non-textual, such as technologies and
technique or daily actions as drinking coffee and eating lunch. I have analyzed the
pattern in the statements by differentiating between statements on science and nonscience, and other statements. This basic differentiation can be said to pose the
tender beginnings of a discourse-analysis.
Apart from distinguishing between statements on science and non-science and
other statements, I have tried to zoom in on the places where the discourses on
science and non-science can be read from the practical work or from the words of
the researchers. This often happens in situations where the researchers are faced
with choices, which could be crucial to their falling within or without of science. So
this is how discourses and practices are intermingled in my study; the discourses
are the results of my analyses and interpretations, and these are based on textual as
well as non-textual data.
Let me present some practical examples: when observing researchers studying
biofilms in microscopes and on photos, I often had problems seeing the same things
as they did. When commenting on this, some researchers said that the photos took
much interpretation, and that they preferred a graph to a photograph as evidence
in an article. I asked them why, and the researchers answered the photo was “too
subjective”. After such a statement I asked, “what do you mean by “subjective”?”,
got the answer to that, etc. In this way, I was able to interpret a set of discourses,
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discourses that I named “subjective” and “objective” that surrounded the initial
situation where researchers had to make a concrete choice between two types of
representation.
Another example is a situation where a researcher had problems with some of
the bacteria he discovered: he did not know whether he should name them or not.
When I asked him what he meant by “naming them”, and what the problem was,
he told me that if you worked within a genetic frame of reference, you could name
bacteria simply if you knew a certain sequence of genes on their DNA. But in
another more functional and practical frame of reference, you would have to know
what they ate, where they lived, what they looked like, etc. to give bacteria a name.
Therefore, the researcher had to come to terms with which of these scientific
discourses or paradigms he found to be more “scientific” in order to decide
whether to name his bacteria. A practical situation and a practical choice thus
tapped directly into what can be regarded as broader discourses – here two
scientific paradigms.
Thus, with a starting point in every day life and practical work, I have tracked the
use of terms, tropes and metaphors used to argue for and against what to do or
choose in a certain situation. Likewise, I have tried to formulate discourses that
resounds the terms, tropes and metaphors used by the researchers, and how they
feed and tap into each other; how discourses influence practices and vice versa.
However, I must point again to the bias towards the spoken statements I have
detected in my field-notes and analyses. Even if it has been my conscious goal to
give equal status to words and actions, and to consider them enmeshed and
reciprocally constituted, I believe that the bias towards words and languagestatements can still at places be noticed in my analyses.

Summing Up
In this section, I have described methodological challenges connected to analyzing
texts and documents and the masses of data constructed via the methods of
observations and interviews described in the previous section.
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The first methodological challenge described was how to make coherent and
meaningful analyses without using preconceived categories of words and things,
micro and macro. The next methodological problem I mentioned was how to create
an overview in the masses of data produced using my semi-ethnographic method.
I presented semiotics and discourse-analysis as methods I have employed to
meet these methodological challenges. Semiotics does not work with a set of preconceived categories of reality, or other essentialist categories, but argue that
meaning is created through relations. Thus, the same sign can mean different things
in different contexts and relations. Nevertheless, semiotics runs the risk of
producing a new set of pre-conceived categories by categorizing the text and the
sign into certain elements. I have argued that ANT, with its semiotically inspired
vocabulary, runs the same risk. It has not been my aim to categorize the actions and
statements of the researchers, but to understand them. Therefore, I have not felt
obliged to use entire sets of concepts, but to pick the concepts especially useful for
my specific purposes.
Next, I described the need and the dangers of making one basic differentiation
in the data. I have used the differentiation between statements on science and nonscience and statements on other things and topics, knowing that thereby I have cut
away bits of data that did not fit this distinction. I continued to argue that the basic
differentiation in the data could be said to be the beginnings of a discourseanalysis. Last, I described the unraveling of the discourses and the focus on
what/who has been silenced in them. This method is very close to that of
deconstruction, and is central to my analytical technique.

2.2.d Writing it Up
After having constructed, analyzed, and deconstructed data (to stay in the terms of
Czarniawska’s methodological three-stage rocket), the time has come to describe
her third stage, and discuss the reconstruction and recontextualization of data.
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Field of […] practice
•

Watch how the stories are being made

•

Collect the stories
• Interpret the stories (what do they say?)
• Analyze the stories (how do they say it?)
• Deconstruct the stories (unmake them)
• Put together your own story [reconstruct]
• Set it against/together with other stories
[recontextualize]

Field of […] research

In the section on “construction of data”, I argued with Ricoeur and Czarniawska
that meaningful action can be read as texts. It logically follows that the
interpretation of meaningful action can be subjugated to the same methodological
rules as interpretation of texts. But a methodological problem arises: The problem is
about writing and its lack of “innocence”, which makes the conscious use of literary
devices extremely important: On the one hand interpretational theories highlight
that every interpretation is a text in its own right. Thereby the interpretation
acquires a “freedom” and autonomy in respect to the original text that can lead to
an accusation of “pleasure without responsibility”. This accusation can be
connected to the “problem” of the situated character of knowledge, and thereby the
situated character of the produced text: How do you insist on interpretive freedom
while also wishing to express the situated character of the text? I will describe
different methodological stances to this problem, and describe how I myself have
gone about writing up this thesis.
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The Status of Scientific Writing
At this point, a definition of my use of the term ”interpretation” will be useful.
“Interpretation” is often associated with hermeneutics and the idea of the
hermeneutic circle. The hermeneutic circle implies that elements can only be
understood as parts of the whole, and the whole as the unity of the elements. The
circle thus seems to make interpretation almost impossible. But an organic
interconnectedness of all humans and all human creations makes the
understanding of persons and statements possible by using our self-perceptions
and ourselves as starting-points through empathy. Thus, the act of interpretation
takes place between the text/the field and the interpreter and is made possible by
their organic interconnectedness. This conception of interpretation is best
understood in contrast to positivist theories of interpretation, which operate with a
stable, original text, or a stable, original field/reality, which can be rendered in ways
that are more or less truthful. Interestingly, both hermeneutics and positivism takes
only two major actors into account in considering interpretations and their validity:
reality (text or field), and interpreter. In this respect, the discussion between
hermeneutics and positivism in regards to interpretation comes to resemble the
realist/relativist debate sketched in the beginning of this chapter. 27
My definition of interpretation is in opposition to both these stances – although
closer to that of hermeneutics than to positivism – as it inserts yet another actor into
the game of interpretation; that of the interpretive community. In the following, I
will present a series of thinkers from my three theoretical “pillars”, and present
their stances on interpretations that find their credibility neither in “reality”, nor in
the interpreter. This discussion will automatically lead me to a discussion of
interpretive communities:
It is assumed within influential parts of literary theory (see for instance neopragmatist Stanley Fish or deconstructivist Jacques Derrida) that an interpretation
is also a text in itself, just as the text originally analyzed. The status of the two texts
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is not essentially different, and the new text can be analyzed just as the first one
could. Thus writes Michéle Lamont in her article “How to Become a Dominant
French Philosopher: The Case of Jacques Derrida”:
“Texts are abstracted from the presumed intentions of the authors and from
their literary and social contexts. The traditional separation between
literature and criticism becomes meaningless, as any reading is a re-creation
of a text, a never-ending process of interpretation.” (1993: 590)
Thus, once the new text has left the hands of the author, it is out there taking on its
own life, even if it does still in central ways have relations and connections to the
“original” text. It will also have connections and relations (explicit or implicit) to
other texts, for instance texts that are analyses and interpretations of it. In this way,
all texts are regarded as being related to each other in a network of intertextuality.28
A related point is that a description or an analysis is always also an
interpretation, and an interpretation is always fundamentally a new version, a new
text in its own right. This point I share with Stanley Fish who writes the following
about some literary critics claiming not to make interpretations, but “simply” to
present or describe texts:
“The basic gesture, then, is to disavow interpretation in favor of simply
presenting the text; but it is actually a gesture in which one set of
interpretive principles is replaced by another that happens to claim for itself
the virtue of not being an interpretation at all. The claim, however, is an
impossible one since in order “simply to present” the text, one must at the
very least describe it […] and description can occur only within a stipulative
understanding of what there is to be described, an understanding that will
produce the object of its attention.” (1980: 353)
[…]
28
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things as well.
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“… we have the spectacle of commentators who […] adopt a stance of
aggressive humility and, in the manner of someone who rises to speak at a
temperance meeting, declare that they will never interpret again but will
instead do something else (“I mean to describe them”). What I have been
saying is that whatever they do, it will only be interpretation in another
guise because, like it or not, interpretation is the only game in town.” (1980:
355)
What Fish is saying is that whatever way you put it, you cannot write about
something else without interpreting it. This way of thinking about analysis and
interpretation has been fundamental to me, also when analyzing non-textual
phenomena: It is common to Fish and myself that analysis and interpretation are
regarded as creative acts. Thus, I take seriously the point (also derived from
Derrida) that the new text is not subordinate to the original one (in this case the
field), but in a radical way a new version of it – a re-writing of it. The resulting text
can thus be judged by the same standards as an “original” text would. In my case,
those would be pragmatic standards such as; is it a good story; is it an illuminating
metaphor?
It is paramount to me that the stories/analyses are catchy, interesting, well
written, and eye opening. I have tried to make stories that work, stories that are
based on patterns in the data, and framed in such a way as to frame and illuminate
these in novel and interesting ways. This strategy entails both the construction of
own stories and metaphors based on the data, and of recontextualizing the data by
juxtaposing it to analogue or oppositional stories, discourses, or other science
studies. And if any interpretation is basically a story in its own right, you might as
well write a good one. The criterion of success is thus not only relations to the
empirical data, but also whether the texts work in throwing new light on the data –
whether it performs. Thus, the relations of the text to the interpretive community
become as important as the relations to the empirical data.
Latour supports this position. Referring to Isabelle Stengers, he writes that to be
scientific, knowledge has to be interesting:
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“As it has been noted by so many studies of scientists at work, to the
qualifications of “It is scientific”, scientists often add the query: “May be so,
but is it interesting?” Fecundity, productivity, richness, originality are
crucial features of a good articulation. Boring, repetitive, redundant,
inelegant, simply accurate, sterile all are adjectives that designates a bad
articulation” (http://www.ensmp.fr/~latour/-Articles/77-BERG.html. 4/6 2002)
Another voice supporting the view that science should be interesting, that it should
work, is that of pragmatist organization theorist Barbara Czarniawska, who is
inspired by neo-pragmatist such as Stanley Fish and Richard Rorty on the status of
good and bad texts. She writes:
“There are two types of justifications commonly given: the pragmatic and
the aesthetic. It is even possible to claim that the latter is included in the
former or vice versa, if treated broadly enough. Something `works´ for me
because it touches me, because it is beautiful, because it is a powerful
metaphor, but one can also hear engineers (and not only them) say of
machines, `look how beautifully it works!´” (1999: 27 – 28)
In this quote Czarniawska defines good scientific writing as that which moves or
touches the reader – that which works. This is a classic pragmatic definition, as good
is not considered an essential category, but becomes equal to usability.
However, the feminist theoretical discussions about the situatedness of knowledge
naturally casts echoes into my considerations about my own work. Most
importantly, it restrains me as a writer in a way that is not touched upon above,
where I describe the process and style of writing mainly as a game, or as “pleasure
without responsibility” (Watson, 1978: 13). Let me therefore go into a discussion of
credibility, and of the situatedness and embodiedness of knowledge and texts.
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Credibility & Expressing Situated Knowledge
Above, I gave myself carte blanche to write anything as long as the story worked.
This, however, is not the only criterion or restrain I have subjugated my text to: I
have also wanted the text to be credible and I have wanted it to express the situated
and embodied character of the knowledge it presents. Let me first discuss the issue of
credibility:
At a later point in the Stanley Fish text I quoted from above (“What Makes an
Interpretation Acceptable”), Fish argues that nothing intrinsic to the text forbids an
interpretation. The restrains on the validity of interpretations is only to be found in
the interpretive community into which you are writing. I agree completely with
Fish as regards the unavoidability of interpretation, and partly with his more
controversial point that there is nothing in the original text (in my study; field) that
forbids any possible interpretations. In spite of this, it is my hope that the
interpretation (my text) share basic patterns with the field I have studied. For
instance, although the researchers in my text are not true portraits of the
researchers in the group, they do have fundamental characteristics that I have not
picked up anywhere else but in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. It is my
claim that my text is, as they say, based on a true story.
However, Fish is definitely right that whether my text will be recognized as
such is dependent on the community to which I am writing, and hence the “truth”
of my text is placed in the hands of others. But in this respect, I find it very
important that my text has not only been and will not only be judged by other
science studies scholars, but also by practitioners from the field. Thus, the
theoretical autonomy of my text from the original text/field is not a practical truth:
In practice, the field has been a part of the interpretive community that decides
whether my text holds any legitimate truth-claims.
The practitioners from the field who has already read texts from this thesis has
commended them: They have recognized the problems and themes I write forth,
and praised my understanding of complicated research practices, techniques and
technologies. Many have been surprised by the style in which the results are
presented, but this I attribute to the different academic traditions. Important here is
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that none have argued that the analyses are wrong or that I have misunderstood
their actions and statements. Thus, I find the interpretive double-bind that my text
is subjugated to as regards target groups and interpretive communities to be a forte
in claiming textual credibility.
A further restrain on the freedom of writing style comes from feminist science
studies regarding the situated and embodied character of knowledge. The basic
point is that the traditional scientific style that claims universality and objectivity
avoids the moral, political and ethical responsibilities entailed in all types of
knowledge. This responsibility can be taken on by expressing clearly the
situatedness and embodiedness of produced knowledge. These points do not only
apply to practitioners of the natural sciences, but also to the social and human
sciences – such as this text. When giving up the “view from everywhere” it seems a
natural consequence to give up “the voice from everywhere” – the traditional
scientific voice, which hides the author through an impersonal narrator – as well.
But how can you do that? What does it demand of the writer? How does the credo
of embodied and situated knowledge correspond with the performative criterion of
success described earlier?29
Donna Haraway’s writings in Modest Witness (1997) are very useful in trying to
answer these questions. Most importantly, Haraway never claims to be writing in a
style that claims reflexivity, although the concept of situated knowledge comes from
her. Thus, situatedness and reflexivity is not the same, and situating yourself in the
text does not necessarily entail placing yourself in the reflexivity characteristic of
the hermeneutic circle. In order to make this differentiation clear, Haraway
suggests a new term: diffractions instead of reflexivity.
“My invented category of semantics, diffractions, takes advantage of the
optical metaphors and instruments that are so common in Western
Philosophy and science. Reflexivity has been much recommended as a
critical practice, but my suspicion is that reflexivity, like reflection, only
29

For a detailed discussion of the different aspects of this problem see Traweek, 1992.
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displaces the same elsewhere, setting up the worries about copy and
original and the search for authentic and really real. Reflexivity is a bad
trope for escaping the false choice between realism and relativism in
thinking

about

strong

objectivity

and

situated

knowledges

in

technoscientific knowledge. (1997: 16)
I agree with Haraway that reflexivity in itself is not enough – or not the right way to express the situatedness of knowledge. Works that insist on reflexivity often end
up in what Haraway refers to as self-vision rather than self-visibility. The focus is
transferred to the self of the author, and here the problems are reproduced. Thus, it
becomes impossible to say anything about anything other than yourself.
Latour (referring to Isabelle Stenger’s principles of falsification) expresses a
similar stance; that the position of the researcher should be characterized neither by
distance (as in positivism) nor by empathy (as in hermeneutics):
“[…] neither distance nor empathy defines the well articulated science. You
may fail to register the counter-questioning of those you interrogate, either
because you are too distanced or because you are drowning in your own
empathy. Distance and empathy, to be useful, have to be subservient to this
other touchstone: do they help maximize the occasion for the phenomenon at hand
to raise its own questions against the original intentions of the investigator? It
must be clear, according to this formulation, that abstaining from biases and
prejudices is a very poor way of handling the protocol; on the contrary, one
must have as many prejudices, biases, to throw them at risk in the setting
and provide occasions of manipulations for the entities to show their mettle.
It is not the passion, not the theories, nor the preconceptions that are in
themselves bad, they only become so when they do not provide occasions
for the phenomena to differ.” (http://www.ensmp.fr/~latour/-Articles/77BERG.html. 4/6 2002. Original emphasis)

According to Latour – and Stengers –, it is the interaction and the mediations that
make science interesting and good.
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It seems to me that in writing up a text that combines the criteria of success I have
lined up above; it works, it is credible, and it is situated, one should aim at writing
a text which is very close to the one Søren Kjørup describes30 as:
“The highest one can aim for is to reconstruct certain aspects of the text as it
appeared at a certain time, in a certain version; this may concern the unity of
the narration, the episodes, the words […]… But it means that it is not an
earlier text [or field] that is recreated, but a new one you create, not out of
pure imagination, not as fiction, but naturally through a working up and
transformation of the textual process and the textual multiplicity that is
available. The quality of the newly created text must be evaluated in relation
to a target group and in relation to the purpose of creating it at all, which in
practice naturally entails a discussion of the way in which the transmitted
textual multiplicity has been used. (1996: 210 – 211. My translation)
With these words, I will go on and describe how I have gone about the writing
process.

Styles and Methods Used
I have tried to anchor and situate this thesis by having descriptions, interpretations,
and methodological and theoretical considerations appear in the analyses. This I see
as the logical prolongation of Fish’s point that it is impossible to write descriptions
that are not also interpretations/analyses. Likewise, I believe that although it may
be clarifying to separate discussions of theory, methodology, methods, analyses,
etc., I do not believe that it is practically possible to make an absolute split between
these. Here, in the preliminary motions I have tried to keep things apart, but in the
analyses I will make theoretical and methodological points when they “come
naturally”, to stay in the lingo of Stanley Fish (1989). Thus, I hope that the

30

The quote is on the interpretation of texts, not the interpretation of fields. Therefore, in the quote, the word

“text” should be replaced with the words “practices and discourses”, to apply properly to my study.
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theoretical choices stay visible as choices that are informed by the analytic drive,
and vice versa.
Furthermore, I have tried to anchor and situate the text by making explicit the
narrative and rhetoric devices used in it. Science does use narrative devices, even if
the devices serve to hide the concrete author and replace it with an omniscient,
invisible author. This naturally goes for my own writing as well. I have gone about
grounding the text in a number of ways:
Most importantly, I tell the story in the first person. Having a first person
narrator does not necessarily mean that we are dealing with an autobiography. The
divide between author and narrator is fundamental, and I do not allege to be
transgressing it here. But although the narrating “I” of the text can be perceived as
a fictional character, it is not as fictional as if I had had no specific person narrating
the text (as in traditional science), or if I had constructed a narrator completely
separated from the author (as in Laboratory Life, 1979). Rather, the “I” of the text is a
retrospective construct of me, the author/researcher, and what I was doing and
thinking when getting access to the field, constructing data, analyzing data, etc. In
making the retrospective construct of myself as a researcher in the stages of
accessing the field, constructing and analyzing data, I have tried not to hide doubts
I may have had, to sugar-coat bad tasting arguments, or to make arbitrary choices
seem logical.
This also means that my position in relation to the data is markedly different in
the writing-process than it was while getting access, constructing, and analyzing
data. In the former three stages, I have tried to give room to as many voices as
possible, to be open to stories and interpretations that I had not expected, and to
avoid a priori assumptions and analytical categories. Thus, I have sought to
position myself “democratically” in relation to the field and the data. In the
writing-process, however, I am the “master” of the text. I have tried to express the
heavy influence of other voices have had in earlier stages of my work in many
ways, for instance by letting the researchers speak in their own words as put in
interviews.
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The sense of time is also central to the narrative devices used in this thesis. I
have tried not to lay out my arguments in one sweeping and coherent stroke (as in
traditional science), but to suggest the layers of time and evolution that can be
found “under” the text. I have tried to make obvious which steps I have taken first,
to suggest how the aim, scope, and direction of the project have evolved. It is not a
timeless project; it is not universal, not everlasting.

Summing Up
I have discussed the status of the scientific text, and argued that it can be regarded
as much closer to the fictional text than often assumed. Therefore, it can be
subjugated to the same types of interpretive rules and standards of success. From
this starting point, I discussed the credibility of the text, and the situated and
embodied character of science and knowledge. The question to come out of these
two juxtaposed points was: how can you use the literary qualities of the scientific
text to express its situated and embodied character?
I commended a narrative voice characterized by neither distance nor empathy,
and backed this view with points from Latour and Haraway, that pointed to the
importance of staying clear off the reciprocal pitfalls of reflexivity and antireflexivity.
Last, I explained the literary devices that I have used in writing up this thesis.
First, I mentioned the use of the first-person narrator. I did not claim to be able to
traverse the divide between author and narrator or to find it desirable. Instead, I
argued that I have, in reconstructing myself as researcher, sought to be honest to
the doubts, short-cuts and choices I may have had or made. Second, I mentioned
the sense of historicity and evolution, which I have tried to make explicit in this
thesis in an attempt to avoid universalizing claims.

2.2.e Conclusion
My theoretical apparatus is pieced together from three different theoretical voices:
those of pragmatism, ANT, and feminist science studies. The most important
qualities of this apparatus is that it operates with ontological multiplicity, and
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therefore refuses the relevance of pre-defined ontologies (thus it does not use
universal standards such as correspondence with reality to determine what is
science and what is not), and that it perceives of science as necessarily situated and
embodied.
The theoretical apparatus has a number of methodological consequences to the
way I have met my field and empirical data. One paramount methodological point
connects almost all the methodological discussions presented in this chapter: that of
the extended concept of the text. It arises from having both practices and discourses
be equal parts of data (an important point with both ANT and feminist science
studies), and from treating the data as texts that can be analyzed and interpreted
using literary tools. This basic choice has a line of consequences:
In my first section on getting access to the field, I did not yet operate with the
concept of data as extended texts. However, the problem of getting access to the
text can be seen as a question of creating access to different types of texts and
different types of enunciators. In considering the construction of data, however, the
textual status of the data became explicit. In this respect, my literary background
has one unintended consequence; I have probably been more attentive to data that
has to do with language in some form. My field notes are filled with notes on
interesting discussions and stories told by the researchers, whereas the actions of
the researchers have not been noted upon as thoroughly. Thus, the methods of
observing and interviewing do not in themselves secure that the non-discursive
actions and practices are noted upon.
In analyzing the data, on the other hand, I have openly and consciously relied
on literary methods. I have argued that semiotics (commended by ANT), discourseanalysis and deconstruction (as used in feminist science studies) are fruitful ways
of creating an overview in an overwhelming bulk of data. However, I have not
used entire sets of analytic semiotic concepts, as this entails the danger of
producing sterile categorizations of textual elements. And the dogmatic use of a
priori categories is something I have tried to avoid, whether of ontological or
analytical nature. Thus, what I have picked up from semiotics is the idea that
meaning is produced through relations, and that specific meaning can be analyzed
through the analyses of specific relations.
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In accordance with discourse-analysis, I have perceived my data as a collection
of statements (ideally based on words and actions alike). I have distinguished
between statements on science and non-science, and statements on other topics,
thus beginning a discourse-analysis. After having sketched the discourses, I have
deconstructed them, by looking for rationales that inform the discourses, and,
equally important, for what has been left out or suppressed from the discourses.
In discussing the writing process, the idea of treating the data as an extended text
has major implications; when the data is perceived as having the status of textual
data, the interpretations can also be subjugated to literary standards. The literary
theories I have used here (pragmatist Stanley Fish, deconstructivist Jacques
Derrida) argue that an interpretation is a text with the same status as the original
text; it is autonomous, has meaning of its own, and can be analyzed itself. This
stance has profound influence on the status of data and interpretation: My text is
not deducted from empirical data, nor is data used as exemplifications of theory.
Rather the text is a re-writing of the data, an entirely new version shaped to throw
new light on data. Thus, the scientific text is not subjugated to the data, neither is it
superior to it: data and text is of equal status. Therefore, it becomes an important
criterion of success whether the text works - whether it is able to cast new light on
the data and present it in new and interesting ways. This criterion of success is not
very far away from the criterion readers traditionally apply to fictional texts.
However, I presented two other criteria of success to the written text: credibility
and the expression of the text’s embodied and situated character. In the literature
that argues that knowledge is always situated and embodied (mainly feminism) I
found methodological considerations of what this implies of successful scientific
writing: The traditional realist trap of self-invisibility is not avoided by placing
oneself in the analogous relativist trap of reflexivity and self-vision. Both of these
positions, argues Haraway, constrict the writer from writing about the data/the
field. She seems thus to propose a style of writing - or a position of writing - which
entails that the text is responsible (in that it is situated and embodied) and that it
does not fall into the trap of reflexivity (which inhibits one from writing good
stories about the data). Latour makes a similar point when he argues that science
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should be interesting and that both distance and empathy should be avoided as
exclusive strategies.
Thus concludingly, the extended concept of the text, which has informed many
levels of my discussion of methodology and methods, ends up being a point in
itself; it can be said to be a way of avoiding both the realist trap of self-invisibility
and the relativist trap self-vision, which are important points with ANT,
pragmatism and feminist science studies alike.
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Chapter 3

Complex Adaptive Systems Ecology - A
Text Analysis»
In the following, I will analyze two articles called Complex Adaptive Systems Ecology
I & II (Molin & Molin, 1997 & 2000). I was presented with these articles at the outset
of my project. I chose to begin my empirical work by conducting an analysis of
them, as it appeared to be a way of creating a path to the “proper” field: The
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. The analysis of the CASE-articles has in many
ways defined my focus for the observational studies and interviews, which I
conducted afterwards.
As I have explained, it was partly through this analysis that I homed in on my
central focus: demarcations between science and non-science, how these are
constructed and negotiated, and how boundary objects serve to keep the group
together. I will present the analysis here, almost precisely as it was written two
years ago. This, I am aware, is a narrative device foreign to scientific writing:
usually good scientific writing is presented in one sweeping stroke, leaving out the
processes of evolution entailed in achieving results. But as my focus was not clear
before making this analysis, I deem it dishonest to pretend that it was. Therefore,
readers will have to bear with the naïve narrator of this analysis: I will pretend that
the CASE-articles exist on their own, separated from The Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group, as they did for me when the analysis was written, and save
comments and criticism that my field-studies have naturally involved plenty of.
»

An earlier version of this chapter has been presented at conference “Experimenting Arts and Sciences, The
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These, I will save for the last section – the “afterthoughts” – in which I will also
discuss how this analysis has influenced my criteria of my own scientific work.
Most research could have had different outcomes if other choices had been
made, and different chance occurrences had happened. Thus, it is not just a stylistic
whim to present the CASE-analysis as I do. I am trying to make a point: that
choosing this analysis as the starting point of my research project was decisive to
the results of this thesis, and that other results might have been reached if other
choices had been made at the time. Thus, I have not made a comprehensive study
of “microbiology”, or even of The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. Rather, I
have unwounded a few threads in the big bundle that is the group.
Likewise, the choice of theory that forms the analytic backdrop of this chapter –
Greimas’ textual analysis – could readily be discussed and debated from the
standpoint where I am now. And still I will let the naïve narrator stick to Greimas –
or at least to some of his concepts.

3.1 A Structuralist Analysis
The CASE-articles are some of the more quirky articles that have come out of the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. They are the result of a cooperation between
Søren Molin, professor in the group, and his brother, Jan Molin, associate professor
at Department of Organization and Industrial Sociology at Copenhagen Business
School. The cooperation arises from the recognition that both microbial ecology and
sociology/organization theory works with communities of sorts. The articles explore
if insights from the one field – organization theory – can be used fruitfully in the
other field – microbiology.
The two articles are written as prolongations of each other and I will consider
CASE I & II to be two parts of the same textual body. It is my main goal with this
article to localize actants and developmental dynamics, which I can use as
guidelines in my later empirical analyses.
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3.1.a Methods
As a framework for this analysis, I have chosen to use structuralist literary theory.
My primary source is Julienne Algirdas Greimas’ “Structural Semantics”, from
1966. But I also draw on concepts from Roland Barthes’ “Mythologies”, from 1969.
I have chosen to use structuralist literary theory for three primary reasons: First,
because there is a direct relation between ANT (part of my theoretical background,
and important analytic tool in upcoming chapters) and Greimas’ literary theory,
and I hope that this relation will help create a natural flow between this text
analysis and the following chapters. The relations between the two theories derive
from ANT being inspired by semiotics. Among the central concepts in ANT is the
“actant”; it is by using this concept, instead of the more traditional ”actor”, that
ANT is trying to distance itself from the subject-object distinction basic to the
Modern Settlement. ANT proposes instead to focus on relations and networks
including human as well as non-human actors. What is interesting in this respect is
that the term “actant” is formulated by Vladimir Propp, and later developed
further by Greimas in his actant-model, which is central to this analysis.
Second, a reason for choosing literary theory to open the analyses of this
dissertation is that aesthetic methods in general have the advantage (compared to
e.g. sociological ones), in respect to my aim, that the analyzed texts are considered
functional actants – non-human actors with their own goals that can form part of
networks independent of their human originator. In continuation of this it should
be noted that Greimas’ textual theory also acquires the capabilities of an actant, in
that it is defined as a stabile entity in my text, an entity with a goal of it’s own.
Greimas’ theory should not be regarded as an innocent tool, but as an actant, which
I am enrolling in a network summoned to support, facilitate, and legitimize my
analysis, and the way it is conducted. Thus, already the text is swarming with
actants: In the analyzed text, the analyzed text itself, and the analytic tools employed.
Third, I find Greimas’ textual theory relevant here because it is tailored to meet
mythical texts. The CASE-articles start and stop with evolutionary narratives, and
evolution can be said to a myth par excellence. This is the main reason why I find it
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relevant and interesting to treat the CASE-articles as mythical texts, even if this way
of regarding them might not be the most obvious.
Performing a structuralist analysis is comme-ils-faut in academia of today: Reducing
and generalizing is central to structuralism, while many contemporary theoretical
schools have stopping such endeavors as explicit aims. Thus, it is programmatic for
theoretical stances such as feminist science studies, ANT, and pragmatism that
there is a deep wish to respect the non-reducible, situated and local. I fully adhere
to this stance. But the slightly disrespectful, reductionist element in structuralism
also means that it offers efficient tools of extracting textual elements that are not
immediately accessible in the “surface” of the text. And my motive in this reading
is exactly to read for something other than that which the intended reader31 would
read for. I am not a microbiologist, and I do not intend to discuss the microbial
points of the text. On the contrary, I will read for actants, and thematic and
narrative structures. Making this kind of against-the-grain reading demands you to
put an armlock on the text and reduce, paraphrase, extract… I hope that this
analytical conduct can be excused; I do not pretend to dig out some privileged truth
about the articles. The only thing I will find is my personal reading of the text,
controlled as it is by my goals and intentions.32
I will analyze the text in accordance to a line of classic literary parameters: genre,
thematics, and narrative development. In the traditional manner, I will start from
without, and gradually work myself further and further “into” the text.
Accordingly, my analysis will start with the genre-analysis.

31

The position of the reader offered by the text. In other words: The idealized reader, which is inscribed in

the text.
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It will become apparent that I do not have it in me to be quite as reductionist as Greimas prescribes. Thus, I

am not quite loyal to Greimas’ theory either, but will use the models that I find relevant, I will take the lines
of least resistance, and once in a while I will inflate parts of the analyses, which the theory suggests should
be treated quickly. Thus, it is not only the Case-articles that are held in armlock, Greimas does not get
complete freedom of movement either.
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3.1.b Analysis
Genre
CASE I & II is a scientific text, which has been published in microbiological
anthologies – Advances in Microbial Ecology (Vol. 15, 1997 & Vol. 16, 2000, Plenum
Press, New York). The scientific medium means that both the sender’s and
receiver’s immediate goals with writing and reading the text are quite explicit and
easy to decode: The writers want to inform the readers of their scientific work, and
the readers want to be informed.33
Even if the context in which the articles are placed is relatively palpable – or
maybe exactly because of this – I do not plan to make an analysis that includes the
context in the sense of concrete writers and readers. I will – in consonance with the
structuralist (semiotic & deconstructivist34) intentions – consider the text to be a
structure of meaning in it self, independent of concrete writers and readers, their
intentions, interpretations and attitudes. When I do consider the text as embedded
in a context, it is an intertextual context35. This type of approach is more typical of
the analysis of artworks than it is of analyses of scientific texts. Frederik Stjernfelt
writes the following about differences between the ”pragmatic message” and art:
“The artwork is exactly – in contrast to the pragmatic message –
characterized be the fact that you cannot, or only in a very restricted sense,
use the artist as an answer book if there is something in the work that you
don’t understand. If a newspaper editorial, a message from the spouse or a
doctoral thesis is unclear, then letters to the editor, questions or opposition

33

It should be mentioned, though, that Advances in Microbial Ecology is not the most straightforward

microbiological publication. The articles are read as being slightly askew, as having new and unexpected
approaches, or conclusions different from the expected ones.
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classic structuralist text; Saussure’s “Cours de Linvistique Generale” (1974). Saussure settled with the idea
that signs refer to something “real”, and argued instead that signs derive their meaning from their relations
to other signs.
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ex auditorio is in place – but with an artwork, not so.” (1998: 8. My
translation)
In spite of this, it is my intention to read the “pragmatic messages” of the CASEarticles as artworks, and thus against their proper genre – scientific literature (at
least for a while). Questions and opposition ”ex auditorio” will have to wait.
Structuralist literary theory has been used in the tradition of literary history and
criticism, which works with well-known genre-divisions – epics, lyrics, and drama.
Several structuralist textual theorists, amongst them Greimas and Propp, who both
worked with myths and fairy-tales, have worked out theories that specifically
address a specific genre. I consonance with my considering the CASE-articles to be
art works rather than scientific texts, I will try to place the articles in a literary
genre.
Among the classic literary genres – epics, lyrics, and drama – I find it most
fruitful to consider the CASE-articles to be an epic.36 Myths and fairy-tales can be
placed as sub-genres to the epic genre, and as the CASE-articles present
evolutionary narratives, it is logical to place the articles in the epic genre and use
some of the parameters of analysis that is traditionally used to approach works
within this genre.
The analysis of epic texts is carried out on both the “vertical” and the
“horizontal” level – which entails discussing both thematic and narrative structure.
The thematic structure can also be called the paradigmatic structure of the text,
which refers to the thematic blocks the text is structured around. The narrative or
syntagmatic structure indicates how the blocks are placed in prolongation of each
other – that is the dynamic progression of the narration.

Thematic analysis
One of central points of structuralist literary theories is that a text will always be
marked by repetition, by redundancy. According to Greimas, this means that every
36

Epics can be defined as broadly descriptive texts with action, lyrics as literature arranged in verses

(original meaning; “accompanied by lyre-music”), and drama can simply be described as plays.
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text is a relatively closed semantic universe, to which radical news is seldom
conveyed. Accordingly: the longer the text, the more redundancy. The words a text
consists of enter into seme-communities37, and these do not change significantly
through the course of e.g. a novel. The seme-communities can also be regarded as
paradigms that organize the text as oppositional structures. These oppositions can
be contrasted graphically, and ultimately the content of the text can be reduced to
one overall thematic opposition.
CASE I & II contains a line of oppositions, which I will sketch in the model
below. This model, it should be noted, is of my own invention, and not one of
Greimas’. After presenting this model, I will discuss the oppositional elements
relations to each other, and their bearing on the statements of CASE I & II.

THEME 1

THEME 2

Empirical

Theory

QUOTES
“Thus,

in

essence the

eco-system

is

not

empirically accessible…and consequently our

Methods

discussion of eco-systems will be theoretical
[…]” (2000: 6)38

Steady state

Real time

“[…] a methodological shift from steady-state to
real-time […]” (ibid.)
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A ”seme” is Greimas´ concept referring to the minimal unit within semantics, parallel to the minimal unit

within phonetics: the ”phoneme”.
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The quotes from CASE II are taken from a pre-print of the article, and the page-numbers may not adhere to

the numbers in Advances in Microbial Ecology.
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Physiologists

Ecologists

“The microbial ecologists often make a point of
distinguishing

sharply

between

microbial

physiologists and ecologists; the former group
usually works with monocultures in laboratory
media, whereas the true ecologists only as an
exception deal with single organisms, and
certainly would not easily accept the laboratory
as an ecologically relevant environment” (1997:
29)

In vitro

In vivo

“The principal distinction between in vitro and
in vivo experimental conditions, where the
former

refers

to

one

controlled

by

the

observer… and the latter to one representing
natural, uncontrolled conditions […]” (2000: 4)

Relata

Relations

“[…] to go from relata to relations, from a focus
on entities and characteristics to a preoccupation
with relational processes; […]” (2000: 7)

Positivism

Social
constructivism

“[…] a paradigmatic step from positivism to
naturalistic inquiry and social constructivism”
(2000: 7)
“Despite the fact that the positivist perception of
a single measurable reality seems to dominate
both the natural and the social sciences, theories
and

models

from

both

mathematics

and

physics39 have demonstrated a need to formulate

39

It is interesting to notice that the need for a social constructivist paradigm is pointed out as coming from

mathematics and physics. It would be fair to notice that this need is also strong within the social and human
sciences. Through invoking exactly mathematics and physics – hard sciences of hard sciences – the text tries
to enroll doubting positivists.
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a new paradigm based on the ontological stance
that reality is constructed (or created)” (1997: 31)

Positivism versus social constructivism
In the above model, I have chosen to present the opposition positivism versus socialconstructivism as being conclusive. Seen this way, the ultimate statement of the text
becomes that positivism is performed by physiologists based on empirically based
hard data. Social-constructivism, in contrast, is theory-driven, and is performed by
ecologists. The interrelated aspects and oppositions could be continued according
to the above model, and beyond that in an infinite chain.
Roland Barthes (1969) calls these kinds of couplings mythical or ideological
structures. A mythical structure is an ideological mode of thought, which largely
remains unconscious to the writer – or which has to be sought out as an implicit
aspect of the text. Barthes argues that within the mythical structures one condition
is explained unargued with another. Thus, the mythical structures can be regarded
as unconscious paradigms. It is important to notice, though, that the Case-articles,
contrary to myths and fairy-tales, take pains to point out the mythical and
ideological character of the text’s oppositions and thematics. From within the
internal logic of the text we are not dealing with mythical structures. But it is also
one of the text’s main points that in the world of science, the oppositions work as
mythical structures – and that this is wrong as well as dangerous. It is one of the
text’s explicit points that demystifying the mythical structures will advance
microbial research – as well as research generally. This moralizing and normative
goal has not been teased out of the text. Rather it is quite accessible to the reader:
“Almost like in a political or religious debate it becomes less important
where you are going than were you stand.” (2000: 1. My emphasis)
“The interesting point here is not who wins the argument, but the intensity
encompassing the debate about holy dogmas in the prevailing paradigm.”
(ibid.)
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Back to myths and fairy-tales: According to Greimas, the basic opposition will be
sought dissolved through the means of mediation. An example of a well-known
theme from the world of fairy-tales is self-command versus urge; an opposition that
is mediated through the marriage that often concludes fairy-tales, and which works
to dissolve the opposition. Again, it is possible to put CASE I & II into the Greimas’
analytic categories, as mediation is also the goal here. But it should be noticed that
CASE I & II explicitly announces mediation as the purpose of the texts. A myth or a
fairy-tale would not imply such an explicit narrative strategy:
“The scope […] is an invitation to cross the line:
to go from relata to relations […]
from steady-state to real-time […]
from positivism to social constructivism […]“ (2000: 7)
The line, which is mentioned in the quote above, could easily be the line between
the two sets of oppositions in my model. In the conclusion of CASE II this ambition
is mentioned again, this time in an even franker wording:
“We hope to have offered a discussion in principle of the qualitative
distinction between what is empirically accessible and what is beyond
empirical documentation. We have tried to argue that this is not a limitation
due to lack of empirical evidence or limited technological techniques […] “
“The understanding of life forms in the biosphere springs from the fruitful
dialogue between hard data generated through empirical analyses and the
imaginative and intelligent construction of descriptions of ecological
conditions and evolutionary direction. We consider these two different
scientific endeavors to be of equivalent importance and value; being, as they
are, complementary in the quest for understanding a complex adaptive
systems ecology.” (2000: 56)
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In the above quote, the ambition of mediating between oppositional paradigms and
positions is quite obvious and explicit. Furthermore, it is emphasized that the
oppositional positions are only apparent oppositions. Hard data and empirical analyses
on the one side, and imaginative and intelligent construction on the other side, are not
oppositions, but rather complimentary entities of equivalent importance and value.
The goal of the text is thus to mediate between the two contending parties, which
seem to have lost touch with the core of the fight. Incidentally, it is interesting that
the religious aspect of the quarrel – which the text criticizes, is presented as a
positive aspect of text itself; comprehending the ecology of complex adaptive
systems is described as a quest - which is a religious search.
However, the mediation of oppositions - the text’s quest - is not as straightforward
as it may seem on the face of it:
“… our ambition is to base the discussion on a thorough, lengthy line of
arguments, concepts and models about relationships between taxonomy,
physiological description, ecology and the evolutionary processes.“ (2000: 2)
Taxonomy and physiological description are elements that can be said to belong
primarily to the positivist side of the opposition, while ecology and evolutionary
processes can be found on the social-constructivist side of the opposition. According
to this quote, the oppositional elements can only be combined through “thorough,
lengthy lines of arguments”. The meticulousness and sober-mindedness that is
implied by the use of words is most frequently connoted to the traditional
scientific, empirically based – and thereby in the universe conjured up in these
articles - positivist side of the opposition. That the text calls upon a traditional
scientific way of presenting arguments as warrant of the attempt to combine
traditional positivism with social-constructivism indicates that positivism is
perceived as dominant in relation to social-constructivism.
This leads me to add another opposition, one that I cannot read directly in the
text, but which I perceive as being situated somewhere on the infinite chain of
associated concepts and aspects which the mythical structures consists of. This
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opposition is to be found between “real” science and mysticism, and I will place
”real” science in prolongation of the mythical structure that contains positivism,
while mysticism, when seen from a positivist view-point, works as associated to
social constructivism. Leaning too heavily towards social constructivism will be
interpreted as leaning towards mysticism, and mysticism should be avoided at any
cost. This I conclude from the pain-staking character of the text, when it time and
again explicate that the purpose is not to cast away the traditional, positivist
science, or laboratory based techniques. The repetitive character of these statements
is tinged with warding off blows, which hints at mysticism having in the texts the
implicit function of tempter or menace.
When I write ”mysticism”, ”tempter” and “menace”, and choose to use exactly
these words to describe the content and power-balance in the basic opposition of
the texts, I choose the words consciously to direct thoughts towards fairy-tales and
myths. In fairy-tales, our hero always has to undergo tests and temptations to
achieve his goal – the elimination of the introductory lack. If the CASE-articles is a
fairy-tale, and researchers – both the writers and the researchers who might accept
their invitation to cross-the-line – are heroes, then unargued mysticism is the
tempter, which must be resisted and fought – not with swords, but with
meticulousness, arguments, empirical techniques and theoretical models.
The goal of the text is thus to be the champion of social constructivism, while
always showing respect for positivism, for instance by incorporating traditional
positivist techniques and hard data. Thus, social-constructivist thinking is
consolidated in the laboratory-based empirical work, and a bridge is built between
the two fundamental oppositions: positivism and social-constructivism, or in
extremis: “real” science and mysticism.

Narrative analysis
Actants
In order to perform a structuralist analysis of the narrative elements of the text it is
necessary to reduce or paraphrase the full story to a handful of archetypal
situations and transformations. This is done by breaking the text up into
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story/suyzhet and plot/fabula.40 The story refers to the text as it is without any kind of
reductions. The plot, on the other hand, refers to the story in reduced form – it is the
skeleton of the story – a completely generalized level of narration, from which the
narrative analysis takes off.
In the plot, the characters of the story are deprived of their personality, so to
speak, and appear as what is referred to as “actors”. Furthermore, Greimas arrange
the central actors in 6 classes of interrelations – actants. These six he places in the
following model:

Giver

Object

Receiver

Communication Axis

Project Axis

Conflict Axis

Helper

Subject

Opponent

Greimas (1966 (1974): 287)
The most important relation in this model is the relation between Subject and
Object. The Subject has a project, which it seeks to realize, and the realization of this
project is the Object. The relation between Subject and Object is called the Projectaxis. In a folk-tale, the Subject will often be a young man, while the Object is a
40

For further introduction, see for instance David Bordwell, 1985.
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princess. The acquisition of the object, and the trials the Subject has to go through
in this connection, is the material the story is made of. The Object-acquisition can be
regarded as a transportation or communication of an Object from a Giver to a
Receiver. These relations are called the Communication-axis. The Giver can be a
king, who has the power to give the young man permission to marry the princess.
The Receiver of the communication-axis is often the young man himself, and in
folk-tales, it is not unusual that the Subject and the Receiver is the same actor. The
subject meets problems in the fight to acquire the Object. In these trials and
confrontations Helpers and Opponents appear. These do not relate directly to the
Object, but are connected to the Subject as support or opposition. These relations
are called the Conflict-axis.
In the following analyses of the different transformational levels of the CASEarticles, I will tabulate the actants of each transformation. This is not the traditional
way of using the actant-model. Traditionally, an actant model will be tabulated for
each subject that can be localized in the text (in folk-tales there is often just one, but
in novels there can be several subjects). In this analysis, I have chosen to make
actant-models for each transformation, even if the Subject remains the same. Thus,
in my different actant-models it is not the Subject that changes but the Giver and
the Object. The different actant-models are thus not to be perceived as essentially
different, but rather as giving details and specifications of the same overall actantmodel. As a matter of form, I will tabulate an overall actant-model below, which
will contain the entire story. Subsequently, I will explain this model, and give the
analysis more detail.
SUBJECT

CASE I & II

OBJECT

Mediation of Opposition between Social constructivism and Positivism

GIVER:

Empirically Based Hard Data
Theoretically based Organization Models and Classification Systems

RECEIVER

Molecular Microbial Ecologists

HELPER

New Social Constructivist Paradigm
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OPPONENT

Traditional Positivist Paradigm

Most remarkable about this model is that the Subject of the text is the text itself. The
explanation of this peculiarity can be found in the text’s status as a scientific text
rather than a fictional ditto, which explains why the driving forces of the text are
explicated more than in fictional texts. This implies that the text comes to appear as
its own subject.
On the axis of conflict (Helper & Opponent), one can see that the text is situated
in the field of tension between two paradigms – or mythical structures depending
on what level of consciousness one chooses to regard the problem at. It is also
worth noticing that the text is not neutral to this tension, but that the social
constructivist paradigm is regarded as a Helper while the positivist paradigm is
conceived as an Opponent to the project of the text.
On the axis of communication (Giver & Receiver), we also find that the Receiver
of the Object and the Receivers of the text are surprisingly explicitly presented in
the text, as was the Subject. The Receivers are, quite simply, the readers of the text –
the microbial ecologists who can acquire a new tool, which they can use in their
research through reading the text.

Transformations
According to Greimas, the elementary sequence of the fabula (The fabula of the
fabula, abridged condensation, reduced reduction) is structured around three
fundamental situations: Lack, Transformation, and Realization. In the story, the
phase of transformation is separated into a number of sub-transformation each one
marked by a certain situation.
The starting point of CASE II is a situation of lack, in that the text begins by
presenting the scientific community’s lack of an up-to-date evolutionary narrative.
The situation of lack is indicated in the very first sentence of CASE II: “The
discussion of evolutionary issues often tends to polarize the debate.” (2000: 1)
Questions of evolution are presented as polarizing the debate, a polarization, which
serves as starting point for the description of oppositions discussed in the previous
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section. What is lacking is an evolutionary myth, which can unite the poles and
thereby mediate the oppositional mythical structures.
After having established the introductory situation of lack, the text will –
according to Greimas – go into the phase of transformations, in which different
measures are taken to make good the lack. The transformation-phase takes place by
fighting the same fight on five increasingly abstracted levels of microbial research.
The first level, which is presented in CASE I is taxonomy, while the end level of
CASE II is evolution. The fights are primarily fought using models, and as promised
it is done extremely meticulously.
The thematic analysis showed that the CASE-articles could be read as a clash
between two mythical structures. This would go for each of the transformations as
well. Therefore, I will not go into details with every single transformation. In the
following, I will mention the most important transformations, explain them
crudely, and tabulate an actant-model for each transformation. Concludingly, I will
work somewhat more thoroughly on the evolutionary level of the CASE II, as this
works as rounding off and finale of the CASE-articles.

Transformation 1: Taxonomy
The fundamental lack – of an object connecting the oppositional mythical structures
– is transformed for the first time in CASE I, in the presentation of the analytic
model SCIO (Structure, Coordination, Interaction, Organism). SCIO is an analytical
model, which is built after an ideal from organization theory (Karl Weick), but
which gets coupled to practical microbial laboratory-based research techniques.
This is the first connection between the two oppositions – traditional empirical
research and social-constructivist theory building.
“The four parameters, SCIO, are assumed to be empirically accessible using
the methods from microbiology, biochemistry, molecular biology, and
microbial ecology.” (1997: 44)
Although the four parameters of SCIO are based on something as airy as socialconstructivist organization theory, it is still to be conceived as sturdy and robust;
the parameters can only be accessed through social-constructivism’s complete
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opposition; methods from microbiology, biochemistry, molecular biology, and microbial
ecology. After this quote follows a regular tour de force of techniques and
technologies that can be used to generate empirical data within the four
parameters. Here follows a line of examples:
Organism:

Cultivation of pure lines, DNA reassociation kinetics, rRNA
identification,

rRNA

hybridization,

fluorescence

microscope,

molecular tagging,
Interaction:

Mass/energy balance, molecular probes, ribosome content, cell size,
DNA content, tracers, microelectrodes, molecular tools.

Structure:

Scanning electron microscope, light microscope, scanning confocal
microscope (SCLM)

Coordination: Coordinated behavior.
For a reader without professional training within the above-mentioned disciplines,
this list means very little. Still, one is able to grasp one important point: The
theoretical goal of the text may lie within the social-constructivist side of the
opposition. This, however, does not equal lack of thoroughness and knowledge of
the scientific craftsmanship or empirical meticulousness, which I have placed on
the positivist side of the opposition: By presenting the many ”hard science”
techniques which can be used in achieving a social-constructivist goal, a way in
which the two oppositions can be united is presented.
Furthermore, it should be noticed that the above-mentioned empirical
techniques will be fewer and fewer as the text moves from the most simple level –
Organism – to the most complex – Coordination. Thoroughness and the great
professional knowledge slips from the very concrete to the less concrete levels, so
that they all appear to be equally empirically accessible. It is possible to make a
direct parallel to the coming transformations, which are also gradually removed
from the empirically accessible, but still seem as thorough and reasonable
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craftsmanship because of the threads that are spun from one transformation to the
next. The classic approach comes off onto the very abstract levels.
When the first transformation is put into the spaces of Greimas’ actant-model, the
result looks like this. The actants that differ from the overall model have been
emphasized:
SUBJECT

CASE I & II

OBJECT

SCIO-models

GIVER

New Microbial Techniques and Technologies

RECEIVER

Molecular Microbial Ecologists

OPPONENT

Traditional Positivist Paradigm

HELPER

New Social Constructivist Paradigm

At this level of transformation, it is the subject’s/the text’s project to procure and
present the SCIO-models. The object is to be found on the communication-axis and
on this axis the new molecular microbiological techniques and technologies are
regarded as the Giver. If these techniques and technologies are to be placed within
the two oppositional mythical structures, they fit best on the positivist side, which
entails that the opposition between social-constructivism and positivism found on
the axis of conflict is sought appeased on the axis of communication.
The next transformation consists of combining and perspectivizing the four
parameters (Structure, Coordination, Interaction, Organism) in different ways and
in different combinations. In these transformations the text draws on knowledge
and lingo from organization theory, which hereby replaces microbiology as Giver
(and argumentatory warrant). By juxtaposing and giving equal rights to
microbiology and organization theory the text implicitly mediates the opposition
between positivism and social constructivism.

2. Transformation - Physiology
The transformations are continued in CASE II, where the mediation of oppositions
is continuously moved to increasingly abstracted levels. The levels to be discussed
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in CASE II are Physiology, Ecology, and Evolution. The goal of all the transformations
is presenting an evolutionary myth, which can work as a final mediation between
the two oppositional mythical structures that were presented in the beginning.
The transformation from CASE I’s levels (Taxonomy and System-identity) to CASE
II’s first level (Physiology) is introduced in the following way:
“When the physiological analysis is transferred to communities in natural
settings (in vivo) […] it is considered important to categorize monitorable
parameters and other types of empirical information according to
organization relevant types.” (2000: 15)
In the levels and transformational phases that are the content of CASE I, the models
are conceived as containers of data generated in laboratories (in situ or in vitro).
With the transformational level of Physiology, we are moving from microbial
communities that exist in vivo – that is in natural settings. Furthermore, the
microbial data are again sought categorized using parameters from organization
theory. Thus, the two oppositions acquire equal status. The Community-model,
which graphically represents the level of Physiology, still contains the SCIO-model.
In this way the Community-model also contains the traditionally generated data that
the SCIO-models is able to hold, and thus the thread back to the traditional
positivist paradigm is unbroken. The mediation of oppositions on this level consists
of bringing together models from organization theory (social constructivism) and
microbial data (positivism). In an actant-model the transformational level looks like
this:
SUBJECT

CASE I & II

OBJECT

Community-model

GIVER

Models and Terms from Organization Theory

RECEIVER

Molecular Microbial Ecologists

HELPER

New Social Constructivist Paradigm

OPPONENT

Traditional Positivist Paradigm
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From the above, it can be read that most of the actant are constant in comparison
with the preceding one. Thus, it is important to notice that the entire axis of conflict
remains constant and that the Receivers are the same. Only the Object and the
Giver, which can be found on the axis of communication has changed since the last
transformation. It is no longer microbial techniques and technologies that are the
Giver but instead theories and models from organization theory. This logically
changes the Object, which is now the Community-model – a model that works with
communities and collectives.

3. Transformation - Ecology
The next transformation leads to the level of Ecology. It is made clear from the very
beginning that the level of ecology cannot be discussed without extreme
meticulousness on the levels of taxonomy and physiology and I presume that the
more warrant the text claims in the one part of the opposition, the more the text
leans to the other side, thus maintaining the balance between the two sides:
“In this definition of ecology, the previously described aspects of biological
characterizations of microbial systems and communities involving a
taxonomic identification framework and physiological investigations are
important as platforms for descriptions of ecosystems and ecosystem
relations.”
[…]
“Modern molecular microbiology has dramatically changed the tools
applicable to microbiology, and it is hardly surprising that the usefulness of
these methods and tools has been received with particular enthusiasm by
the microbial ecologists, due to the methodological independence of choice
of organisms and to the level of resolution and precision of tools…
Empirical data may be accumulated from infinitely complex environments,
and previous qualified guesses about ecologically relevant parameters may
now be verified (or excluded).” (2000: 31)
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But after making made clear that hard data produced by applying new microbial
tools and technologies are crucial also at this level, the text states that it is about to
swim against the stream, let data be data and focus on theoretical discussions:
“…there is an important distinction between the analytical processes
described so far (all of them being more or less directly empirical) and the
following ecological and evolutionary synthetic processes illustrating
generalized model construction of relationships in principle between actors
and contexts.” (2000: 32)
[…]
“In the ecological synthesis we switch from empirical descriptions to the
construction of relational processes, and we do so by introducing ideal-type
models and concepts that all evolve around processes. With no platform to
take contextual knowledge into further empirically based conceptualization
we now take the necessary step toward a non-direct empirical
”construction” of the general conditions and relationships characterizing an
actor-context in focus (social construction).” (2000: 34)
Here we are told that the text is about to perform a critical transformation, which
will lead it away from the data that was positioned as crucial at the outset. We are
now moving towards a place that is far more systemic, holistic, or - with positivist
eyes – mysterious.
The text relays that whereas the earlier levels were of analytical nature we are
now approaching a synthetic level. The words “analyze” and “synthesize” connotes
very different things. “Analyze” can be regarded as belonging to paradigm of
positivism and thereby the mythical structure of “real science”, whereas the word
“synthesize” connotes social constructivism and the mythical structure of
“mysticism”. In the text the difference between analysis and synthesis is explained
as follows:
“Through analysis we gain knowledge […]
Through synthesis we gain understanding […]” (2000: 33)
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The transformation is performed when a new model is introduced – a model that is
able to contain the previous models. This time the name is the Actor – Contextmodel. Apart from the terms of Actor and Concept the model contains three keyterms or Field Forces, namely Responsivity, Enactment and Reflexivity. The actantmodel of this transformational level can be summarized as below. Again, the
actants that have changed are emphasized:
SUBJECT

CASE I & II

OBJECT

Actor-Context-model

GIVER

Generalizable Terms from Organization Theory

RECEIVER

Molecular Microbial Ecologists

HELPER

New Social Constructivist Paradigm

OPPONENT

Traditional Positivist Paradigm

Once again, it is the Giver and the Object that has been transformed. The Object of
the text is again a model, this time the Actor-Context-model, a model that is
presented as far more general than the previous ones. This can also be read out of
the Giver-actant, which is no longer presented as “merely” organization theory, but
as generalizable terms of organization theory. Generalizability is a key term within
positivism/”real science” and thus a mediation between the two mythical structures
is sought performed even on this abstract level.
From this it can be read that the Giver – which could be found on the positivistic
side of the opposition in the first transformation – sways further and further
towards the social-constructivist side of the opposition as the levels are becoming
more and more abstract with the series of transformations.

4. Transformation - Evolution
The last transformation, which should end in a successful dissolvement of the
introductory situation of lack, is the transformation to the final and most abstracted
level. In the text the previous transformations are summarized accordingly:
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“The step from organisms and communities to actors is a conscious,
qualitative step from empirical study and analysis to theoretical
construction and synthesis.” (2000: 45)
The level of ecology is referred to as non-directly empirical, while the evolutionary
level is called a theoretical construction (ibid). The non-empirical, theoretically
founded approach which was presented in the last transformation, is thus
radicalized in the current one:
“Instead of building an understanding of evolution on the basis of
knowledge about single life forms, we propose to construct a story about life
forms as generalised microbial units that will, at any time, express the
holographic characteristics of the evolutionary conditions.” (2000: 46)
The text then goes on to suggest an evolutionary narrative, which is to work as an
alternative to the existing ones. In prolongation of this evolutionary narrative or
myth a line of goals and requirements are put forth, which in many ways differs
from the goals of the dominant neo-Darwinian narrative:
“The evolutionary narrative needs to specify […] what has taken place, when
it took place and under which circumstances it happened. An understanding
of evolution will never fulfill the possible wish to explain why it has
happened […] The evolutionary narrative is not be evaluated on its capacity
to generate substantial proofs and measures for prediction and forecast. It is
evaluated on its quality to spark discussions of complex adaptive systems
ecology.” (2000: 47. Original emphasis)
When put into an actant-model, the evolutionary level of transformation looks like
this:
SUBJECT

CASE I & II

OBJECT

Diversification-model

GIVER

Narrativity
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RECEIVER

Molecular Microbial Ecologists

OPPONENT

Traditional Positivist Paradigm

HELPER

New Social Constructivist Paradigm

Again, it is apparent that it is the Giver and the Object that changes. This time the
Object is a model referred to as the Diversification-model: a model, which visually
represents the evolutionary myth that has been hinted at ever since the
introduction to CASE II. The Giver is Narrativity. Thus again it is obvious that the
Giver has moved from the positivistic side of the opposition towards the socialconstructivist one through the different levels of transformation. The Object of this
actant-model, the Diversification-model is the last step in the transformation process
and should thus, according to Greimas, be the answer to the introductory situation
of lack, the object of the transformations, and the mediation of the oppositional
mythical structures. Since so much is invested in this myth, I will use some time on
presenting, discussing, and analyzing it.

The evolutionary myth
The presentation of the myth is introduced with emphasizing that this level of
transformations belongs only to the social-constructivist side of the basic thematic
opposition. Therefore, narrativity is the preferred method when approaching the
evolutionary myth. That means that the evolutionary myth is not to be understood
as a retrospective explanation of the evolutionary development so far, or as a
prescriptive anticipation of what is to come, but rather as a framing of all the levels
and transformation of microbial research that the text involves:
“According to our social constructivist point of departure a comprehensive
theory about complex adaptive systems will become a narrative signifying
the particular modeling of life forms in a biosphere that is constituted by the
beholder…” (2000: 47)
The text presents two narrative levels that the evolutionary myth works within:
Evolutionary Direction and Evolutionary Forces. The Title of the Evolutionary Direction
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is Diversification, and through this title it is made clear that the narrative about to be
presented

is

broad

and

non-exclusive.

Furthermore,

the

text

describes

Diversification as ”constancy amidst change” (2000: 49), which underlines the
broad character of the evolutionary direction.
The text then suggest four sub-directions of Diversification: Complexity,
Symbiosis, Proliferation and Diversity: Complexity refers to a process that creates more
and more integrated and specialized repertoires of action. This means that the
systems which the microbial organisms are parts of are characterized by
progressively increasing numbers of feedback loops, connections and relations. The
text suggests that increased complexity entails that the system in question has a
stronger defense against pollution. Symbiosis, on the other hand, is a process where
fundamentally different characteristics of different organisms are fused. Symbiotic
relations can exist in many degrees – from loose associations between two different
organisms, to a complete fusion, which leads to a completely new organism.
Proliferation is indicative of quantitative growth in the number of organisms,
without this growth adding any new variants. Diversity, on the other hand, creates
variations and differences.
As indicated above the four directions can be read as pairs and symmetries:
Progressively more complex societies with specialized assignments and couplings
are created (Complexity), and at the same time organisms fuse and become one
(Symbiosis). In the same way Proliferation and Diversity forms a pair: Evolution
creates variations and differences between single species and organisms (Diversity),
and it creates unvaried growth of the same type of organism (Proliferation). The
mediating balancing act, which was pointed out as central to the text as early as the
introduction, can thus be found in the finale of the text as well:
“The evolutionary narrative describes the changing counterbalancing
between the four diversificatory processes, that is, the way diversity may be
confronted by combinations of symbiosis-proliferation-complexity to
generate periods of orderliness and stability.” (2000: 52 - 53)
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Likewise, the Evolutionary Forces can be seen as pairs: The text surprisingly uses the
Darwinist terms of competition and selection to describe the dynamics that drives the
evolutionary processes. But the Darwinian picture is immediately subdivided into
two complimentary forces, and balance and symmetry is again extrapolated in the
text: There are two principles of selection and competition; an explorative principle
and an exploitative principle. That is: there are explorative evolutionary forces that
cause transformation and there are exploitative evolutionary forces that cause stability.
Again the mediating balancing act is extrapolated: There is one evolutionary force
that stabilizes and one that transforms, and the balancing act can be found in the
titles of the evolutionary forces - selection and competition: Before presenting this
myth the text placed itself fully in the social-constructivist side of the basic
opposition. Afterwards the text – surprisingly to this reader – uses Darwinist
concepts to describe the evolutionary forces. But maybe it is not that surprising,
after all. By showing respect to the other - positivist and neo-Darwinian - side of the
opposition (and I guess that using central Darwinian concepts in the very finale of
the text can be regarded thus) the balance between the two sides of the opposition
is maintained. Or even stronger – they are weaved together in the same
evolutionary myth and can within this frame no longer be regarded as oppositions.
And hereby the text ends by dissolving the introductory situation of lack and by
mediating and detraumatizing the thematic opposition.

3.1.c Conclusion: The Danger of Non-Science
An essential part of the driving forces of the CASE-articles are not embraced by the
above structuralist analysis, even if this part can logically be placed within the same
terms and framings. What I am referring to is the threat, the danger, or the tempter;
that which threatens the Subject if the project of the Subject is not successfully
brought to an end. In this case, the Subject is the text itself and thus my question
becomes; what threatens the success of the text? Already in the discussion of the
text’s oppositions, I mentioned that the mythical structures behind the oppositions
could be continued indefinitely. When seen from an intertextual perspective they
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can be seen as holding “real” science on the positivist side, and mysticism on the
social-constructivist side. It is the danger of mysticism that I find crucial to this text.
The overwhelming meticulousness and the warrants in ”real” science presented for
every argument reflects this danger: The danger of becoming holistic and mystic,
and basically, non-scientific. It is this balancing act; of importing enough - but not
too much - new thinking into the traditional scientific paradigm that I will pursue
in the following chapters.

3.1.d Afterthoughts
I ended the analysis of the CASE-articles by concluding that the text is successful:
The introductory state of lack is dissolved and the basic oppositions are mediated.
But the fact is that this is not a fictional text, and it is not fair to stop the
investigation at its own conclusion. Therefore the next logical step is to look at the
microbial researchers (Receivers) to examine how they relate to the actants the
analysis has localized; The CASE-articles (Subject), the oppositional scientific
paradigms of positivism and social-constructivism (Opponent and Helper), and the
models for interpretation of research data that the text proposes (Objects).
As it will be obvious from the coming chapters, some of the actants located in
this analysis, will shift shape when being translated from the CASE-articles to the
laboratory and on to my study. The only actant that will remain the same is that of
the Receivers – the microbiologists. In the next chapters, I will look only at a few of
the CASE-articles’ receivers, i.e. the researchers at the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group, but these will be stable actors in all of the upcoming chapters, and will form
a link between this chapter and the next.41 In the upcoming chapters, the Actants of
Opponent and Helper will shift from the positivism/social-constructivism schism of
the CASE-articles to the broader schism of traditional science and non-science.
Finally, the Object-actants of CASE I & II (the different interpretive models

41

The international community of microbiologists will only be mentioned in respect to the ISME-conference,

which I attended as an observer.
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suggested in the articles) will disappear, as the Receivers (the microbiologists) have
turned them down.
This is also the reason why Subject – the CASE-articles themselves – does not
appear in the lab. When asked, most of the researchers in the group know of the
articles, but have not read them. Only the first of the models - SCIO – have been
used moderately and even this, the most traditional of the suggested models, is
found quite esoteric by most of the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group. Thus says one of the tenured researchers when asked about his reading of
the CASE-articles:
”When I first saw the CASE-articles […] I really had a hard time
understanding them. I found them incredibly theoretical and they are very
different from the way I work. I have to admit that I aim at experimental
data and I develop models from that. That means that I try to reach some
kind of sense of what is happening through experiments, and then I shape
some simple pictures of connections from that. But this [CASE] is almost the
opposite. A model that is based on very little experimental work and a lot of
thinking. I also found the language incredibly complicated.”
The CASE-articles try to enroll both the positivist and the social constructivist
paradigm in its program. But judging from the quote above, the enrollment of
positivism is not successful, and therefore the microbiologists are estranged from
the articles. Seen from traditional microbiology, the CASE-articles do not import
enough new thinking, but rather too much: even though both microbial ecology and
organization theory deals with the term communities, these are essentially different
when consisting of bacteria and people, and models and terms from organization
theory cannot be transferred frictionless into microbiology.
In the next chapters, I will refer to objects that connect different worlds as
“boundary objects”. The Objects of the CASE-articles (the interpretive models) can
be said to attempt to be just that; boundary objects connecting different social and
academic worlds - those of the organization theorists and microbiologists –
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although they are directed mainly at the microbiologists. Within the boundaries of
the articles, the attempt is successful but in the laboratory practices of the
microbiologists, the articles are turned down. Thus, the models the articles present
as boundary objects fail, as they are unable to connect the different groups they try
to connect.
This thesis is another attempt of connecting the same two groups, in that I have
a supervisor from each world, and that it is important to me to direct the thesis at
both groups. I will take this cue and turn the focus on myself and the criteria of my
own scientific work: From making the analysis of these articles, and considering the
fate of the articles in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, I have realized an
important criterion of success of my own work. I want this thesis to work – and
work better – in both worlds than the CASE-articles did. I do not intend it to work
as a boundary object, though. That would be too ambitious. But I do want it to be
understandable in both worlds. I hope to achieve this by basing my analysis firmly
on “experimental data”, as the researcher said above, and by avoiding formalisms.
Moreover, I will avoid language that is “incredibly complicated”. In doing so, I
hope to make my work acceptable to the microbiologists as well as social and
human scientists.
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Chapter 4

A Culture of Continuity and Fragmentation
In this chapter, I will zoom in on cultural dynamics of fragmentation and on the
cultural artifacts that work as boundary objects ensuring continued cooperation
and communication in spite of this.
I have chosen to use Schein’s (1991) cultural theory in studying the culture of
the Molecular Microbial Community. The reason for choosing Schein (an
unorthodox choice when considering my theoretical stance) is quite similar to my
reasons for choosing Greimas in making a text analysis: His analytic categories are
effective in performing the kind of analysis I am aiming at, and broad enough to
allow for other analytic theories to be used on specific parts of the analysis. But let
me first introduce Schein’s theory:
Schein argues that culture exists on three levels of the organization: artifacts
exist on the surface and are directly observable. Underneath artifacts, we find norms
and values, and at the deepest and most invisible/unconscious level, we find basic
assumptions. These three levels affect each other reciprocally. Schein divides
artifacts into three different types, which I have used to structure this analysis:
Schein divides artifacts into three categories: physical manifestations, behavioral
manifestations, and verbal manifestations. I have used this trichotomy to structure my
analyses, so that the first part of the analysis focuses on physical manifestations, the
next on behavioral manifestations, and the third on verbal manifestations. It should
be noted, however, that this tripartition is not possible to complete in full, as the
three types of manifestations are mixed up and entangled in the rich and complex
practical phenomena observed. For instance, the physical lay-out (physical
manifestations) the researchers move in is inseparable from ceremonies and rituals
(behavioral manifestations) that take place in them. And likewise, nicknames given
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(verbal

manifestations)

cannot

be

considered

without

touching

upon

communication patterns (behavioral manifestations). Thus, I will use Schein’s
analytic concepts in undogmatic ways, in considering the three types of artifacts to
be indicative focal points, not exclusive categories.
As already indicated, it is important for me to distance myself from the basic aim of
Schein’s cultural theory: that it is possible to uncover some essential cultural core
and that culture is always characterized by consistency, consensus, and clarity. This
is not the aim of my analysis. Rather the aim is to use concepts and logics from
Schein’s cultural analysis as vehicles to produce insight into my discussion of
continuity and fragmentation (or demarcations and boundary objects between
science and non-science). Schein’s analytic concepts are efficient in doing so, as they
implicitly focus on integration and consistency.42 My next chapters will focus more
on conflicts, and thereby on fragmentation, and this chapter should counteract that
by focusing on consistency. Therefore, Schein’s analytic concepts are effictove to me
here.
However, I will use his analytic categories as guiding principles and effective
tools, not as exclusive or final. This argument reverberates my theoretical stance;
that it is not productive to work with a priori categories (analytic or ontological) as
these will hinder rather than further a complex understanding of the field. On the
other hand, it is also central to my theoretical and methodological stance, that if it
works, it is good. As James puts it: “Theories thus become instruments, not answers
to enigmas, in which we can rest” (1907: 56)
A cultural analysis as the one conducted here en miniature has certain common
traits with discourse-analysis, in that the analysand’s work consists in detecting
patterns. In discourse-analysis, the focus is on patterns of statements, but in cultural
analyses, the spotlight is on patterns in aspects of everyday life in the group, for
instance personal stories, manners, and social conventions. Thus, the analysis of

42

Within cultural theory, it is common to differentiate between perspectives that focus on integration,

differentiation, and fragmentation. See Frost et. al. 1991.
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cultural traits will facilitate a type of analysis different from both traditional
discourse-analyses, and from most laboratory studies, which traditionally combine
discourses and scientific practices, not social practices. Thus, I hope to build an
understanding of phenomena that falls under neither discourse-analysis nor
laboratory- or science studies.
I also hope that the current analysis will work as a background and a
supplement to the upcoming chapters, which describe a range of practices,
discourses, narratives, and voices that mingle, intersect, and compete in the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group in a style closer to the tradition of laboratory
studies/science studies. In this chapter, I will provide a setting for considering how
the researchers tap into different discourses, how they perceive these choices as
affecting the demarcations between science and non-science, and how different
scientific discourses and practices can exist without the group falling apart.

4.1 Physical Manifestations: Spaces and Clothes
In this first section, I will look at some physical manifestations of the culture of the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group – mainly those of spaces/décor and
dress/appearance. At times, the analysis will also touch upon behavioral
manifestations of the groups’ culture, as the physical artifacts work as important
co-constructors in shaping the behavioral manifestations. Therefore, a perfect split
between the two is not possible, as behavioral phenomena would be impossible to
consider without considering also the spaces in which they take place, and some of
the objects through which they are facilitated, and vice versa.
The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group is situated in a building at the Danish
Technical University (DTU).43 The building is inhabited by BioCentrum, of which
the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group is a part. Lecture-rooms and workbenches
for students are situated on the first floor. The half of the second floor houses the
43

Other important physical artifacts are the technology used in the lab, but these will be considered in the

following, more science-studies oriented chapters.
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laboratories and offices of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, and on the third
floor are meeting-rooms and other common facilities of BioCentrum. It is on the
second floor that the majority of the group’s activities take place. DTU is a big
campus area that houses many buildings; the large central one includes a canteen
where the researchers go to eat. The physical setting of the group is thus divided
into a line of places that I will consider in this section: laboratories (where the
experimental work is being carried out) offices (where reading and writing takes
place), canteen (where the lunch is eaten), meeting-rooms (where meetings of
different sorts take place), and out-of-house places (which often houses social
events). Moreover, I will discuss how attire reflects the physical settings.
I have singled out this line of physical artifacts to analyze, as they seem to
introduce light and shade into the understanding of how the group is both quite
homogenous and able to hold different scientific conflicts. Thus, the analysis of the
physical manifestations of buildings/décor and dress/appearance will facilitate an
analysis of some of the cultural assumptions about continuity and fragmentation in
the group.

The Labs
Doors of the labs are only closed if they contain dangerous microbes or radiation. In
the labs, the atmosphere is relaxed; people go to and fro carrying petri dishes to
heat-cupboards, collecting media, checking things in microscopes. The radio is
always going, playing pop-music. This is not a place that exudes an atmosphere of
scientific contemplation and serenity. Rather, this is a practical work place. People
do manual work, which does not prevent them from talking about other things and
listening to music while working.
The laboratories seem to be the most important physical centers of rotation in
the group. Everybody in the group (excluding the secretary) will have worked here
at some point in their career: The technicians work only in the laboratories, the
undergraduates almost only, the graduate students work mainly in the labs, the
post-docs work a lot in the labs, but the tenured researchers hardly ever come
there. However, to become a tenured researcher you must at some point in your
career have worked there extensively and you must have been good at it. Thus, the
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labs perform common reference points that can be seen as boundary objects that
work to connect the different researchers.

The Offices
As mentioned, there is no such thing as a closed door in the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group. Doors to the offices are only closed if they are empty. Only
researchers holding tenures have their own offices, otherwise three researchers
share an office. The non-tenured researchers’ offices bear few distinguishable
marks of the occupants. Family pictures and the like are rare, but pictures of the
group on tours or at parties are many. Thus, the inhabitants can change without the
décor changing. This works to perform a norm of a researcher that is flexible and
group-oriented. The offices of the permanent members of the group (tenured
researchers and technicians) are obviously different from the others, and have
many personal marks as for instance family-snapshots. These offices have part in
performing another type of researcher-norm - one that is less flexible and more
individualistic. The two researcher-norms that the offices help perform are not
mutually excluding. More to the point, they are mutually constitutive, in that the
one establishes its meaning through the difference from the others. Seen through
these optics, the two types of offices (and researchers) strengthen the continuity
and common identity of the group.

The Attire
You can also tell status and type of research from looking at the researchers’ attire.
When working in the labs white coats are required. These should be taken off when
leaving the lab, but often – if the researchers are only leaving the lab to go to one of
the storerooms, or to go to another lab to check something in a microscope - they
will keep the white coats on. Some researchers spend most of their time in white
coats. Other researchers, however, do not spend as much time in white coats. There
are different reasons for this; if your formal status is high, and especially if you
hold tenure, you are not expected to go into the lab at all. Thus, there is an obvious
difference between researchers with and without white coats.
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But there are also differences within the group of “white coats”, although these
are subtler. The younger researchers have to do bench-work, but some of them
seem to express a certain ironic distance to this kind of work. They might put the
white coat on very casually and leave it open. These researchers are in effect
mocking the pernickety character and values of the more orderly researchers, who
keep the white coats primly closed. The latter researchers seem a bit offended by
the lack of respect shown by the casual researchers, but do simultaneously find it a
welcome occasion for gentle mockery. Thus, the subtle differences between the
researchers seem to strengthen the unity of the group rather than weaken it, as it
opens room for shared jokes.

The Canteen
The group has the habit of going to the nearby faculty canteen together, seating
everybody (from undergraduates, to tenured researchers and technicians) at the
same table and remaining seated until everybody has finished eating. Before
leaving for the canteen, a few members of the group go round and tell the others –
working in offices and labs - that they are leaving in a few minutes. Generally,
those that are able to leave (experiments or meetings may prevent this) will come
for lunch.
In the faculty canteen, surrounded by researchers from other groups and
departments, all the group-members sit facing each other, turning their backs on
the others, forming a strong sense of a group. This way of performing the ritual
“the meal” is more reminiscent of “dinner with family and friends” than “eating
lunch at the canteen at work”. Thus, in spite of the shifting group-members and the
differences between researchers that are noticeable when considering the offices
and the attire, the canteen and the lunch-situation seems to connect the different
groups.
Moreover, the ritual seems to ease newcomers’ way into the group. Thus, from
the first day I was there, people took the time to come by and ask me if I wanted to
come to the canteen for lunch. My presence might have changed the openness and
cordiality towards newcomers, as the status of an “observer” is per se different from
that of e.g. an international visitor. When I choose to believe that the openness
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extends to international visitors and other outsiders on a regular basis, and not only
when observers are visiting the lab, it is because the actions I observed seemed to
be routines44: It did not seem to be necessary to invent new types of actions, as a
repertoire of actions was already present. Lunch in canteen works to hold the
group together, and can therefore be perceived as “boundary objects” – that is
objects that take on different tasks for different groups while remaining relatively
stable. The result is a social environment that the researchers are very happy
about.45
Back to the canteen: The group eats lunch for about half an hour, while telling
jokes, small talking, and discussing experiments, conferences etc. The group will
leave together when everybody has finished eating. Strikingly, the people who
have summoned the others for lunch are generally quite withdrawn during lunch,
while others do most of the talking. One way of understanding this could be that
the caring and community-oriented character of this type of act (getting the group
together for lunch) would suit the individuality that characterizes the “lunch-table
entertainers” badly. Again, the one type would not work very well alone, and the
two types seem dependent on each other. Thus, the two “groups” use the boundary
44

I use a classic term from organization theory in a slightly twisted manner: the concept of organizational

routines is found in Nelson & Winter’s “An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change” (1982).
Organizational routines are repertoires of action that are institutionalized to a degree where the need for
managerial control is diminished. Interestingly, Nelson & Winter compares the term to the biological term of
the gene. In Nelson & Winter, the term is primarily connected to economic behavior, but I suggest that it can
also be used in connection to social behavior.
45

It should be noted though, that I have not observed other research groups within microbiology or the

natural sciences in general. The only academic groups that I can compare with are my own academic
affiliations in the social and human sciences, respectively. These did/do not perform the “we” as effectively,
especially when it comes to the performance of a professional “we”. The “we” of the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group may be completely average to the natural sciences (though I don’t think so, as the researchers
in the group do point to the social environment in the group as special). If we are to assume that the strong
professional “we” is indeed normal within the natural sciences, the point can be perspectivized with points
made by Richard Rorty (see for instance “Science as Solidarity”, in “Objectivity, Relativism and Truth”,
1991). Rorty argues that the natural sciences do hold a special status – not as holding a privileged access to
truth and reality, but because they have shaped institutions and practices that leads Rorty to the concept of
“unforced agreement” and free and open encounters. What separates the natural sciences from the human
and social sciences is, in Rorty’s view, an agreement on what is significant work that should be followed up.
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object of the lunch-situation in quite different ways, without the object collapsing
from this. Rather, it intensifies the unity of the group through its heterogeneity.46

Meetings
Every Friday at three o’clock the entire group meets in one of the meeting rooms on
the third floor. The researchers sit in a horseshoe formation while other researchers
stand at the blackboard presenting slides or PowerPoint presentations. One, two, or
three researchers present their work and how it has progressed since the last
presentation. Some researchers obviously enjoy taking center stage, while other
researchers seem to state the data as quickly as possible, downplaying the
performance-element of the situation. Some of the listening group-members ask
general questions pertaining to data; other researchers suggest new types of
experiments. The object of the presentations is not to present finished work, but
rather to keep everybody up-to-date on each other’s projects and to develop the
projects further.
Everybody who is exposed to the group including international visitors and
myself is routinely given a slot at a Friday meeting to share their work with the
group. Thus, the researchers’ individual projects become common knowledge and
to some degree common responsibility, and again the effect is a performance of a
“we”, in spite of the different ways the researchers behave while doing so. Through
the Friday meetings, the projects presented become to some extent “our” projects.
Or to use the term of “boundary objects”; the Friday meeting can be regarded as a
boundary object that has different meanings and uses to different people and
groups, but the resulting heterogeneity is not only one of fragmentation, but also
one of unity and coherence.

46

In seeing sub-groups and –cultures as constitutive of the overall culture, my perception of culture and

groups is closer to that of Van Maanen and Barley (1985) than that of Schein (1991). Schein sees culture as a
unitary whole, while Van Maanen and Barley regards culture as a collection of sub-cultures and –groups
that exist within the overall frame/organization. The subgroups and –cultures in the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group seem to belong to a supporting category of subcultures, as suggested in Siehl and Martin’s
categorical system (1983). Their categorical system consists of subcultures that support, deny, or are
indifferent to the values of the overall culture.
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After the meeting is over, the researchers that have presented their work serve
snacks and drinks, and at times, the younger researchers will go out to a bar or a
discothèque afterwards. Having snacks and drinks, as well as the occasional bar,
also works to perform a “we”, and not just a “we” of colleagues but a “we” of
friends that take the time to eat lunch together every day, and socialize every
Friday.

The Professor’s House
The professor associated with the group has a habit of opening his home to the
group, inviting people over for summer-parties, lunches, or informal get-togethers.
In this way, his house works to expand his function as a role model from a
primarily professional level to a social level. At his house, the researchers, most of
whom are male and quite young, get an impression of what life as a grown-up
scientist could be like. They talk of other issues than when in the lab, e.g. cooking,
wine, and music and researchers who have these types of references (quite different
from the strictly scientific ones) seem to have an edge in making conversation.
Knowledge that is trivial in the lab can suddenly be of essence here.
The informal get-togethers at the professor’s house also underlines the
impression of a group of people who are friends as much as they are colleagues.
Thus, the professor’s house – and indeed the professor himself – can be regarded as
an important boundary object in tying together the sub-groups and people thus
turning the subtle heterogeneities of the group into a forte.

Summing Up
I have presented a range of basic settings and physical manifestations of the
groups’ organizational culture. Especially striking are that two basic norms of being
a researchers seem to be performed through the physical setting and the clothes:
First, labs and offices seem to reflect a hierarchical split in the group. Tenured
researchers are connected to offices and non-tenured researchers and technicians
are connected to labs. The same division can be observed from the attire of the
researchers: plain clothes are connected to tenured researchers, and non-tenured
researchers and technicians are connected to white coats. However, some of the
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non-tenured researchers signal a distance to their status through distancing
themselves from labs and white coats in subtle ways. Thus, the lab/office divide
and the plain clothes/white coats divide reflect a very basic split in the culture of
the group. The split mirrors two basic research activities – the manual work
involved in working in the labs and the mental work of reading, writing in the
offices. A hierarchy seems to exist in these two settings, the mental work connoted
by the offices and plain clothes being perceived as somehow loftier than the manual
work associated with the bench and white coats.47 However, it is a premise that the
two different sets of work-practices/discursive hierarchies are not just oppositional,
but also mutually dependent.
The other physical manifestations I have discussed – and the ceremonies and
rituals connected to them – do not have the same visible distinctions. Everybody
wears plain clothes in the canteen, the meeting rooms, and the professor’s house.
Subtler divisions, however, still exist but work to perform a strong sense of being
together in the group. The group is thus performed as characterized by continuity
rather than fragmentation. Last, the social activities of the group – many of which
center on the professor’s house, serve to perform a group that is not only
characterized by professional continuity, but by social continuity – a group of
friends. Being friends will allow much more room for professional differences, and
these differences can even facilitate friendship and vice versa, as gentle mockery
and jokes seem to be a core facet of the groups’ norms of friendship.
In the following, I will look deeper into the interplay between unity and
fragmentation through focusing on four types of behavioral patterns that I have
observed among the researchers.

47

A similar point is made in Latour and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1979). Latour & Woolgar notes that the lab

they are studying seems to be divided into two sections; A and B. In A (offices), people are working with
words: reading and writing. In B (lab), inscriptions (translations from materiality to paper) that make the
writing done in A possible, are being made. Section A seems to have a higher status than section B. From a
more traditional viewpoint, the two subcultures or –groups (and their physical representations) can simply
be regarded as hierarchical subcultures (see for instance Van Maanen & Barley (1984)). And interestingly, the
hierarchical levels seem to be distinguished by a divide between manual & mental work.
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4.2 Behavioral Manifestations: Researcher-Types
In this section, I will sketch four types of researcher-behavior that I conceive as
central to the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group: the lab-freak,
the techno-lover, the specialist, and the generalist. The researcher-types are to be
understood as typifications of actual behavioral patterns, and not as actual
researchers. In this respect they resemble Star & Griesemer’s “ideal type” boundary
object. They write:
“This is an object such as a diagram, atlas or other description which in fact
does not accurately describe the details of any locality or thing. […] An
example of an ideal type is the species. (1989: 410)”
The concept of the “ideal type” is also a central term within classic sociology and
especially connected to the name of Max Weber. The ideal types are not empirical
entities, but analytical constructs. Thus, Weber’s own ideal types, e.g. “the
Protestant Ethic”, have never existed in embodied form. The ideal type is used for
measuring empirical phenomena; how much does it resemble the ideal type?
My researcher types are also analytic distinctions, and not empirical entities. They
involve accentuation of what I perceive as typical patterns of behavior. In making
this type of constructs, there is a danger of strengthening the force of the
construction by choosing data one-sidedly. This danger echoes the double bind of
being torn between making strong, convincing stories, and writing credible and
responsible renderings of the field, which I discussed in my methodological
chapter. I hope to shortcut the problem by combining Schein’s analytic theory with
my more processual and situationist theoretical premises. The point is not that the
researcher-types are universal or essential behavioral manifestations of scientific
culture, but rather that different combinations of people, situations, and types
makes different combinations possible.
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Back to the types as such: I have constructed the researcher-types of “labfreaks”, “techno-lovers”, “specialists”, and “generalists” based on listening to the
researchers and observing them work. Thus, even if behavioral manifestations have
been central to this analysis, verbal manifestations have been impossible to keep
out of it: I have been especially interested in how the researchers nicknamed each
other’s types of behavior, and thus, I move into the researchers’ sensemaking48 of
their practices as well as the practices themselves.

Lab-Freaks
The first thing that happened when I arrived in the group upon starting this
project, was that I was put to work in the lab for a month - in order to give me a
basic understanding of things. Thus, the first thing the researchers at the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group wanted to tell me about themselves was this: you have to
be in the lab, do experiments and get used to the feel of things. Otherwise, we
cannot believe that you understand what we talk about. According to Karin Knorr
Cetina, the focus on the bodily knowledge of lab-work is basic to biological
research, or at least she has observed parallels within molecular biology:
“In the molecular biology laboratories studied, […] a scientist’s sensory
skills, in the holistic sense, were continuously required. They were implied
when some participants were said to have a “golden touch” or to be
“excellent experimentalists”. When students were recruited into the
laboratory, older members watched for these qualities and selected students
accordingly. Conflicts arose when someone, highly recommended by an
outside scientist, turned out to be “hopeless in the lab” and “incapable of
getting an experiment to run”. In one conspicuous case, a French
postdoctoral researcher, well versed in the relevant theory, proved incapable
48

Even though I do not use the term of “sensemaking” as a focal analytic concept, I would like to evoke

certain meanings by using it here: According to Karl Weick, founding father of the very successful concept of
“sensemaking”, sensemaking is a process that is (among other things): grounded in identity construction,
retrospective, enactive of sensible environments, ongoing, and driven by plausibility rather than accuracy (For
further details, see Weick, 1996: 17 ff) It is these extra-meanings that I would like to draw on in using the
term sensemaking here.
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of performing a gel run in the orderly fashion needed to obtain results. He
would mix up the reaction agents and spill the gel; he could not hold the
large glass plates properly and would be unable to put the apparatus
together without help; he would soil the workbench and himself with
poisonous chemicals and radioactive materials, much to the annoyance of
other researchers; and he could be observed sweating, swearing, and
throwing things in the lab in fury and desperation when, once again, he
failed to perform a routine but skill-demanding task. He did not improve
significantly in two years, despite much help from others, and was finally
recommended for a teaching position in his home country. The laboratory
leader emerged from this experience nursing a grudge against the famous
colleague who had recommended the post-doc.” (1999: 97)
The French post-doc referred to in the quote above is a slob, and this draws him to
the peripheries of science even if he is “well-versed within theory”. It is considered
very important to be familiar with the laboratory-work, and to be able to claim the
special bodily skills and tacit knowledge that you can only acquire there. Therefore,
the lab is fundamental also when considering typical research-behavior:
Researchers whose work center primarily on the practical lab-work are referred
to as “lab-freaks”. This type resembles the researchers who spend most of their
time in the lab wearing white coats. The “lab-freak” is decidedly anti-slobby and in
the light of the story of the French post-doc, one would assume that this would
place the type safely at the core of science. However, in the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group, being a lab-freak is not perceived as a singularly good thing:
I first encountered what would become the “lab-freak” when observing a
researcher working at the bench. His note taking and meticulousness in measuring
media and reagents was less than obsessive – even I could see that. After some of
the other researchers had teased him a bit with his lack of orderliness – sociable
teasing that seemed to be based in friendship – the researcher addressed me
directly and explained that he was not a lab-freak. Not that I had accused him of
being so – I did not know the term existed. I asked him to define “lab-freak”. The
researcher said that a lab-freak takes notes of everything s/he does in the lab and
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enjoys the fiddly work of the experiments more than s/he enjoys the abstractions of
formulating hypotheses of what the data means. Abstractions are traditionally
connected to the “work of the mind”, which is considered superior to “the work of
the hand”.49 This is underlined by the fact that the further you climb up the careerladder; the less you do work at the bench.50 Thus, if a lab-freak wants to go into a
tenured position s/he will have to learn to resemble other types. The researcher
further mentioned that the lab-freak does not like writing papers or applications
and does not like public speaking and that a lab-freak keeps things nice and tidy almost as tidy as the technicians, who are very tidy, and who often tease the
researchers with their slobbiness. Hereby, the researcher categorized the ones who
teased him as being like technicians, and not like “real” scientists.
It should be pointed out, though, that although the lab-freak is perhaps the most
persistent of the typified behavioral patterns presented here - in that many
researchers refer to it, and they seem unanimous about the contents of it - I have
not encountered one researcher who described him- or herself as a lab-freak. I will
stay with this paradox for a while: The type functions more as a menace or a threat
than as an ideal (in the everyday, normative understanding of the word). It is
something to differentiate from, something that should be marginalized. Then why
do the researchers keep on returning to it? Why can they not cast it away and be
done with it?51
49

Philosopher and biologist Dick Lewontin calls this juxtaposition… “The deep cultural prejudice

(characteristic of modern capitalism) that mental labor is superior to mere physical labor, a prejudice that is
replicated in the entire structure of laboratory life.” (in Science, 16 February 2001, Volume 291, Number
5507)
50

One researcher in the molecular microbial ecology group works as the exception that proves the rule: This

researcher is somewhat of a virtuoso in the lab, working with the production of “constructs” (genetically
modified bacteria) that solves the experimental problems of other researchers in the group. This researcher’s
abilities at the bench have proven to be so outstanding that he has gotten up the career ladder in the group.
51

This phenomena reverberates semiotics points to differences as the basis of meaning. The lab-freak can be

said to perform the same function to the researchers as mysticism did to the CASE-articles – that of being an
other which the subject (articles or researchers) should continuously try to stay clear of. This work, however,
is never completed, but is fundamental to the research groups’ maintaining a sense of identity – in this case
scientific identity.
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Researcher “A” is perhaps the closest I have come – not to an actual lab-freak –
but to a researcher identifying to some degree with the type. I have observed this
researcher to be extremely orderly in the lab. He notes down everything he does in
a notebook and writes thoroughly on petri dishes and the like. Moreover, he takes
pride in thinking ahead of his actions, so that he knows when going for instance to
a store-room, that he should bring his newest petri-dishes along, as the heatcupboards are on the way to the store-room. Thus, he can make the trip down the
hall only once, instead of twice. Not only have I observed the researcher making
such actions, he also commented them to me, so that I could apprehend what he
was doing. In a later interview, the researcher made the following reflection on his
and others’ practices, norms, and values in the lab. I will quote him at some length:
A: “…there’s like an ideal of how you should work… I am meticulous, and I
enjoy that […]… where others don’t care at all about the order of things [...].
Others are ham-fisted in the lab, but they think more in the right way than I
do.”
JS: “What do you mean - “think more in the right way”?”
A: “It’s the science-like thing. What I’m trying to say… researchers that find
research deeply interesting as such. But maybe their experiments don’t
succeed, because they just forgot something important… I’ve seen many
examples of that […] like researcher ”B”… as far as I could see he succeeded
with nothing in the lab, and I was tearing my hair. Because he kept on
forgetting when something should be sterile, he turned the bin upside
down, or grabbed it with greasy fingers. But still he was this grade A-dude.
And his report went down really well, although he did not come far with
the microbial methods.”
JS: “So it’s theorizing?”
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A: “Yes, and perspectivizing.”
JS: “I have heard, from different people, characteristics like ”lab-freak” and
”generalist” and ”specialist”, like there are these types moving around here.
Like researcher “C” said; I am not a lab-freak - I am a generalist. And
researcher “D” said that he is a specialist. Do you recognize these
characteristics? Are there more?”
A: “It is not adequate. I do not know what researcher “C” means when saying
“generalist”… or, I know exactly what he means.”
This researcher derives satisfaction from the pernickety work at the bench - this is
apparent from both observations and interviews. But in interviews, he states that he
believes that this kind of work, however important, is not perceived as the “right
way” of thinking and comprehending in the group. “The right way” according to
him is being consumed by an interest in microbial ecology on a theoretical and
perspectivizing level that is opposed to the practicality of the lab-freak’s approach.
The picture induced of the ideal researcher (in both the everyday and the Weberian
sense of the word) seems reminiscent of the “absent-minded professor” archetype
of literature and film, living solely in the world of ideas and being completely
forgetful to the practical world of things.
A particularly interesting aspect of the above quote is the point where the
researcher says of another researcher’s definitions: “I do not know what researcher
“B” means when saying generalist… or, I know exactly what he means.” I take this
comment to pertain to the definitory power of categories.52 When first denying the
relevance of the other researcher’s definition and naming of a category, researcher
“E” objects to the definition being laid down by this researcher, thereby hinting that
other definitions – his – would be more relevant. When remarking immediately
afterwards that he does in fact know “exactly what it means”, he succumbs to the

52

For further discussion of the power of classification – only this time classification of bacteria – see

“Classificatory Conflicts.”
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categorical definition laid down by the other researcher thereby admitting power to
that definition. The two remarks can be read as traces of a definitory struggle of
what it entails to be a good researcher. Seen in this way, it is obvious that the
definition of types and the hierarchy of the types is also a matter of power.

Techno-lovers
Another researcher-type described to me by the researchers is the “techno-lover” –
although I have named the type myself. The techno-lover is a type of researcher
who loves the hi-tech of the laboratory-machines. Thus, the techno-lover is related
to the lab-freak through the practical and material focus. The difference between
the two is that the techno-lover is not driven by the pernickety work of the bench but rather by the assembly of machinery. Thus, the techno-lover is interested in the
“form” - the technique, rather than the “content” – the bacterial communities. 53
The techno-lovers are reproached by some of the other researchers, who blame
them of not being seriously interested in science, and of using science as an excuse
to work with the hi-tech machines. In the following quote from an interview, a
researcher (here used as resembling a specialist) verbalizes these sentiments:
“There’s another thing that’s a problem with this group, it’s very… all those
advanced microscopes; the more advanced, the better. That doesn’t turn me
on at all. I’ll rather have some simple things to work with. So in spite of… on
paper, the results look great, and there are plenty of great pictures… it’s a
very technical attitude, it’s that engineer-like thing. That’s what people find
funny. And besides, if you’re going to cooperate with people, then you’ll
have to sit down and discuss [and they don’t want that].”
In this quote the researcher tells us not only that the techno-lovers are more
concerned with technology than with science, but also that they are more
concerned with technology than with people. The techno-lover, then, is probably
53

In the chapter “Science and Aesthetics”, I will point out how technology and skill becomes very important

implicit motives in the CSLM (Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope) pictures. The techno-lover seems to be
the researcher-role connected to that type of motive, as the making of the visual representations in the group
is tightly connected to technology.
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the one role that comes closest to the stereotype of the “nerd”: an asocial person
more interested in technology than that which the technology is a “servant” of.54
The “nerd” is a stereotype the researchers are very aware of. They refer implicitly,
as in the quote above, to the “engineer-like thing”, or to other researchers being
“typical DTU”. They tell stories and make fun of what is perceived as an engineerstigma. It is a conception that is laden with self-irony and with new turns on the
general culture’s broadly accepted comical figure of the “nerd”.55
The approach of the techno-lovers is as practical as the lab-freaks’. But still, the
techno-lovers seem less threatened by the danger of being flung entirely out of the
science-discourse. One way of understanding the difference between the lab-freaks
and the techno-lovers is that the practicality of the techno-lovers is hinged upon
technology. Technology has been a crucial factor in establishing molecular biology as a
leading field of science. The practicality of the lab-freaks, on the other hand, is
centered on the low-tech of the bench, and hinged on methods found more often
within traditional microbiology, which does not have as high a profile as molecular
biology does at present.

Specialists
The specialist-type is deeply committed to one niche of the research done in the
laboratory. Researchers that resemble this type are distinguished by working
almost exclusively with one type of bacteria, or development of one specific
method. When asked how they ended up in the group, specialists usually say that
they have always been drawn to this specific type of research – ever since their first
years as under-graduates. The comments made above about techno-lovers are
made by a researcher whom I deem to have strong specialist inclinations. What this
researcher objects to is that the techno-lovers are more interested in technology
than science/biology. The specialist type is very into the science of his/her work, and
does not respond to questions about aesthetics, tactics, emotions, and researchertypes or other non-scientific questions too readily. Questions pertaining to such
54

Thus, a hi-fi-nerd is a person who owns the very best in high fidelity, but who only owns three cd’s.

55

At times, the researchers have asked me, jokingly, to send out a weekly a nerd-list, listing all of them

according to degrees of nerd-hood. This chapter, in some ways, is the answer to that request.
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matters are typically comprehended as questions about science asked in an
awkward manner. Thus, the specialist conception of science is a very narrow one.
The following quote is from an interview with a young researcher who is
described by the other researchers, and by himself, as a specialist. Many other
researchers have specialist inclinations, but no one else has described him- or
herself as a specialist. In the quote, I try to get the researcher to philosophize about
his role in the laboratory but significantly, he answers with examples from biology not from his life or thoughts about it:
JS: “So you’ve chosen a specialty?”
D: “Oh, yes. It is like this that 99% of all bacteria – in nature – live on surfaces.
That is, as biofilm. And that is why it is especially interesting to study these
surface-communities. Because - you don’t get all information from studying
them in suspension. That’s the great opportunity of working with biofilms that you can look at them in a semi-natural state – how do they behave on
the surfaces under different conditions. And of course, you use different
biological methods. For instance, we’ve used gfp, which we have placed
different places, like this case that I’ve been working with where we get an
idea about the growth-rate of the bacteria, by placing them in front of a
ribosomal promotor. In this way, you can examine different circumstances,
the physiognomy of different bacteria, and different communities that you
have established in these biofilm.”
At another point in the interview, I asked the same type of question in a more blunt
manner, getting again details from the subject matter, rather than self-reflections:
JS: “I’ve heard from the others that you are the biofilm-master!”
D: “Yes, I’ve made many biofilms, and in different ways. And made different
set-ups, and shift-experiments, where you have to change the set-up. Right
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now, I am working with some oxygen-experiments. And we’ve found out
how you allot oxygen to a biofilm-system.”
Instead of answering the question by explaining his way into this type of research,
or how he feels about being described as a master by others, the researcher goes
directly to the subject matter of his research. This all-consuming interest for one
niche combined with a sense of modesty, makes the specialist type highly respected
in the group. The modesty comes from a reluctance to talk about own
accomplishments, preferring to talk about the subject matter of the work.
Above, the specialist-type was defined by differences from the techno-lover. But an
equally constitutive difference exists between specialists and generalists: In
observations, the specialists are not the types that revel in the performance-aspects
of presenting their work at Friday meetings. Rather, they will present the data quite
modestly, seeming a bit uneasy about the situation. Likewise, at conferences where
a more outward social and professional style is rewarded, the specialists seem to be
more in the background. They are not pushy, and are not conceived as forwarding
their own interests. On the other hand, some of the specialists feel quite offended
by researchers who are pushy, and they can be bitter that the group and the
international environment seem to honor pushiness rather than “pure” interest.
Thus, the specialist seems to promote a science-as-purity discourse. Here in an
interview quote:
“ […] Some of the people that make it here are very goal-oriented. But there
is something about them as people – I don’t want to be like them. […] It
annoyed me that it was all about getting your name in the right places and
presenting results in a persuasive manner […] Some of the researchers here
make choices depending on what gives the most and the best results. It’s the
prestige that turns them on, rather than biology. And for me it was biology
that was the turn-on.”
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The researchers that act as villains in this quote seem to resemble my observations
of researchers who keep an ironic distance to the laboratory work, while relishing
in the more performative, outward aspects of being a researcher: the ones happy to
be the center of attention at the Friday Meetings, the ones telling jokes at lunch and
at the private gatherings in the professor’s house. These are referred to as
generalists.

Generalists
The researcher who first pointed to the type of the lab-freak told me that he was not
a lab-freak, but a generalist and did thus cast the lab-freaks as villains. This is in line
with my observations, which indicate that researchers that have generalist-traits
will express distance to the bench-work in a range of ways (being continuously
unable to find their white coat or other necessary equipment, having to borrow
from other researchers or technicians; writing only sparsely on petri-dishes and in
notes; refusing to restreak as many times as the standard requires, as this is “a
waste of time”).
I asked the researcher who named himself a generalist to discuss the type
further. He offered the following definition and sensemaking of the type:
Generalists try to keep themselves informed about the general development of
research and science, and they stay open as to which area they should work with.
The researcher described himself as interested in “working out new methods for
developing new knowledge”, which is a fairly broad definition of scientific interest.
He even has a strategy for his research: It must be relevant, as research is often too
narrow and un-useful; and there should not be too many researchers doing it
already. The self-assuredness and sense of direction expressed in these statements
mean that such researchers spurn admiration and envy in many of his colleagues.56
When generalists are asked how they ended up in the group, they usually say that
56

Sharon Traweek notices a similar pattern among particle physicists: “An employee of SLAC who finds the

habits of physicists very interesting said that in his twenty years of watching them he had concluded that
only the “blunt, bright bastards” make it, and pointed out the young physicists at the lab who in his view
were clearly “too nice” to become successful. Letters of recommendation for applicants to the post-doc
positions often say that even though the candidate is quiet and mild-mannered, s/he does excellent physics;
in other words, those are qualities for which a candidate must compensate.” (1988: 88)
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it was a coincidence. Broad networks of interests57 drive them rather than one
specific type of science. They have often worked in different areas during their
training and career. Most of them say that they want a career in research, but they
have no specific ideas as to where, and are generally willing to try out new areas.
The professor in the group can be said to resemble a generalist. He is described by
the other researchers as preoccupied with synthesizing different areas of research,
rather than analyzing results within one niche. This synthetic ability is opposed by
some of the researchers to the analytic ability of other senior researchers.58 Thus, in
semi-public settings as the Friday meeting, the professor seems to have comments
to everybody, whereas other researchers only comment on the presentations their
own work is directly related to. Likewise, all the younger researchers seem to
discuss their work with the professor, whereas the other tenured researchers seem
to restrict their comments to the younger researchers connected to their own subgroups. Moreover, the professor is mentioned by many of the young researchers as
the primary reason why they have chosen to work in this exact group, and must
thus be considered important as a role model: They tell stories of hearing the
professor make a lecture about the work in the group and knowing suddenly that
that was what they wanted to do too. Below, I will quote a researcher who points to
the professor as the primary reason of joining the group. This quote is typical of the
stories told by the younger researchers:59
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I use the term in its common sense meaning, as opposed to a more Marxist understanding. Thus, what I

mean is that generalists are driven by things and topics they find appealing.
58

It is interesting how these descriptions reverberates the different types of knowledge (analytic and

synthetic) described in the CASE-articles analyzed in the previous chapter.
59

As I will discuss in the following section, I have asked questions that spurn narratives – see also discussion

of interviews in the methodology chapter. But in asking questions as I have, I may have requested one
particular type of narrative: a linear, traditional narrative, which highlights occurrences like “hearing the
professor lecture”, as this is one occurrence that can be said to change the course of the entire story, and it is
thus very effective in telling traditional narratives. This could also mean that in asking questions in the way
that I have, I may have debarred other types of stories that are less univocal and more ambiguous, even if it
is counterproductive to my aim.
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“I took a class at the end of my education here, in which he had one single
lecture [microbial ecology]. He told us what they did in the group and it was
incredibly exiting. […] It sounded so idealistic and visionary, also because
he is so good at presenting it and there are great pictures […] And that
was… immediately after that lecture I knew that I wanted to make a PhD
with him.”
The characteristics connected to the professor sounds like a definition of a
generalist: perspectivizing, theorizing, and communicating. I find it fair to assume
that equivalents of the generalists are the dominant type of scientist in the
international scientific community as performing the role of “architects of the
future”, as the professor puts it, is probably dependent on these precise skills.
Interestingly, organization theorist Karl Weick, also uses the terms “generalists”
and “specialists”, and points to the generalists as dominant. This confirms that the
dominance of generalists is not confined to the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group,
or to the scientific community of molecular microbiologists, but to science as such.
Weick writes:
“Generalists, people with moderately strong attachments to many ideas,
should be hard to interrupt and, once interrupted, should have weaker,
shorter negative reactions since they have alternative paths to realize their
plans. Specialists, people with stronger attachments to fewer ideas, should
be easier to interrupt, should have longer, more sustained negative reactions
because they have fewer alternative pathways to realize their plans.
Generalists should be up-beat, positive people in the profession while
specialists should be their grouchy, negative counterparts.” (1989: 526).
It should be noted that the terms “specialist” and “generalist” was suggested to me
by the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, they do not spring
from reading Weick’s text. However, Karl Weick’s use of the terms and
characteristics of the people they refer to are strikingly similar to mine, which again
suggests that the types of generalists and specialists are not restricted to The
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Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, but are characteristic of the scientific
community in general.

Summing Up
The four typified patterns of researcher-behavior sketched here all center in some
way on lab: either by incorporating bench work as fundamental to it (lab-freaks and
techno-lovers) or by creating a distance to it (specialists and generalists). This
distinction reverberates the distinction detected when analyzing physical
manifestation of the group’s culture. Thus the lab – and all the techniques,
technologies, and work-practices it relates to – can be said at the same time to work
as demarcations between the different types of researchers, and to work as a
boundary object that connects them, in that they all relate in some central way to it.
The lab ties the four researcher-types together while allowing them to keep their
identities intact, and without these identities threatening the group’s unity. As
mentioned, I am not the first to observe the central and paradoxical status of labwork in the biological sciences; It is central to Latour and Woolgar’s Laboratory Life
(1979), Karin Knorr Cetina’s Epistemic Cultures (1999), and it is a central theme with
Dick Lewontin, for instance in The Triple Helix.60
That the lab can be said to work as a boundary object between the four ideal
types does not mean that the relation between the types is problem-free. For
instance, a certain sense of hierarchy can be detected in the ordering of the types:
while the generalists seem to be at the top, the lab-freaks form the bottom, the
techno-lovers and specialists inhabit the middle. Again it seems to be the relation to
the lab that determines were the type can be situated in a hierarchical ordering

60

Sharon Traweek has also noticed something similar within communities of physicists, although the

distinction between those that do manual and mental duties are institutionalized here: “About half of the
group are theorists; they work at blackboards alone or in small, short-lived collaborations of two or three
people. The other half are experimentalists; they work with big machines in long-lived groups of twenty to
fifty people. The experimentalists and theorists need the others’ predictable, friendly distance from each
other, and they are readily distinguishable at any laboratory by their styles and habits” (1988: 3). The main
similarity between the manually and the mentally inclined in a biological lab, and the theorists and
experimentalists in the physicists’ lab, is that they are different, but “need each others’ contributions to solve
their scientific problems”:
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system; the closer you are connected to the bench, the lower in the hierarchy you
are perceived to be. Other dimensions influence the hierarchy as well, such as the
status of technology (which raises the status of the techno-lovers above that of the
lab-freaks, in spite of the practicality of both approaches). The status of specialists
seem to rest on the scientific purity that they claim, whereas the ability to connect
different networks and maneuver worlds that lie beyond the petri-dish, so to speak,
seem crucial to the status of the generalists. However, the difference between types
does not mean that the group falls into four different parts. Rather, the different
types seem to be essential to the work and the unity of the group, as every type
carries out an essential task.
It is worth noticing that there are quite few heroes among the typified
researchers. When discussing the different researcher-types, most of the researchers
define other researchers negatively as resembling one or the other researcher-type.
Thus, the other types are bracketed as being wrong and un-scientific in one way or
the other. Only few define other types than the ones they see themselves as
resembling in a positive fashion: Lab-freaks are typified as villains (or as something
to avoid becoming) by generalists. The specialists typify the techno-freaks as villains
because of the un-scientific, engineer-like character of their approach, and they also
typify generalists as villains because of their pushiness. Interestingly, the specialists
are typified by the others as neither villains nor heroes, and are thus the most
neutral type in this respect. The defensiveness of the specialists suggested by this
disproportion indicates that this type is perceived as especially beleaguered,
perhaps because of its old-fashioned character, which goes badly with the futurism
of molecular biology. Lastly, the generalists are typified as both heroes and villains:
The professor is presented as a generalist and a hero, whereas other researchers
that resemble the generalist type are presented as pushy villains.
Thus, in considering behavioral manifestations of the group’s culture, we may be
looking at a section of analysis, which is marked more by fragmentation than the
physical manifestations suggested; the visual and verbal universe constituted by
the researcher-types is a relatively impoverished one characterized by negative
definitions. This can be seen as reflecting the sense of competition that is forever
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present, although invisible in the research group: not only are the researchers
colleagues, who depend on each other, they are also potential competitors for
positions and the next grant. Thus, one can argue that on the level of norms and
values, friendship and group-feeling is strong, but that it is countered by a very real
a sense of competition that makes anybody who is different from you dangerous.
The argument is of course more complicated than that, in that continuity and
cooperation between types is necessary to get any work done. Different types of
researchers are essential to the group, as this means that the repertoire of
competences becomes broader. Therefore, boundary objects that can connect the
researchers and facilitate scientific work despite the demarcations constituted by
the sense of competition are of essential value.61 This is where the boundary-objects
of labs, offices, lunch, meetings, etc. reenter the picture.

4.3 Verbal Manifestations: Career Stories
In the previous sections, I introduced some physical manifestations and rituals of the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group that work as boundary objects in the group,
and described four types of researcher-behavior that make up measuring rods to the
researchers in the group, and work as instruments in shaping definitions of what
being a scientist implies. But this analysis does not help to understand why some
feel included in science while others feel excluded. Therefore, I will turn to
considering some verbal manifestations of the groups’ culture. More to the point, I
will analyze stories of careers as narrated by the researchers. In this respect, I will
focus especially on why some researchers perceive themselves as being on the
“wrong” side of the line that demarcates science from non-science, while others
think of themselves as being the “right” side.

61

The complex relations and interdependencies between competition and cooperation are also discussed in

Poulsen, 2000. The paradox seems thus to be typical of scientific communities, and not just of this specific
one.
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4.3.a Foreshadowing and Sideshadowing
Schein suggests analyzing stories, and in doing so, I have chosen to use the terms of
foreshadowing and sideshadowing presented by Gary Saul Morson (1994) to describe
different types of narrative time (and life-time).62 I will present these analytic terms
first, and present the stories they are to analyze afterwards:
Foreshadowing refers to closed narrative time and deterministic narrativity in
which every lead is there for a reason and which reaches closure at the end of the
narration. The end determines the action, so to speak. Foreshadowing is the narrative
style and structure that dominates most classic and popular fictional writing as well
as classic Hollywood cinema.
Sideshadowing, on the other hand, is a term offered by Morson to apply to stories
in which other endings are real alternatives to the one presented, and in which the
ending is not the only causally possible conclusion to the story. Rather practical
choices have practical consequences that influence the course of action. Morson
points to Tolstoy and Dostoyevski as examples of authors using the device of
sideshadowing.
As hinted at in the previous section, the way I have asked questions to the
researchers may have been problematic, in that I have framed the kind of stories
they could tell. I have asked questions in a way that resembles what Czarniawska
(2001) calls the narrative interview, for instance by asking how the researchers
ended up in the group, and what they would like to do afterwards. However, this
kind of questions already contains a conception of time (linear) and a conception of
narrative voice (univocal). I may thus have made it difficult for the researchers to
tell stories using sideshadowing. The analytic and methodical construction may thus
be reflected in the conclusions I reach, even if it is decidedly counter-active to my
62

Morson draws heavily on Bakhtin. In the spirit of Bakhtin, Morson considers literature and literary

criticism to be modes of philosophy. Thus, narrative time reflects visions of real-time - and the closed
conception of narrative time, which he calls foreshadowing, is a reflection of a deterministic view of life in
which human actions and choices have very little effect. The narrative time referred to as sideshadowing
mirrors an open view of life in which practical choices have real effects.
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purpose: Promoting foreshadowing on behalf of sideshadowing is very far from a
conscious analytic wish of mine.63 After stating this very important proviso, I will
go on to present the stories that the researchers did end up telling me, regardless of
the wisdom – or lack of same - of my framing:
When asked about their careers and the path they have followed that ended up at
the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, the researchers’ answers falls into two
main categories. The one category presents their work in the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group as the natural conclusion to their professional life stories up until
now (foreshadowing). The other category presents the group as one of many
possibilities (sideshadowing). The researchers that present stories of their careers
in terms that resound foreshadowing (often specialists, but lab-freaks and technolovers can also be found here) do neither bend nor break the rules of being a
“normal scientist”. They are not perceived as extraordinary, neither in the positive
nor in the negative sense. The ones that present their stories using the narrative
device of sideshadowing, however, are either perceived - by themselves and others –
as extraordinary in the sense that they are new-thinkers (practically always
generalists), or as misfits pushing the borders of “being a scientist” to the point of
breaking them (most notably lab-freaks and specialists). The sideshadow-stories’
success seem dependent on the researchers’ ability to have the different networks
of interest compliment each other rather than work against each other. I will go on
to present a selection of stories, representing the style of foreshadowing and
sideshadowing, respectively. The stories I quote from are selected as examples of
typical or exemplary stories, not as individual renderings of each researcher. In this
sense, the type is still present in this analysis.
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Rather, if I have wanted to promote one on behalf of the other, it is sideshadowing I have wanted to further:

I believe that stories told by means of sideshadowing leaves more room for the complexity of e.g. a careertrajectory than a foreshadowing story. Moreover, I believe that such stories are much more present within
literature and films than let on by Morson, who finds his examples as far away as 19th century Russia.
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Foreshadowing
Researcher “D”
D: “I started out here [DTU] many years ago, and took the courses you have to
take. I started as a chemical engineer. And slowly I homed in on
microbiology. That was interesting […] and naturally, I took some more
courses at this Department, and I wrote my midway-project here. I talked to
the professor and found what he was doing interesting. I was in really good
time, 1½ year before I actually started, I went round and talked, and we
agreed that I should take his class: molecular microbial ecology […] I did
that, and then I started my preliminary project after that.”
JS: “So, you’ve been doing microbiology all along?”
D: “Yes, only... Yes, I have.”
Above, researcher “D” describes his road to the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group as quite straightforward and unidirectional. His past is completely logical
considered from the viewpoint of his present. It is not probable to imagine
alternative endings to the story. This is probably the simplest version of a story told
in terms of foreshadowing. In the following, I will render another one, in which the
elements of foreshadowing are subtler, although I will argue as strong as in the
story-fragment above:

Researcher “F”
JS: “How did you end up working with this?”
F: “That goes back to… I was a student with “G” - that was from 81 to 83. We
made microbiology and nothing else […] And “G” got the idea that we
should look at the enzymes that comes out of the cell. That was the first
tender attempts at looking at interactions between organisms. We isolated
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bacteria from vegetables and fruit. I promise you that that was unheard of
where we were. You used e.coli, and that was it […] I made a PhD about
those enzymes […] It turned out that they were coupled to the motor
apparatus of the organisms […] It is called swarming […] And it turns out
that swarming is connected to quorum sensing [which F works with now].
That turned out to be important; because we had suddenly moved to a
place, where what we were doing was important on an international level
[…] We [“F” & “G”] have worked together for 17 years now. Ever since,
actually.”
Researcher “F”, who is one of the researchers holding tenures, describes his story in
more detail than researcher ”D”. It holds more surprises than the story of “D”, but
is still quite logical and leading directly to his current place. Interestingly, it is clear
from the quote that this researcher can also be considered a specialist, as the
explanation of his career path concerns only details from the subject matter: The
subject matter leads him in different directions - not vice versa. Coincidences hold a
prominent place in his story, but the coincidences concerns the object of research –
e.g. one enzyme turning out to be connected to the motor apparatus – not the
researcher himself. Or in other words: the project of our protagonist remains fixed.
To relapse into the theoretical terms of the Case-analysis, the biological coincidences
work as Helpers or Opponents of the project, thus shaping the stuff of the story, but
the Project of the Subject remains the same.64
An important theme traversing the stories employing fore- and sideshadowing is one
of commitment to science. The two researchers quoted as using the devise of
foreshadowing can be regarded as very committed as they explain their interest from
the inside of science, so to speak, not feeling a need to explain why they consider it
interesting. The commitment is expressed by giving room only to one type of
interest; interest in the subject matter. This sense of commitment adds up nicely to
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For definition and discussion of the Greimas’ concepts of actants (in this case Helpers, Opponents, and

Subject), see analysis of the Case-articles.
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one of the general myths of science; that it is a calling or a vocation.65 Thus, the
stance that the two researchers above exemplify - being specialists, being committed
to science, and narrating their story of their ways into science by means of
foreshadowing - can be regarded as the typical core-scientific stance, both in the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group and in science in general. However, as we shall
see above, being typical is not necessarily the same as being ideal (in the everyday
sense of the word).

Sideshadowing
Other researchers tell their stories using the less orthodox narrative style of
sideshadowing.66 Using sideshadowing means that science is not perceived as a
destiny but as one alternative among many. As we shall see, sideshadowing can
either be a very effective way of constructing a successful individual identity-style
as a researcher, or a way of explaining feelings of marginality in the scientific
community. The difference, it seems to the researchers, comes down to issues of
interests (in the common-sense, non-Marxist sense of the word), and whether the
alternative networks of interests support or counteract the science network. First, I
will quote a researcher who narrates his story by means of sideshadowing in a way
that is perceived as successful by the other researchers.

Researcher “C”
C: “I am a chemical engineer, and when I first started at DTU I thought I was
going to work with sulphuric acid catalysts, and that kind of thing. So, I
took some inorganic classes. But I got tired of that […] Then I started
65

These terms reverberates two major theoretical voices that have already made their mark on this text: First,

Weber says in his text “Science as Vocation” (1918) that: “In the field of science only he who is devoted solely
to the work at hand has `personality´”. Second, a connection to Rorty can be made through the religious
connotations of the term “vocation”: Rorty argues that contemporary scientists has taken on the role that
priests had before the Enlightenment – that of having privileged access to the instance that instigates Truth:
Before Enlightenment – God, after Enlightenment – Reality. See Rorty, 1991. Through these theoretical
echoes, the term “vocation” gets more specific extra-meanings than the general religious ones: Vocation is
exclusive, and connotes privileged access to Truth and Reality.
66

As mentioned, one can argue that this style is less unorthodox than Morson suggests – as literary norms

and styles have changed with the modernism/postmodernism rupture in the 70s.
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working with organic chemistry. That didn’t work out either. So, I went into
the environmental stuff, which I got really exited about. I went to the States
to study there for a year […] When I went it was the idea that I would do
some more microbiology [as this is important to environmental issues as
exhaust water…] I met a teacher over there who worked with biofilms in
drinking water […] That inspired me greatly, but I still didn’t think I knew
much about microbiology. I got into the course rather late, because I’d been
to the States, and the professor was making a lecture […] We discussed the
biofilm-thing… And that led to me wanting to write about drinking water
and biofilms, and identification of bacteria in drinking water. We launched
it as a co-operation between Biocentrum and Department of Environmental
Technology. […] And I ended up here – it was coincidence upon
coincidence.”
JS: “Do you have any ideas of what you want to do in the future?”
C: “There are many possibilities – there are all the biotechnical companies.
Earlier I wanted to work as a consulting engineer, but I don’t want that
anymore. Then I’d rather be in the pharmaceutical industries. Research &
Development. And I could easily imagine staying on as a researcher.”
JS: “Here?”
C: “I don’t know - maybe for a while.”
What makes this researchers’ use of sideshadowing effective instead of disruptive is
probably that he makes one traditional choice within the variables that make up a
researcher – that of perceiving science as a vocation. He downplays the vocation
when asked directly, but he can be observed to be a very committed researcher –
being usually present in the lab, and when not there being on visits to lab abroad or
attending conferences. However, his vocation does not entail the exclusion of other
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interests (as seemed the case with the researchers using the device of foreshadowing,
and which is a part of Weber’s definition of scientific vocation).
In the following, I will describe a story using sideshadowing where the different
networks of interest work against each other instead of supporting each other
giving the researchers who make this choice a sense of being marginalized, or of
being non-scientists.

Researcher “A”
A: “When I started studying, it didn’t really matter what it was. Whether I
studied medicine, law, or engineering. So, I chose DTU because it was far
away, and it sounded cool. I roamed DTU for a couple of years without
knowing what it was […] I didn’t care at all if I was going to graduate from
one or the other Department. One day I took my first course in microbiology
[…] I’d found genetics interesting beforehand, but it might as well have
been […] biochemistry, biotechnology, there were lots of possibilities. But I
knew then that I wanted to work here with the professor. I didn’t really care
what it was, as long as I did it here.”
JS: “Do you know what are you going to do when you finish your current
project?”
A: “No – not except that I want to get away. It has become too frustrating to be
here. I’m not sure I’ll be able to honor my own expectations. I really like
teaching, and that kind of thing […] I’m good with people [which is not
what a researcher is expected to be].”
Vocation is an important theme in A’s story. He hints at a lack of vocation by using
wordings as ”I didn’t care at all”, and by stating that he does not want to stay in
research. Later in the interview, he describes how his “attitude” and lack of “sacred
fire” makes him perceive himself as flung to the peripheries of science. But he
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quickly goes on to ascertain that his lack of vocation to science makes him more of a
full person. This can be seen as reflected in his use of sideshadowing, which also
entails a wider range of possible endings, and a non-deterministic view of life and
narration. The real scientists - although envied their commitment - he describes as
one-tracked and hollow - “going out, and going to work”.67
Further along the interview, researcher “A” explains why exclusive vocation is
not always described as a good thing: “you have to be individualistic and think…
provide your own interpretations, and ideas, and readings”, he says. So this seems
to be the double bind presented to the researchers, which to some is unsurpassable:
If you do things the traditional way, you are considered a good, or even an
excellent researcher, but not a groundbreaking one.68 But when complimenting
research with “your own individualistic interpretations, and ideas, and readings”,
you run the risk of finding yourself suddenly centrifuged to the peripheries of
science. The balancing act of keeping on the right side of the demarcations between
core-science and peripheral-science is intricate. You should be individualistic and
untraditional, but not too individualistic and untraditional. The challenge to the
researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group is to balance these forces.

Summing Up
Researchers telling their stories using the device of foreshadowing are perceived as
making the traditional choice of “proper science”. That foreshadowing is the
traditional scientific way of narrating career-stories is connected to science being
traditionally seen as a vocation – that is one, singular, and exclusive commitment.
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This has been observed in other scientific communities as well. Sharon Traweek writes that the physicist

observed had generally been committed to becoming scientists from early adolescence, or even childhood,
and that they regarded being physicists a calling, not an occupation or mere job (1988: 21). The same can be
said of the microbiologists at the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, who all state that they knew that they
wanted to work with some sort of research from an early age. Or rather, almost all portray their career-path
as circumstantial, but the alternatives they mention are other labs or research institution, and only seldom
completely different areas.
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As Weber says: “[…] the scientific worker has to take into his bargain the risk that enters all scientific

work: Does an `idea´ occur or not? He may be an excellent worker and yet never have had any valuable
ideas of his own.” (1918)
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However, as creativity is also perceived as essential in being a truly groundbreaking scientist, the (primarily specialist) researchers using the device of
foreshadowing are sometimes perceived as being good analysts, but not as good at
synthesis: bringing new fields together in truly new ideas. They are perhaps more
concerned with doing the right thing, with becoming excellent at one particular
technique.
The multiple-focus that is implied in sideshadowing, on the other hand, allows
room for multiple versions of the story and multiple endings. This conception of
different types of scientists is reflected in many types of literature, from the classic
concept of Bildung69 to Michel Serres’ metaphor of the harlequin.70 In this view, true
science is the ability to synthesize different interests and fields of knowledge. In
this version of being a scientist, interest (again to be understood as the word is in
daily usage, not as a Marxist term) drives you in your career rather than being a
scientist. However, this way of being a scientist seems to lead to two different
results: a “positive” and “negative” one:71
The “positive” result implies that the multiple foci enable the researcher (often
“generalists”) to draw on several networks at one time thereby constructing a fresh,
powerful, and up-to-date identity as a scientist. Sideshadowing can be seen as
reflecting a career-path that bends rather than breaks the borders between
normalcy and marginality, in that peripheral-science interests compliment and
support interests in core-science. Furthermore, it seems obvious that a successful
use of sideshadowing also entails fitting the role of a generalist. Likewise, the different
networks of interest supplies the researcher with reserves of ideas and thoughts
that can be used in molding new concepts and creating new fields of research. It is
69

The romantic ideal of improving one’s self through education. This includes acquiring knowledge of

diverse topics as science, music, arts, and literature.
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A metaphor of knowledge often used in Serres’ later works, is that of the Harlequin’s coat assembled from

an infinite number of rags. See for instance Serres/Latour, 1990 (1995): 116.
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Again it is important to stress that my aim here is not a normative one: When pointing to “positive” and

“negative” result or “successful” and non-successful” researchers strategies I am presenting what the
researchers have pointed to as positive and successful, and negative and non-successful. My work has
consisted in localizing patterns in these statements; to formulate discourses and metaphors that throws light
on the researchers’ normative statements.
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probably no coincidence that sciences considered truly cutting edge are often
combinations of traditional fields as for instance genetics (biology and informatics)
and neurobiology (biology and psychology).
But the researchers also point to “negative” results of sideshadowing; the
multiple foci end up in an unsuccessful construction of the scientists’ (often
“specialists” or “lab-freaks”) story and identity because it tries to connect interests
that work against each other. Multiple interests/networks are perceived as a forte if
the alternative interests works as supplements rather than competitors to science. If
the alternative interests/networks becomes equally strong as and competing with
the network of science, problems arise as the science-network is endangered. The
alternative networks are no longer perceived as refreshing contributions to the
scientific profile but as threats to it.
Sideshadowing implies standing back from your field, and making reflections
on it. Sharon Traweek observes that researchers who have the wish and inclination
to do so, will often tend to be either leaders of the culture, or marginal to it:
“People who are interested in consciously reflecting on their own culture
tend to be atypical within it, whether leaders, geniuses, or simply marginal;
they are willing to reflect on the differences between themselves and their
fellows, with amusement, sympathy, bitterness, remorse, detachment, or
condescension.” (1988: 13)
This description sounds like my description of researchers who use sideshadowing,
indicating that the difference is common to more communities than the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group.

4.4 Conclusion: Cultural Demarcations and Boundary Objects
The overall point of this chapter was to present and use cultural concepts to discuss
continuity and fragmentation in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. I have
tried to connect the practical and discursive focus of a cultural analysis to my overall
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metaphors of demarcations and boundary objects between science and non-science.
Thus, the question I have tried to answer is this; how does the group’s sense of
unity relate to its elements of fragmentation?
Through discussing this question, I hope to have grounded the conflicts, which I
will focus on in the two upcoming chapters, and described how cultural
characteristics of the group means that the conflicts can exist without threatening
the group’s unity, and how they can even be perceived as basic to it.
In discussing the physical manifestations of the groups’ culture, I noted two basic
types of physical artifacts – one that works to perform a superior tenured
researcher, and one that works to perform a non-tenured researcher with a lower
status. Within the large group of non-tenured researchers, however, members
either identified strongly with the marks of the non-tenured researcher (the lab and
the white coat), or distanced themselves from it in subtle ways. These groups of
researchers – constituted by the obvious tenure/non-tenure divide, and the less
obvious divide within the group of non-tenured researchers – does not only work
to separate the group. It is also paramount to the groups’ coherence. Important is
the sense of a group of friends. Being friends in the way the norm prescribes in The
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group takes subtle differences, as joking and teasing
is a central element of their jovial way of talking. The differences thus facilitate the
friendliness. Simultaneously, the sense of friendliness makes the differences
possible, and non-threatening.
The social atmosphere of the group is noted upon by many of the researchers in
interviews and conversations. According to Richard Rorty, a strong professional
“we” is typical of the natural sciences, and is the reason why the natural sciences
can be said to be the most successful social institution of the last two centuries. I
take it that the strong social and cultural “we” of the group makes a professional
“we” more probable. Thus, it seems that in the physical manifestations, and the
ceremonies and rituals that are connected to them, the group has very powerful
boundary objects, which allows the group to be coherent and strong because of its
heterogeneity, not in spite of it.
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However, as I found in the section on researcher-types, the strong and friendly
group-feeling does not exclude fragmentation. Rather, I noted a paradox between
the group’s strong sense of continuity and togetherness, and the feeling of
fragmentation and marginality that some of the researchers express. There are a
number of points that can throw light on this paradox:
I noted how the traditional scientific discrimination between manual and mental
work also functions in the group. This distinction is expressed in the researchers’
relation to the lab. It can be said to frame the four roles described, putting the more
manual lab-freak at the bottom and the more mental generalist at the top. The
techno-lover (almost as practical as the lab-freak, but concerned with the hi-tech
assembly of machinery rather than the low-tech of the bench), and the specialist (as
“mentally” inclined as the generalist but enrolling fewer networks and
manipulating fewer worlds) formed the middle of this continuum. When the types
seem to inspire a sense of fear and negativity in the researchers, in spite of the
group-feeling also described, it may be because we are not dealing with a
permanent and stable group of people, but a group which is forever changing, in
that the groups’ members compete for positions and money. Therefore, differences
in behavior and ways of presenting oneself as a researcher may have very practical
consequences to the researchers, and other researchers with different styles may
become actual threats.
I suggested the terms of fore- and sideshadowing as a way of understanding the
paradoxical relation between continuity and fragmentation in the group.
Researchers perceive themselves and others as good, bad, or excellent researchers.
It is not simply a matter of choosing “core-science” and thus be placed within the
borders of science (foreshadowing). Or rather, if the researchers choose to do so,
they will be considered good but not outstanding researchers. To be considered
outstanding, they must hit off a combination of characteristics from the core with
elements from the periphery (sideshadowing). This, on the other hand, always
entails the danger of choosing too many or too weighty peripheral elements, which
might fling the researcher over the line demarcating science from non-science.
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Concludingly, the strong boundary objects (the lab, the rituals and ceremonies, the
professor and his house, the sense of friendship) that work to constitute a
professional and social “we” of the group means that alternative interests and
peripheral-science discourses may be considered resources or networks from which
the researchers can put together interesting research and scientific profiles. This
stitching together, however, is not without risks, as there are rewards and
punishment for stitching together good or bad identities (some may get positions,
others may not). Thus, different discourses and practices work as demarcations or
boundary objects according to the circumstances they are employed in. It is this
mystery, of finding the “right” way of doing something new that the researchers
are involved in solving. And it is this mystery that I will pursue in the next
chapters.
Finally, I will discuss briefly what it means to me – considering the situationist,
pragmatist, and constructivist stance I forged out in the theory and methodology
chapter - to use traditional analytic concepts as Schein’s three types of cultural
manifestations in making this analysis. How does this add up to the trains of
thought presented in “Theory, Methodology, Methods”? Pretty well, I will argue.
First, it is paramount that I do not use Schein’s quite traditional integration
perspective at face value. I use his theory as a rough framework, as his trichotomy
of artifacts seemed to reflect some of my empirical findings. Also, Schein’s focus on
coherence echoes what I am looking for here; what brings the group together in the
face of the conflicting scientific discourses and practices? I do not, however, buy
into Schein’s fundamental idea that it is possible to uncover an essential and
coherent cultural core. Thus, I am not out to present a full-fledged presentation of
the culture of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group as such. Rather I have
wanted to use cultural concepts to throw light on the question of fragmentation and
continuity, and how the culture of the group works as a “background” that
facilitates scientific disputes and makes them non-dangerous to the group. In
sketching such a cultural analysis en miniature, Schein’s well-tested and well-known
concepts have shown themselves to be highly effective. And choosing good tools is
an important part of my theoretical stance.
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Chapter 5:

Classificatory Conflicts
Currently, microbiologists – and biologists at large - find themselves between two
clashing classification systems; a traditional one, that seems concerned with
phenotypes (the way specific organisms appear and act), and a newer one,
concerned with genotypes (the general genetic code of the organisms). I have
chosen to refer to the systems as the phenotypic and the genotypic system.72 Once a
classification system is in place, it will appear to be universal and naturally
instigated.73 But because of the clash between pheno- and genotypic systems, the
classification of organisms becomes starkly obvious as artifacts that are historically
specific, and which entail a range of practical choices.74 I will focus on the clash of
the systems in this chapter.
This, however, is not a new story. The rise of genetics and genotypic
classifications within biology – and the parallel downfall of the naturalist paradigm
(and the corresponding phenotypic classification system) - has been discussed
72

The first of these systems is known under a range of names; naturalist taxonomy is probably the most well

known. I have chosen the term of phenotypic classification, as the researchers I observed used this term. The
two categories of “genotype” and “phenotype” do not refer to incompatible entities, however. Rather, the
genotype refers to a certain genetic type (species) while the phenotype refers to the individual organisms
within this type/species. I choose to use these terms to name the two classification systems, because of the
difference in focus; genotypic inclinations will mean looking for ideal types and codes, and phenotypic
inclinations will entail a focus on actual, individual organisms and their functionality.
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See Star & Bowker, 1999.
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In discussing classification systems, I will draw on other studies of classification systems, most notably

Michael Foucault’s The Order of Things (1970), Harriet Ritvo’s The Platypus and the Mermaid (1997), and Star &
Bowker’s Sorting Things Out (1999). Foucault’s book contains an analysis of the phenotypic classification
system, primarily focusing on the taxonomy of Linnaeus; Ritvo’s book is an analysis of classifications of
animals in the mid-Victorian time, while Star & Bowker’s book contains methodological tricks for the
analysis of classification systems as such, as well as analyses of a range of classification systems.
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excessively, for instance in Evelyn Fox Keller’s The Century of the Gene (2000), Lily
Kay’s Who Wrote the Book of Life? (2000), Ruth Hubbard’s Exploding the Gene Myth
(1992), Dick Lewontin’s The Triple Helix (2001), and Donna Haraway’s Modest
Witness (1997). All of these works discuss the new dominance of genetics within
biology although they have different focal points. I do agree with the common
point made in these works – that the genetic paradigm and the genotypic
classifications are by now dominant within biology – but my conclusions differ
slightly: I do not consider the naturalist paradigm and the phenotypic classification
system to be a closed chapter, as is the general claim (and sometimes regret) of
these works. Rather, it seems to me that although the genetic paradigm and
genotypic classifications are definitely dominant, the naturalist paradigm and
corresponding classifications continue to play a role and to have practical
consequences.
My study also differs from the works mentioned above by combining a
discursive focus with a more empirical and practical focus. I will discuss ways in
which specific researchers (the researchers at the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group) are affected by the clash of the two scientific paradigms and classification
systems - that is ways in which the researchers try to stabilize one, undermine the
other or combine the two. The practical consequences in choosing can be quite
dramatic as the researchers perceive these choices as being surrounded by lines
demarcating good science from bad science.
It is striking that although the researchers speak about the clash in dramatic terms,
their daily-life seems peaceful and the unity of the group unchallenged. In focusing
on this paradox the analysis is not only an analysis of two classification systems. It
also becomes an analysis of a specific research community, a culture, and how its
members unite and differentiate from each other. In this respect the chapter can be
seen both as an analysis of classification systems, and as a prolongation of the
analysis of research culture presented in the previous chapter.
Summing up, the chapter is neither a “simple” illustration of a Kuhnian
paradigm-analysis; an analysis of the creation of knowledge as a social
accomplishment in the tradition of sociology of science; nor an analysis of
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discursive change. What makes this analysis different from all of these “ideal
types” is that it is not primarily a retrospective study, but a “real time” study that
deals with the practicalities of paradigms/knowledge/discourses in the making.
Moreover, the analysis does not stay on the level of either scientific practices or
narrative resources. Rather, narratives told in the field are regarded as a new way of
capturing the dynamics of the two paradigms. Last, I do not focus only on the clash
of the systems, but also on how the scientific community keeps up cooperation in
the midst of this clash.

5.1 Introduction: Classifying Bacteria
I will begin with a short introduction to the way bacteria have been and are
categorized: The phenotypic classifications are part of an old tradition with roots
leading back to Linnaeus and Darwin. Within this tradition, the goal was the
description and classification of organisms. Microbiology describes and classifies
bacteria, while biology works with animals and plants. But the goals are parallel. In
the classical phenotypic framework bacteria were defined as bacteria (and not
reptiles, insects, mammals, etc.) by their lack of organelles: Thus, while animals and
plants are classified according to their shape – that is, whether they look alike or
not – it is other factors that are important when bacteria are described and
classified. Bacteria look a lot like each other, but their way of absorbing
nourishment from the environment varies radically. This is not the case for plants
and animals that by and large absorb nourishment and oxygen in the same way.
In the sixties, in connection to the introduction of molecular techniques into
classical microbiology, the microbiologist Carl Woese75 introduced a new definition
of bacteria based on genetics, known as 16S rRNA-analysis. The 16S DNA sequence
is a line of signs (bases), A, C, T, and G, that is used to identify and categorize
organisms instead of metabolism or appearance, which is used to classify in respect
to phenotype. The 16S sequence of DNA is very usable in identifying and
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Carl Woese’s work will be discussed further on page 160.
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categorizing bacteria, as some of it is the same in all bacteria, while other parts
always differs. Also, 16S can be used to compare distant organisms (as humans and
bacteria). And finally, mutations in the 16S sequence are usually lethal to the
organism, and accordingly the 16 S sequences have changed very little over the
generations. 16S rRNA-analysis opened for a new type of microbial classification
thus potentially rendering the older classifications obsolete. This, I will argue, has
not happened.
But before going into the specifics of this discussion, I will take a step back and
look at two scientific “paradigms” or “hierarchies” of which the two classification
systems are parts. Thus, I will lay out the groundwork for describing how the
classification systems clash.

5.2 Scientific Hierarchies: Exactness and Practicality
The clash between pheno- and genotypic classification is related to a conflict
between two “hierarchies” of natural science. I choose to view the phenotypic and
genotypic classification systems as parts of scientific paradigms in the Kuhnian
sense, that is as clusters of tools, conceptual as well as instrumental, that form the
fundamental basis of sciences.76 The researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group, however, do not use the term “paradigms”, but rather “hierarchies” when
referring to the conceptual ideals of science. The researchers in the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group have named the hierarchies in interviews, often in
relation to explanations of very personal questions as career choice. In this text, the
quoted researchers will work both as creators or name-givers of the hierarchies,
and as embodied illustrations of hierarchies that exist in their laboratory practices.
The one scientific hierarchy is a hierarchy where the exactness of the fundamental or
pure sciences is idealized. This hierarchy is connected to genotypic classifications,
because of the overwhelming exactness of this type of classification. It is a type of
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science that calls on scientific knowledge itself to legitimate the search for it – very
much like the credo of l’arts pour l’arts within the arts. It is a scientific hierarchy
where the ideal is explaining the laws behind natural phenomena, rather than study
the natural phenomena themselves.
Natural phenomena, however, is the center of the other scientific hierarchy the
researchers refer to. It is a hierarchy wherein the ideal science reflects the workings
of nature in a very practical, functional sense. It is a type of science where legitimacy
is found outside the sciences - in the ability of science to reflect nature or the
usability of science in society. This hierarchy is related to phenotypic classifications,
and these classifications’ innate focus on the practical ways in which individual
bacteria function in the environment. 77
In the following, I will go further in describing the two hierarchies, and I will
present researchers from the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group as fervent
advocates of either the one or the other. As it will be clear later, this is hardly the
full picture of the researchers’ relations to the hierarchies, but rather a step taken
for the sake of argument.

5.2.a The Hierarchy of Exactness
In the following, I will draw a more varied picture of the hierarchy of exactness by
connecting to it the words of researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group
and perspectivizing these to theory of science. The picture will be pieced together
from my observational notes and from interviews with two researchers, who
formulated questions and answers concerning the scientific paradigms and
hierarchies especially eloquently. However, before discussing the hierarchy of
exactness, I will have to make a detour around biofilm-representations, in order to
introduce researcher “H”, whom I have chosen to personify this hierarchy:
77

Bruno Latour sketches a similar clash – that between internalists and externalists within sciences as well as

science studies in his essay “Science’s Blood Flow” in Pandora’s Hope, 1999. However, it is important to notice
that Latour’s point is that this schism is a false one. My aim here, however, is not to judge whether the
scientific hierarchies referred to by the researchers are true or false. The researchers treat them as realities,
and therefore they are “really” influenced by them in making their practical choices.
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I was doing the observations that form the basis of my last analytical chapter on
Science and Aesthetics, when I first heard about researcher “H”. I was following a
researcher, “D”, who was making photographs of biofilm. We were sitting in a
darkened room at the powerful electronic microscope, the CSLM, making pictures.
“D” would look through the biofilm and find good micro-colonies to be
photographed. I was sitting next to him on a high chair like him, wearing a white
coat like him. He asked me if I wanted to try and look into the microscope. I tried,
but in spite of my professional attire, I could not see the colors and structures that
“D” told me I was supposed to see. “D” would look into the microscope again and
explain; “Don’t you see; in that corner the bacteria are blue but shine greenishly,
and there in the middle they are red?!” I would peer into the microscope again, and
following his directions, I could tell blue from red, but not blue from green. “D”
and I spent a lot of time trying to get me to see what I supposed to. After finally
deciding that I had understood enough for us to go on to the next experimental
step, “D” would take a picture of the bacteria in the microscope and start doing
crude editing on the screen that is connected to the CSLM. “D” would then make
the colors clearer, as the CSLM “has a tendency to blur the picture”. This comment
made “D” reflect further on the pictures, and he told me that the pictures are
problematic to use, because of their ”subjective strain”. The “subjective strain” was
partly due to the editing, “D” said, but also the sheer obviousness of the selection of
subject: “When you see a picture of a micro-colony of bacteria, then you think; how
about all the other thousands of microcolonies – where did they go, why did they
photograph this one and not another one. It seems shifty.” We continued to make
photographs and rough editing of the photographs in silence for a while, and then
”D” said: “You should really speak to ”H”!” He’s abroad right now, but I hope he
gets back before you leave!” While still peering into the microscope and working
with the pictures we produced, I asked “D” why “H” was so interesting, and he
told me that “H” was working on a piece of software that could represent the entire
biofilm in graphs and tables. “There’s no selection, but a representation of an average
of the biofilm. It’s more abstract and more exact, and therefore it is a stronger piece
of evidence.” However, “D” would prefer to see the two types of representations
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used together. Because if you read an article that only used ”H’s” method, the
representation would be very far from the biofilm, and “the reader wouldn’t have a
chance of picturing what the communities really look like.”
This was how I first heard about “H”. The story itself is obviously more about “D”
than about “H”, but it introduces the difference between loyal representation of
actual organisms (phenotypic) and the exactness of the abstracted ideal types78
(genotypic). Moreover, “H” is presented as connected strongly to the hierarchy of
exactness. It is interesting in regarding the “central tension” (heterogeneity and
continuity) of the group that “D” does not refer to “H” as an opponent, despite
their divergent voices in respect to representation of biofilm and thereby to
different scientific hierarchies, but as an ally in the unity of group. Unfortunately,
“H” did not come home until after I had finished doing my observational studies.
Later on, I came back to do interviews. One day a third researcher would tell me
that ”H” had come back from abroad. She took me down the hall and into an office
where a young man was chatting with two other researchers whom I knew already.
Luckily, as “H” had just come back he had not yet started any experiments or
arranged any meetings, and he was able to do an interview right away. I took my
tape recorder, and we went down-stairs looking for an empty lecture room in
which we could talk privately for the next hour. I was suddenly in the curious
situation of making an interview with a researcher whom I had not been observing.
I knew nothing about his research practices, but only that the other researchers
believed “H’s” work to be important to the group as it would render their biofilm
research in more exact ways. I started out by asking him one of my two standard
questions (“how did you get here?”, and “what are you going to do next”) and “H”
plunged directly into a definition of the hierarchy of exactness:
“If you look at the natural sciences there is this hierarchy – or in my head
there is this hierarchy; and on the top you have like fundamental stuff, like
fundamental particle physics, and things like that, where you know that you
78

One type of boundary object pointed to by Star & Griesemer: “[…] an object such as a diagram, atlas or

other description which in fact does not accurately describe the details of any locality or thing” (1989: 410).
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have a photon, or you have a proton, and then you throw in a neutron, and
then what happens? And from there, there is this spectrum to other things
that are like… to sciences that are more descriptive, like examining how the
natural sciences are communicated in Denmark, maybe something like what
you are doing, which is very complex, and very difficult to tackle, there are
a lot of factors that come into play. And there is this spectrum in the middle
[…]”
According to “H”, the exactness-hierarchy has sciences like fundamental particle
physics at the top, and what I was doing (in this case making interviews with
researchers, i.e. some sort of social science) at the bottom.79 The humanities are not
mentioned, but it would be logical to assume that these would be considered in lieu
with or even below the social sciences, as natural laws have no place in the social or
human sciences. In this hierarchy, research in molecular microbial ecology is
regarded as being placed somewhere in the middle - not as exact as particle physics
but more exact than the social or human sciences.
This hierarchy and its ideal of exactness and focus on natural laws seems very
basic to the microbiologists, not only in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group,
but also in the broader context of the microbial scientific community. For instance:
at the ISME-conference (a major conference focusing on microbial ecology) – where
I participated as an observer - I had to introduce myself regularly, as one does at
conferences. I briefly introduced my project and the concept of science studies, and
the reply would almost uniformly be: “but that’s not very scientific!” When I asked
what was unscientific about it, it was usually what appeared to the microbiologists
as lack of exactness in means of measuring and producing data. According to the
microbiologists it was a big problem that I only had myself as a measuring
instrument. How could I ever presume to make exact science in that way?
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According to Sharon Traweek, this hierarchy is perceived in a similar fashion within the physicists’

community: “Particle physicist share the assumption that this spearhead [particle physics] has a shaft behind
it; after chemistry and engineering comes biology, followed perhaps by the social sciences and humanities.”
(1988: 79)
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What is interesting about this anecdote is that the ideal of “exactness” seems to
be so deeply embedded in the microbiologists’ thinking about their work that it has
become synonymous with “science”: Their comment was not “that’s not very
exact”, but rather; “that’s not very scientific”.
The hierarchy of exactness has been discussed many times before under a series of
different names. I will mention a few examples from theory of science to put the
hierarchy of exactness into a bigger picture: In his book Det Videnskabelige Perspektiv
from 1991, Lars Henrik Schmidt describes what he perceives as three types of
knowledge-ideals. The two first belong primarily to the natural sciences. The one is
a descriptive ideal, which he perceives as lying logically and historically before the
explanatory ideal. Finally, he describes an anticipatory ideal, found within the social
and human sciences. The exactness-ideal described by the researchers in the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group is quite reminiscent of what Schmidt refers to
as the second knowledge-ideal, that of explanation. This ideal differentiates between
the practical world and the essential world. The main epistemological interest within
this knowledge-ideal is making corrective interventions in the practical world by
using the regulatory principles of the essential world – which is basically what is
done in genetic engineering. The explanatory ideal is described as the ruling
scientific knowledge-ideal and Schmidt states that it has been so since Newton
formalized the laws of Galileo (Schmidt, 1991: 49).
Jennifer Croissant and Sal Restivo refer to the scientific hierarchy of exactness,
or the knowledge-ideal of explanation, as the myth of purity (in Star, 1995). Croissant
and Restivo argue that this myth has two basic referents, namely that production of
ideas should ideally take place through mental acts, and that knowledge should be
pursued for its own sake. They further argue that within the “ideology of pure
mathematics”, the purity of logic has replaced God and Nature as ultimate
authorities.
Both Croissant & Restivo and Schmidt describe an ideal type of science that is
concerned with pure and essential explanations rather than natural phenomena.
Furthermore, both texts describe this ideal as the dominant one. Thus, it is not a
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surprise that this ideal is expressed as dominant in the words and considerations of
the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group as well.

5.2.b The Hierarchy of Practicality
The other scientific hierarchy working in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group the hierarchy of functionality or practicality - is also a strong force and one that is
structured in quite a different way. This hierarchy is concerned with the practical
workings of organisms in natural settings, or the practical usability of science in
society. But again I will present a “tale from the field” in order to introduce
researcher “C”, whom I have chosen as a representative of this hierarchy/paradigm.
I decided to follow “C” because of the simple fact that he was sharing an office with
“E” and “A”, whom I had been introduced to by the professor, and who had
promised him to look after me a bit in the first time at the lab. After following “D”,
“E” and “A”, I chose to follow “C” simply because he was there. He agreed to let
me follow him around, but with “C” - as with the other researchers - it proved
difficult to uphold the notion of following the actors around like a shadow, as they
insisted on treating me more as a visitor to be showed around:
I got to the lab the next morning, went to the office of “C”, “E” and “A”, where I
met “C”. We went to the bench, and started loading a gel.80 However mysterious
this procedure was to me, it was obviously a routine activity to “C”. Loading a gel
takes time, but not a lot of concentration to researchers who have performed this
procedure numerous times. The other researchers at the bench were joking or
listening to the radio while performing their tasks, thus passing time while going
80

“Loading a gel” means producing a graphic/material representation of DNA: You have a square container

of transparent plastic, which contains a transparent jelly. At the one end, slots are cut into the jelly. The
plastic container can be connected to electricity, which creates a negative and a positive pole in the jelly. “B”
put what he told me was colored pieces of DNA into the slots in the “top” of the jelly with a pipette. The
DNA pieces are negatively loaded and are attracted to the other end/ the positive pole of the jelly. Therefore,
they start traveling through the jelly. The shortest pieces of DNA can travel furthest through the structure of
the jelly. It is in this way the well-known pictures of DNA as parallel stripes are constructed.
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through the motions of techniques that were presumably as routine to them as
loading a gel was to “C”. “C”, however, did not join the jokes full heartedly,
presumably because of my presence. Instead, he started to explain his project, the
scope of it, how he had ended up working with it, and what it was that fascinated
him about it. He told me that he was studying the population of drinking water,
and touched on a number of problems connected to this study. I will return to these
problems later when discussion the classification of microbial populations of
drinking water. After some time his story came to touch upon the genetic tool of
16S rRNA analysis, what kind of knowledge this technique produced, and what
kind of definitions of life it entailed. It was especially interesting to listen to “C” tell
the dramatic story of the fallacies and errors of the genotypic classifications while
watching him tranquilly and routinely performing a core technique of genetics in
the relaxed, friendly, and humorous ambience of the lab. Later, when doing an
interview, I asked him to recap the discussion we had in the lab. He answered:
“You can find new microorganisms everywhere. Because, especially with
16S, you’ll typically have 16000 base pairs, and then, if you can find one base
pair that is different between these two bacteria, well – then they’re
different. But that’s – there are 16000 base-pairs, there are four combination
on each [ACTG], so really you have 4 to the 16000th power, so that’s
millions, a dizzy number, that’s how many species you could really find by
looking at 16S. So if you don’t find ANY species that are the same […] - but
still you find out that there are some groups with similar capabilities, then
you’ve like come a step further, instead of just saying, well describe the
lakes and say, there are these and these and these, and they are not alike to
any earlier described species. I mean, great! – but anybody could find that
out. Just go into the backyard, there is 10 to the power of 8 in every gram
earth, so you’ll be sure to find lots of bacteria that aren’t…. There’s a pretty
big chance that you won’t find any that’s been described earlier. So really
it’s more interesting if you can find one that HAS been described. That
would make for a bigger success. But some people haven’t really figured
that out yet.”
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According to this statement, data that does not reveal anything practical about
bacteria are not interesting, even though the data might be correct and exact. Thus,
the ideal expressed here is different from the exactness-hierarchy where data that
holds new information that corrects or specifies older data would be considered
important, no matter what the practical effects were – or weren’t.
Referring again to theory of science, the practicality-hierarchy would be
equivalent of Schmidt’s first knowledge ideal: the accurate description of the
practical world. “Naturalists” is another term, which can be used to describe
researchers sharing the inclinations of the practicality-hierarchy. This term is
offered for instance by biologist Ruth Hubbard (1992), and by science-historian
Harriet Ritvo (1997). Naturalists, according to Hubbard, can be defined (in
opposition to geneticists) as those “who observe how animals live and what they
do” (1992: 3). This definition is quite close to the practicality-hierarchy described by
researcher “C”.
After having described the two scientific hierarchies of exactness and practicality
from within the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group and from without it (theory of
science, other biologists), I will turn to the way the researchers in the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group experience these two hierarchies as clashing.

5.2.c The Clash of the Two Scientific Hierarchies
The researchers at the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group seem to be caught
between the two scientific hierarchies, as they are both molecular microbiologists
(concerned with genotypic classification and devoted to the hierarchy of exactness);
and ecologists (concerned with environments and natural interactions). Hence the
name of the group: “the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group”. Maybe this is the
reason why the exactness/practicality schism is the focal point for personal
concerns for a large number of the researchers in the group. They do not all present
these hierarchies with the same words or in the same ways, but I will argue that
they all refer to the same basic clash of systems. In the following, I will specify how
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these concerns are presented in the words of researcher “C” and how he describes
the hierarchies as clashing:
In the conversation, which took place while “C” was loading a gel and I was
observing what he did, he told me of the scope of his project. He said that he is
institutionally affiliated with the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, and a
Department called MTI (Department of Environmental Technology), where the
researchers work with experimental settings that are more real-life than the biofilmresearch of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group. At the bench, researcher “C”
told me of the different working methods and scientific standards at the two
groups. In a later interview, I asked him to repeat and add details to that
discussion, which touches on the clash of the ideal of exactness (and it’s in-build
abstractions) and the ideal of real-life experiments (and it’s claim to reflect nature):
JS: “I remember that you told me about the two different scientific
environments that you work in. The one you presented as “realistic”
research, where you try to recreate real drinking-water systems, at
Department of Environmental Technology that is, where the water really
runs in pipes, and stuff like that. Whereas here… the biofilm-thing you
described as more of an abstraction…”
C: “[…] That is clearly a risk. There is always the discussion of model-systems
contra natural settings. The problem is that in a model-system you can like
reduce the problem to examining one or two parameters, or something like
that. Completely separated, or almost separated from the environment. You
come with an in-put, and you get an out-put, and then you can say that it is
because of that and that… What has to nag you is the question of… the
effects that you see, how much are they dependent on the set-up you use?
Nothing ever grows in a flow-cell! […] The problem is, at Environmental
Technology, with most of the research that they do – it is almost impossible
to agree on what is the cause of the effect.”
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JS: “But isn’t there something to say for the abstractions, and the building of
models; is it necessarily true that the only criterion of relevance is closeness
to reality?”
C: “Yes, I should think so! I mean… what we are interested in is describing
reality. We are not interested in describing artifacts that model-systems have
produced. That’s not very interesting.”
In the quote researcher “C” gives us interesting information on both the exactnesshierarchy and the practicality-hierarchy: the use of abstract model-systems is
connected to the hierarchy of exactness. Analogously, we can connect research in
natural settings to the practicality-hierarchy. These research contexts are perceived
as incompatible by researcher “C” as they reflect two completely different sets of
focus. When using abstract model systems you acquire exactness, but the trade-off
is losing closeness to reality. And when using natural settings you acquire closeness
to reality, but loose exactness.81
Through researcher “C’s” statements about pros and cons of natural settings and
model systems, we get insights on both scientific hierarchies: Within the exactnesshierarchy, closeness to reality is definitely not a negative. But on the other hand, if
achieving exactness entails losing the closeness to reality, then exactness wins.
Conversely, exactness is not a negative pole in the hierarchy of practicality. But if
closeness to reality cannot be achieved without sacrificing exactness, then closeness
to reality wins. Thus, researcher “C” presents the systems as incompatible in
considering experimental designs. Furthermore, through “C’s” statements we get
81

The clash between the ideals of exactness/purity and practicality is not restricted to microbiology. Keating,

Cambrosio and MacKenzie point to a parallel conflict within immunology: “[…] while avidity [a concept
refered to as obsolete in the scientific community] was given a somewhat shaky epistemic status (“a function
of techniques used in its measurement”), its existence seemed to be secured by its clinical imports (antigens
of clinical interest being most of the time complex) as compared to the idealized conditions under which the
notion of affinity would apply (“the term affinity is most accurately applied to interactions involving simple,
uniform determinants”). In other words, it seemed possible to summarize the matter by pointing to a gap
between “pure science” and “applied (clinical) science”. (Clark & Fujimura, 1992: 317).
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insights on the rhetorical devices employed in this type of debate – rhetorical
devices that involve marginalizing the statements of the opponent by ridiculing or
neglecting them.
The statements of researcher ”C” seem to claim that recognizing capabilities per
se makes the type of knowledge connected to the hierarchy of practicality and the
phenotypic classification system more practical than the “mere mapping” of genesequences. But the goals of the two hierarchies and classification systems can be
claimed to be the same – mapping the world and thereby defining reality. But the
logics of drawing the maps are different – the one mapping according to
similarities, and the other mapping according to differences. The proponents of
exactness and genotypic classifications would argue that their techniques mean
total accuracy, exactness, and genetic transparency, whereas researcher “C” is left
with his own personal opinion as a marker of what an important capability is.
Thus, his categorization would seem highly arbitrary, and hardly generalizable.
The drawing of a complete and exact map based on gene-sequences can make more
sense than researcher “C” seems to acknowledge.
However, it should be noted that in the daily life of the group there is no neglect
of the “opposition”, although I have described the rhetorics of “C” as doing so.
Rather, as described in the previous chapters, the group is characterized by a high
degree of loyalty and camaraderie. Thus, the story of the two systems is hardly told
in rendering how they clash.

5.2.d Mediating the Scientific Hierarchies: Finding the Golden Mean
Above, I described “C’s” explanation of how the two scientific hierarchies clashed.
In the following, I will discuss ways in which the researchers try to make
compromises between the two:
The challenge of combining the two holds great attractions to the researchers.
Up till now I have presented researchers “H” and “C” as belonging squarely to the
one or the other side of the line between the two scientific hierarchies. This,
however, hardly does them justice. Rather, they do not wish to place themselves in
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one or the other scientific hierarchy and classification system. The result is an
intricate balancing act, which seems automatically to entail dilemmas as well as
attractions. These balancing acts reflect the tensions that arise when standing right
on the demarcations between science and non-science.

Researcher “H”
Later in the interview I quoted from earlier, researcher “H” - who first incurred the
picture of the hierarchies - points to the middle position of biofilm-research as the
reason why he has chosen it:
H: “We are not even real molecular biologists, so… we really don’t do much
genetics, where you have sequences, some genes, and all those techniques
where you sequence DNA and make mutants; I mean, really exact work,
where you know exactly what it means when you take this gene away.”
JS: “[If you want exactness] then why don’t you work with photons?”
H: “Because it’s too boring! It’s too… how can you put it… that hierarchy; it is
not a hierarchy where I necessarily think that it is the most interesting [that’s
on top]. For instance I find it really exiting what you’re doing. But somehow
I would like to do something that I find exact […] – a researcher who works
with particle physics, when he gets up in the morning, then it’s real simple,
very objective, what he does, there’s not a lot of interpretation… I guess
there is if you ask a particle-physicist, but in my eyes it’s a very exact
science. But in our group, there’s a lot of room for interpretation, also in the
biofilms. People can look at those biofilm, and still they see very different
things.”
JS: “But it seems that that is one of the things people find exciting about it…”
H: “It is exciting. I think it is a nice compromise… I’m really happy about our
group […] I think it’s because… I think molecular microbiology here at DTU
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attracts people that are nice. It is not the most hard-core mathematical nerds
that come here.”
Researcher “H” explains that the exactness hierarchy he has been referring to does
not reflect his ideas of what is interesting, even though it is a question that pulls
him in two directions: He would like to do something exact (like particle physics),
but he also finds that kind of work too boring. From describing what he refers to as
the “interpretive” focus of the groups’ work, he goes directly to describing the
social habitus of the researchers in the group. Nice people - because the focus on
“interpretation” and lack of “really exact work” makes the “hard-core
mathematical nerds” stay away. The hierarchic and paradigmatic in-between status
of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group seems to be connected to a certain social
type. A type, which - according to researcher ”H” - is special to the group, and
much nicer and socially adept than the person he perceives as the norm within the
natural sciences. Thus researcher “H” can be perceived as combining traits from
different hierarchies, thus making for himself a new and more interesting scientific
identity: He identifies strongly with the status and prestige of the exactnesshierarchy as exemplified by particle physics. But it seems that the trade-off in
acquiring these characteristics is being perceived as boring and a-social. By
distancing himself from the social type perceived to be dominant within this
hierarchy researcher “H” adds characteristics such as “interesting”, “complex” and
“nice” to his profile, thus adding charisma and novelty to his scientific identity.

Researcher “C”
Above, I quoted researcher “C” as belonging firmly to the hierarchy of practicality
and the phenotypic classification system. It is important, however, that this
particular researcher is considered the group’s expert on 16S rRNA analysis – the
cornerstone of genotypic classifications, which is connected closely to the hierarchy
of exactness. Thus, his attacks upon genotypic classifications should be seen from a
perspective of one working with the technique upon which genotypic classification
is based, and within the scientific hierarchy of exactness to which it belongs. His
attacks are thus much more complex than the way I presented them earlier. This
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explains the curious phenomena of “C” ardently attacking the genotypic
classifications while contentedly loading a gel. Hence, it is not as surprising as it
may seem that his dreams for his professional future embraces genome analysis.
Later in the interview he says that:
C: “Something that has begun to interest me enormously is genome-analysis
[…] you get a heck of a lot of information that is difficult to do anything
about because there is so much data. So there are people who are starting to
specialize, like Center of Bio-informatics, who work with that kind… using a
lot of computer-assistance.”
JS: “That’s the in silico thing again?”82
C: “Yes – that’s right. I would like to go that way. Besides, everybody knows
that that’s the future.”
Researcher “C’s” interest in genome-analysis is presented as an interest in the
“interpretation” of data, rather than the “production” of it. This introduces light
and shade into his criticisms of genotypic classification: it is more the scientific
practice of producing vast amounts of data - without interpreting them - than the
actual production of them that he is opposed to. Furthermore, one of his main
arguments of wanting a future in in silico research is that “everybody knows” this
type of research to be “the future”. This suggests that identifying only with the
82

In silico research should be understood in opposition to the classical in vivo, in situ and in vitro research.

What I’ve heard about in silico research adds up to a story about revolutionary science (in the Kuhnian
sense): Traditionally, when microbiologists wanted to examine a gene they would take a wild type
bacterium and a mutant that lacked the gene they wanted to examine. They would conduct comparative
experiments with the two types of bacteria and note the differences between them. In this way they were
able to see what characteristics and capabilities the wild type had, but the mutant lacked. The problem with
this type of experiment was that the researchers could only examine one gene at a time. Therefore, the
procedures were very time-consuming. Furthermore, it is very probable that the genes work together and
that the picture produced when examining the genes one at a time was fragmented and misleading. What is
interesting is probably the sequence rather than the single gene. Consequently, genetic research is almost
impossible without computer assistance and a lot of genetics research takes place using only computers.
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practicality-hierarchy would make the researcher fear being conceived as oldfashioned, or out of date. This confirms the pragmatic point that when “everybody
knows” that e.g. genome research is the future it will become the future as this will
be the place where researchers invest their lives, governments and industries their
money, and so forth. If you want to make it big within molecular biology, this is the
way to go. These final comments offered by researcher ”C” changes the status of his
previous attacks on genotypic research and the exactness-ideal. He now seems to be
placed within genetics and the exactness-hierarchy, and borrowing from the
practicality-hierarchy thus lending himself more depth as a researcher than the
average proponent of genotypes and exactness. Maybe focusing to overtly on the
genotypic classification system would make him one of many; a trend-surfer, and
borrowing from the practicality-hierarchy will supply him with depth and
personality as a researcher.

5.2.e Summary
After describing the two hierarchies generally, illustrated by the words and actions
of two researchers at the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, we start to have a
deeper picture of the two scientific hierarchies and the trade-offs involved in
choosing or not choosing between them:
To sum up, the exactness-hierarchy works with an immanent criterion of
relevance, and focuses on the laws of the essential world that work behind the natural
phenomena of the practical world. It is concerned with genotypic classifications
and DNA-based research, which is associated with the high-tech of in silico analysis
and described as “the future”. The practicality-hierarchy, on the other side, works
with a criterion of relevance deriving from the outside of both sciences and
organisms (nature or society), focuses on describing phenomena of the practical world,
is dedicated to phenotypic classification and natural-setting research, and is
associated with the low-tech of “rubber-boots ecology”.
There seems to the researchers to be always a trade-off in choosing or not
choosing between the two classification systems and the related scientific
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hierarchies: Choosing only the old-fashioned, low-tech practicality-hierarchy means
that you run the risk of being considered a scientific dinosaur. Choosing only the asocial, futuristic, abstractions of the exactness-hierarchy means that you risk being
considered a nerd and a narcissist, more concerned with technology and yourself
than with nature. This is probably the reason why the researchers point to their
constant personal struggle with ways in which to combine the two hierarchies, and
to balance them in appropriate ways as not to cross the demarcations between
science and nerd-hood or dinosaur-country.
However, it is interesting to notice that the practical daily life of the researchers
seems almost unaffected by the drama exposed in their words: “H” is pointed out
by “D” as an especially interesting person to interview, although “H’s” research
can be regarded as corrective of “D’s”, which is concerned with loyal
representations of actual organisms on the biofilm, while “H’s” is concerned with
the exact representation of an abstracted average of organisms on the biofilm.
Likewise, “C” makes accusations against genotypic classifications while loading a
gel. And at lunchtime, they all sit down at the same table, joining in jokes and small
talk as good friends. Thus, the researchers perform different operations that are all
connected to the same cluster of laboratory-techniques. In doing so, they try to
draw a line between real and/or interesting science, and other operations which
may look like science, but which are not science. Thus, the trade-offs in choosing or
not choosing between the two paradigms, hierarchies and classification system, can
also be seen as intricate balancing acts, which every researcher has to perform in a
new way.
After having analyzed the two fundamental scientific hierarchies or paradigms at
work at the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, and the balancing acts the
researchers perform in trying to combine them, I will describe ways in which the
two classification systems – and thereby the scientific hierarchies connected to them
– clash in specific scientific fields and discussions: the discussion of a new category
of bacteria called “Viable but not Culturable”, and the discussion of how the
evolution of the species looks different when seen through the two classification
systems. I will add new nuances to this discussion by focusing also on the narrative
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resources, which informs the fields and discussion. Thus, the next chapter will
expand the analysis both by going a level “down” from scientific hierarchies two
practical fields of research, and by going a level “up” to the level of discursive
resources that inform this research.

5.3 Categorical Conflicts: Phenotypes and Genotypes
I will this begin this section by describing how I first encountered the clashing
classification systems when doing observations in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group:

5.3.a Debating a Category: VBNC
Researcher “C” studies the microbial populations of drinking water. Traditionally,
said “C” while still loading the gel, researchers examined drinking water by
making plate counts. That is, they took a small amount of drinking water and
spread it on a high-nutrition media in a petri dish. The petri dish was then left in a
heat-cupboard (37 degrees) for a period, usually one or two days. During this
period the single cells left on the petri dish would divide numerous times and form
micro-colonies, which were visible to the eye. If there were ten micro-colonies on
the plate you could conclude that in the drop of drinking water spread on the plate,
there were ten cells. These cells were then categorized using other techniques, like
growing them on different selective plates (plates with media mixed e.g. with
different types of antibiotics, some of which only specific cells can survive).83
But there were a number of problems with this type of research.84 Most
importantly, the cells that were found doing plate-counts were not typical to water
83
84

The techniques are still in use in spite of the past tense of the story.
For instance, the water was taken from the waterworks, as if there was no after-growth during the

transportation in water pipes to faucets. But water pipes are big real-life biofilm systems and researchers
know that this means plenty of after-growth. Also, different water pipes have different populations
depending on the material, length, and structure of the system.
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environments: They were bacteria that like high levels of nutrition and high
temperatures. Water, on the other hand, is characterized by low levels of nutrition
and low temperatures. Bacteria that thrive under these conditions will not grow at
all on high-nutrition plates in high temperatures. The experimental design of platecounts had created a completely misleading picture of the population in drinking
water. The strains that were assumed prepotent in drinking water - because they
grew fast on plates - were shown to be decidedly atypical of the population.
Historically, “C” said, this was the point were 16S rRNA analysis entered the
stage: With 16S you can take your drop of drinking water and get a picture of the
16S gene-sequences of all bacteria in the drop.85 As ”C” said: “You put it into a
computer, and it gives you total identification.” A picture strikingly different from
the one produced using the plate-count technique. “C” had cooperated with a
research-group in Berlin, which had used 16S rRNA-analysis on drinking water
and found that only about 1% of the bacteria that live in drinking water will appear
on the plate. The typical water strains are “viable but not culturable”, that is they
live but cannot be cultured, and therefore cannot be studied in the laboratory.

85

The researchers do sequencing of e.g. populations in water using a technique called PCR: The starting

point for PCR is a “target sequence” – that is a gene, or a segment of DNA. In this case, the target sequence
would be the 16S sequence. DNA consists of two interconnected helixes, hence the name “the double helix”.
The two helixes separate when heated to 95 degrees. The researchers put the target sequence (usually
contained in small tube) into a small heat box. The tube containing the target sequences also contains primers
(two small pieces of synthetic DNA, each complementing a specific sequence at one end of the target
sequence. The primers are made commercially). After the box has been heated to 95 degrees the double
helixes of the target sequence divide, and polymerases (a polymerase is a naturally occurring enzyme that
facilitates the formation and repair of DNA, which starts an activity that is basic to all living organisms – the
production of new DNA) start working at each primer and copy the sequence of that strand. Within a short
time, exact replicas of the target sequence have been produced. The process is repeated numerous times: the
researchers simply program the heat-box to bring the temperature up and down between, say, 30 and 95
degrees, a number of times within an hour. Thus, double-stranded molecules of both the original DNA and
the copies are separated in subsequent cycles; primers bind again to complementary sequences and the
polymerases replicate them. When the researchers have sufficient amounts of target DNA (16S) it is
sequenced. This is done “out of house” and what the researchers get back is a sequence of the signs A, T, G,
and C.
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“VBNC” is presented as a hypothesis, and not a fact, because the researchers assume
that there are bacteria that cannot be cultivated in the lab. Researchers can only be
sure of bacterial capabilities if bacteria can be grown and cultivated by the
researchers. It is a controversial term because the traditional way of identifying
microbial life is according to reproductive activity, which can only be shown if the
bacteria reproduce in the laboratory. Since “VBNC” is a category for bacteria that
the researchers do not know much about (maybe they only know the 16S sequence)
it challenges many of the traditional ideals of science. Why discuss something of
which we know nothing? “VBNC” is a speculative category – when seen from a
phenotypic angle. But from a genotypic angle it is not true that we know nothing if
we do know the gene-sequence. We know enough to put it on the map.
I asked the professor why the VBNC-category seemed to provoke people, and
he said the category was a pain because; “then you have to reconsider the question
of; what is life?” But not everybody in the scientific community seems to agree with
the professor that this question is a pain, and the VBNC-debate is not a small,
esoteric problem: At the ISME-conference an entire session was dedicated to the
subject. At the conference it dawned on me that most of the microbiological
community has been sharply divided since the proposal of the “Viable but not
Culturable” hypothesis. I will sketch the two major stances of this argument as
presented on the conference, and in periodicals I have looked into at later points: 86
First, I will present the arguments for the VBNC-hypothesis: The categories of
“alive” and “dead” are basic to biology. Traditional microbiology (which includes
phenotypic biases) considers microbial organisms viable only if they are able to
86

I have tried to supplement my observations from the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group with voices from

the greater scientific community. One obvious way of doing so is simply to pound “Viable but not
Culturable” into the Google search machine, and see what happens. In this instance, there was an
overwhelming amount of hits. And more interestingly, the hits were not only websites from universities and
labs, or commercial producers of techniques and substances, but also comments and articles in a heated
debate reflecting the one outlined above. See for instance the electronic periodical “Logical Biology” at
http://logibio.com/2000_1_A/VBNC_V6_ASM.htm. According to it’s mission statements, this is a periodical
not only dedicated to publishing “break-through research”, but also “thought-provoking analysis,
constructive discussion, and insightful comments” in biological study.
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reproduce – and for a researcher to observe and note this, they have to be culturable.
Therefore, microbial “life” has been connected to “culturability”, and thereby to
researchers and laboratories. Thus, the advocates of the VBNC-hypothesis can be
perceived as objecting to a discursive slide from the term of “alive” to the term of
“culturable”.
Furthermore, the proponents of the VBNC-hypothesis argue that many
organisms have been shown to be active (have sound morphology and functioning
metabolism) even if they are not reproducing. Certain cell types, they argue, are
presumed to have the ability to repress or block reproduction, or reproduction
might only be possible under certain circumstances. Hence, researchers do not
know whether these organisms will not or cannot reproduce under the given
circumstances, or whether they are dead. Second, as discussed in connection to
research in aquatic environments, certain bacteria thrive in environments very far
from those of the laboratory, which is constructed as similar to that of the human
body, characterized by high levels of nutrition and temperatures around 37
degrees. Third, 16S rRNA analysis comes to pose a problem; Gene-sequences from
bacteria might be found without the researchers knowing what type of
environment it might prefer.
Thus, the divide constituted by the VBNC-hypothesis reflects a deep confusion
as to the understanding of microbial life. How to distinguish a live from a dead
microorganism? The VBNC-hypothesis opens a way to classify these “marginal”
bacteria, and avoid the discursive slide of “alive” = “culturable”. The new category
is connected to the genotypic classifications, as it is formulated in part to give space
to bacteria of which the researchers know only gene-sequences.
The other side of the debate – one that can be identified as related to the phenotypic
classifications – has no room for these entities. When concerned with natural
phenomena, it is clearly not enough to know a genetic sequence. These voices in the
debate on the VBNC-hypothesis discards both the use of the word “viable” and the
use of the word “culturable”: As long as viability is connected to a test of activity,
bacteria can only be “active” or “non-active” – as opposed to “viable” or “nonviable”. Therefore opponents of the VBNC-hypothesis suggest the use of the words
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“active” or “potentially viable”, instead of “viable” and “non-viable”. Similarly, the
use of the word “culturable” is discouraged, as the use of that word implies that
researchers have tried to cultivate the bacteria in all possible conditions and all
possible media – which is never the case. Therefore, the term “un-cultured” is
suggested as an alternative to “non-culturable”. Furthermore, the opponents of the
VBNC-hypothesis question whether the state “VBNC” in whatever wording is a
possible physiological state at all. The claim is that as yet the scientific community
lacks sufficient evidence that bacteria labeled “VBNC” are not simply dead,
injured, or dormant.
Interestingly, the session at the ISME-conference referred to by “my” researchers
as the “VBNC”-session, was actually called “Active but not Culturable Microorganisms”. If we assume that the conference in some way represents the scientific
community, then the community places itself in the middle of the debate, using one
word from each camp (“active” instead of “viable”, but not the other one; “uncultured” instead of “non-culturable”). This can be seen as an attempt of making a
compromise, of creating a golden mean or a more effective boundary object than
the VBNC-category. Whether this attempt will succeed remains to be seen.
Concludingly, the phenotypic classification system is deeply concerned with the
question of life and death, since it is overwhelmingly important in regards to the
practical difference an organism makes in its environment if it is alive or dead. To
the genotypic classification this question is perhaps less important. If one’s aim is to
create phylogenetic trees (see next section) and identify and classify all organisms
on earth according to genetic sequences, then the critical question is not whether
the specific organism is alive or dead or whether we know exactly how it lives, but
rather where in the great code/tree to put it. Thus, the VBNC-debate has direct
connection to the clash of the two classification systems. The question of whether to
place a certain bacterium in the category of “viable”, “culturable”, “active”, etc., is
ultimately a question of definitory power and mobilization of resources to enact
one’s program. The classificatory conflict of pheno- and genotypes works itself into
one of the most basic of ontological classifications (“alive” and “dead”),
highlighting how classifications, when in place, seem universal and natural, but
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that this “universal” and “natural” reality is different when classified in different
systems.
After having described how one new category has popped up and how the
researchers are discussing it and what to put in it, I will go on to discuss ways in
which categories are related to each other, in what is referred to as “phylogenetic
trees”.

5.3.b Classification and Evolution: Phylogenetic Trees
Below, I will describe the construction of “phylogenetic trees” which represent
species and the ways these are related through evolution. This analysis will lead to
a discussion of evolutionary narratives – the evolution of species and the evolution
of science, both. In this way it will be possible to discuss narratives that are central
to the phenotypic and genotypic classification systems, respectively.

Constructing Phylogenetic Trees
A central focus in identifying and categorizing bacteria is determining the
evolutionary history, or phylogenetic history, of the bacteria. “Phylogenesis” is a
combination of two Greek words; “phylon”, meaning the hereditary line; and
“genesis”, meaning “creation” or “formation.” Thus, “phylogenesis” refers to the
creation not only of a species as such, but as all the evolutionary processes leading
to formation of a species. The phylogenetic history can be represented by
phylogenetic trees, which might look like the one used by researcher ”C”,
representing water-bacteria. The phylogenetic tree is common to both classification
systems and can be described as what Star & Griesemer label an ideal type boundary
object.87
During an interlude from the bench-work “C” took me to the office, which he
shares with “E” and “A”, were this tree was pasted on the notice board above his
87

“An ideal type is an object […] such as a diagram, atlas or other description which in fact does not

accurately describe the details of any one locality or thing. It is abstracted from all domains and may be
fairly vague.” (1989: 410)
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desk. In this tree he sought to render intelligible all the discussions he had
mentioned to me during our talk; genotypic classifications as opposed to
phenotypic ones; the microbial populations of drinking water; the VBNC-category.
To me it did not do much as explanation – rather it posed yet another problem to be
examined; that of the phylogenetic tree. This is the explanatory story told to me by
“C” and some of the other researchers who came into the office attracted by our
discussion:
Recently,

the

new

genetic

techniques of PCR and genesequencing has made possible a
new

way

of

constructing

phylogenetic trees, one that the
researchers described as very
exact.

Earlier,

phylogenesis

was

when
based

on

phenotypes and morphology,
biologists

assumed

that

hippopotamuses were closely
related to warthogs and other
such

four-legged

creatures.

Hippopotamuses and warthogs
were thus placed on branches
close to each other on the
phylogenetic tree. However, the
researchers

told

me,

using

genetic identification it becomes
obvious that hippopotamuses
are really much closer related to
whales than warthogs. The assumption that hippopotamuses
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and warthogs were close relations was based on a form of trompe l’oeille, caused by
the four legs. Actually, the four legs was not an evolutionary marker at all, the
researchers said, they had evolved from two different places and thus had no
evolutionary significance what so ever.
From this little story, it is quite evident that evolutionary history and reality can
look very different when seen from genotypic and phenotypic angles.
I asked researcher “C” if he could show me how to make a phylogenetic tree, and
he said that unfortunately that was not on his schedule for the next couple of
months. But he suggested that we walk about the lab, and he could tell me which
techniques and technology was used and how: First, the 16S-sequence from the
organism that the researchers want to place on a phylogenetic tree is isolated using
PCR.88 Afterwards, the genetic material is send to a commercial lab89. After some
time, the researchers get the specified 16S sequence back from the lab. The
researchers can then log on to a website on which they upload the 16S sequence
and have the website construct a phylogenetic tree on that basis. Alternatively, the
researchers might have similar programs installed on their own computer.90 The
websites or programs present the production of phylogenetic trees as
unproblematic. You log on to a website, that might look like a website selling
books, you pound in your 16 S-sequence, press a button saying “compare”, and you
end up with a phylogenetic tree in which your organism is placed in relation to
others, and in which it has gotten a name. As easy as ordering a book at
amazon.com.
But the conceptual basis of these simple-looking programs is not simple at all: It
is a basic assumption behind the trees that the more base-pairs in the 16S sequences
88

See explanation of the PCR technique, page 153.

89

My researchers typically use a German company called GATC.

90

The Ribosomal Database Project at Michigan State University has a service that can generate phylogenetic

trees, but according to my researchers, it uses a relatively simple algorithm (which, presumably, is not good)
as this does not demand as much computer power. An alternative used by my researchers is downloading
programs. However, choosing between programs is described as difficult, and as involving trade-offs
between user-friendliness, computational power, etc. However, some of my researchers mention that they
prefer programs called ARB and PAUP.
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that are different, the further apart on the tree the two bacteria should be placed:
evolutionary history will be directly mirrored in the genes. Furthermore, the trees
are constructed using mathematical algorithms, which contain assumptions about
how far apart the branches should be placed. The algorithms thus express very
specific views of the ways in which connections are made from genes to evolution.
To complicate the picture further, there are different laboratory-based practices
concerning the length of the sequence that is later to be uploaded. Some
microbiologists believe that the 16S sequence is a bit longer, i.e. that it contains
more genes than others; and others again believe that it starts and ends at slightly
different places. As a result, the trees generated using different sequences and
algorithms can look quite different. To stay in the book analogy; the same booksearch, say “mystery”, will not generate the exact same search-results on
amazon.com and bol.co.uk.

5.3.c Narrative Resources of Pheno- and Genotypic Classifications
Earlier, I discussed how phenotypic classifications automatically entails working
with a specific view of the world: Putting organisms on a map was not considered a
proper goal of biology. But digging into the practical workings of the genotypic
classifications, projecting an image of clarity and purity, these appear just as
imprinted with practical work and contingent world-views.
I will now take a step back to try to track the workings and trajectories
connecting contingency and the apparent clarity and naturalness of the
phylogenetic trees. This entails tracking the narratives that surround the
phylogenetic trees – phenotypic as well as genotypic ones:

Carl Woese
One of the core figures in the field of genotypic classifications and the construction
of phylogenetic trees is Carl Woese, an American microbiologist who started
working in the field in the 60s. He was also one of the first figures the researchers at
the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group told me about, when I started my
observations at their lab. I started my very first stay with the group by having a
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meeting with the professor, my co-supervisor, and primary contact in the group.
During this meeting, he wanted to tell a story that would quickly allow me to grasp
what the group’s work was all about. Since then, I have heard this story in many
different situations, told by different people – and that this story is repeated in so
many different contexts makes me consider it central. The story goes something like
this:
It is assumed within biology that every living organism on earth has a common
ancestor, known as the “universal ancestor”. Unfortunately, no fossils or other
physical evidence of the universal ancestor have ever been found. To precede
working without the physical evidence that would prove the hypothesis, molecular
biologists work with phylogenetic trees – essentially working towards a phylogeny of
all living organisms. In the phylogenetic trees, the biologists work with one root
point, representing the missing universal ancestor.
Carl Woese began working on the universal phylogenetic tree in 1966, using the
new technique of 16S rRNA analysis. In 1976 he made a major discovery: Life on
earth was not – as earlier assumed - divided into the two overall groups of
Eukaryotes (animals, plants, fungi and certain unicellular organisms), and
Prokaryotes (bacteria and other organisms without cell-nucleus)91. These two groups
formed the basis of the famous five kingdoms of the Swedish taxonomist Linnaeus,
formulated in the 19th century: Animals, Plants, Fungi, Monera (bacteria and algae)
and Protists (single and multicellular organisms that are plant-like, animal-like, and
fungi-like.
But Carl Woese discovered that these systems were false. In reality, there were
neither two nor five major branches on the evolutionary tree - there were three:
Bacteria, Archaea92, and Eucarya93. 16S rRNA-analysis showed that Archea and
91

“Eukaryotes” is a word shaped by combining two Greek roots: “eu” meaning good and “karyote” meaning

kernel. Eukaryotes are organisms with cells that contain a cell-nucleus. Analogously, “prokaryotes” is a
combination of two Greek words: “pro”, meaning before and “karyote” meaning kernel. Thus, prokaryotes are
organisms which cells do not contain a cell-nucleus.
92

Archea are tiny organisms living in extreme environments without oxygen, which were earlier believed to

be pre-historic bacteria-types, and classified as bacteria.
93

Plants and animals.
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Bacteria were not to be placed in the same group, since genetically they were as far
a part from each other as both were from the Eucarya. This group, on the other
hand, held both plants and animals, which were more closely related then hitherto
assumed. Thus, Woese changed the look of biology fundamentally and overturned
one of biology’s basic dogmas.
Woese’s analytic approach – the combination of classic microbial taxonomy and
techniques from molecular biology - has been broadly accepted in the scientific
community, as are the three branches on his phylogenetic tree. Furthermore,
Woese’s approach has made it clear that genetically bacteria are extremely diverse,
and one can find species of bacteria that share fewer genes than humans and oak
trees.

Narratives and Definitory Power: Woese, Linnaeus and Darwin
This story seems central to the self-perception of the researchers in the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group as it keeps reappearing in the researchers’ attempts to
explain the momentum of their work to an outsider - me. It bears the mark of a
grand narrative of scientific progress; “before, researchers would…”, “but in
reality…”, and is as such very persuasive. At least, I was persuaded when hearing
the story narrated in the lab. It is only upon withdrawing to my office and getting
myself detached from my data, so to speak, that I start seeing it as a narrative that
frames one classification system as reflecting reality, while bracketing another one
as not doing so. The five-kingdom taxonomy, which the narrative is up against, is
described as simply wrong. This is interesting because it underlines again that the
genotypic classification systems is (becoming) the dominant one, although the
struggle is not quite over yet. Still, if you are not primarily interested in genetic
codes but in physical, natural phenomena, it seems fair to suggest that two species
of bacteria (even if their genetic codes have few things in common) still appear to
be quite similar to each other: Both are microscopic, one-cell organisms without
organelles or cell-nucleus. If you look at the two bacteria in a microscope, they look
very alike, and the claim that they are “in reality” more distantly related than
humans and oak-trees, seems strange to say the least. If your frame of reference is
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another classification system, as the phenotypic one, this “truth” becomes less
obvious. “Reality” and “truth” is not the same in the two classification systems.
Woese himself has some interesting points about his “discovery” - which I am
currently treating as a narrative - which are fruitful to consider: In an interview in
the semi-popular electronic periodical BioWeb, Woese places his story as a
prolongation of one of the most persuasive narratives in the history of the sciences;
Darwin’s “The Origin of the Species”:
“What this does for biology in general is allow scientists for the first time to
see the full phylogenetic tree - something that Darwin dreamed of, I think,
but

realized

would

never

happen

in

his

own

lifetime.”

(http://www.hbcollege.com/lifesci/bioweb/depts/interviews/woese.html 15/10/01)
One effect of the connection to Darwin is that it lends legitimacy and grandeur to
Woese’s own narrative. Darwin’s evolutionary narrative has in all probability been
the most persuasive and momentous one since the Genesis, and Woese’s placing
his own narrative as a fulfillment of dreams contained in Darwin’s narrative is a
very powerful rhetoric device, used to enroll Darwin’s narrative to further his own
project – in this case; classification system.94 Thus, Darwin’s narrative is a central
element in the narrative resources used by both systems. It can thus be considered a
very powerful boundary object that can move and work within both worlds
without changing its basic identity.
But it is also important to notice that Darwin’s narrative was based on the
taxonomy of Linnaeus. It is based overwhelmingly on observations made with the
eye - on morphological characteristics - as is characteristic for the endeavors in
natural history in the 18th and 19th century.95 Organisms should be classified using
only the sense of vision. It was not allowed to taste or smell – or at least these
senses were not considered objective. Neither should color be taken into
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For further discussion of the alliance between the Darwinian narratives and modern genetics see Donna

Haraway, 1997.
95

For further discussion see of Linnaeus’ taxonomy, see Foucault, 1970 (1990): 125 – 165,
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consideration. Moreover, only the sex of the plants and the sexual organs of other
organisms were used as the basis of the system – thereby causing something of an
uproar among his contemporaries. The sexual and visual bias and basis of his
classification system was not inescapable. Other attempts at constructing
classification systems for all living things were made in the same period.
By discarding Linnaeus’ five-kingdom taxonomy, Woese is also implicitly
correcting Darwin (who based his evolutionary theory on Linnaeus’ taxonomy) but
without loosing the support he derives from Darwin. If Woese had critiqued the
taxonomic assumptions of Darwin – instead of Linnaeus - his narrative would have
been in opposition to Darwin’s – a much harder place from which to speak, and
persuade others of your classification system’s adeptness in defining reality.
Thus, while sticking to Darwin, the Woese-narrative breaks cleanly with the
taxonomic system of Linnaeus, discarding it completely. Still many researchers –
some of them found among the researchers who told me versions of the Woesestory above - rely to a certain degree on phenotypic classifications. Of these people,
Carl Woese has little praise:
“The problem as regards botanists and to some extent zoologists can be
summed up in a phrase, "intellectual inertia." These folks were brought up
to classify in terms of gross morphological similarities and differences. The
idea of doing so in terms of molecular sequence is a bit hard for many of
them to swallow, particularly so the botanists. Since they are suspicious of
using molecules as phylogenetic measures, it is understandable that they are
reluctant to accept the resultant taxonomies. You get the feeling talking to
some of them that if they can't see a morphological difference, they can't
intuitively accept that profound phylogenetic difference exists.” (ibid)
Carl Woese describes advocates of phenotypic classification, especially those
concerned primarily with morphology, as dull. But from a rhetoric point of view
his arguments can easily be turned against him: Is the statement “…if they can’t see
a morphological difference, they can’t intuitively accept that profound phylogenetic
difference exists” inherently more “true” than the statement: “…if they can’t see
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genetic differences, they can’t intuitively accept that profound phylogenetic
differences exist”?
Both classification systems are material as well as symbolic, even if each tries to
bracket the other as “symbolic”, while imperializing the “material”. It is a question
of where you stand. We have seen how proponents of the “combatants” use the
same type of rhetorical devices; the opponents are described as dull, slow and even
stupid. This is commonplace as seeing things from the opponents’ point of view
would entail actually stepping out of your definitions of reality and into another
one. This kind of step would involve a recognition that your own definition of
reality is just that – a definition – and that others might have an equal claim to
define reality in ways that suit them. This recognition, however, threatens the
privileged, natural, and universal status of your definition.
Interestingly, in the same interview from which I quoted above, Carl Woese
shows a clear understanding of the definitory power of narratives and
classifications, and that it is the ability of the narrative to convince people that
determine whether or not classifications have a claim to define reality:
“So long as textbooks with the five-kingdom scheme are printed and
accepted by school boards, then five kingdoms will persist.” (ibid.)

5.3.d Summing Up
I have explained how the two classification systems (phenotypic and genotypic)
collide in a range of different instances: in identifying and classifying the microbial
population of drinking-water; and the related debate over the VBNC-category; in
the construction of phylogenetic trees; and in the narratives and core-figures of
phenotypes and genotypes in relation to phylogenesis.
Concludingly, the phenotypic classification system is concerned with materiality,
practicality, and functionality, whereas the genotypic classification system focuses on
clarity, codes, and exactness. These differences in focus also mean that reality is
framed differently within the two systems: what counts as relevant and real in the
one can be irrelevant and fictional in the other. It is difficult for the proponents of
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each system to go into serious debate with the opponent, as this would entail
acceptance of more truth- and reality claims than your own. What is to be won in
these arguments is the right to define the evolutionary narrative of science - putting
yourself at the top of the latter, pushing the opposing systems down – or to use
another metaphor; pushing the demarcations between good science and bad
science so that they include you but exclude the opponent. What is at stake is thus
being considered scientific or not. The winner’s prize is proper science, the loser
gets associated with outdated science or bad science.
However, the boundary object constituted by the Darwinian evolutionary
narrative and the phylogenetic trees (which can be seen as the visual representation
and goal of this narrative) is a resource which is used by both camps, and which
constitutes a powerful common ground. This is important in understanding how
the two systems and discourses can both work in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group without pulling it apart. Rather, the controversies seem to work as
incentives to the researchers.

5.4 Conclusion
I set out to examine two classification systems that microbiologists find themselves
between. A traditional one, concerned with phenotypes (the way individual
organisms appear and act), and a newer one, concerned with genotypes (the genetic
codes of the organisms). I also wanted to examine how these classification systems
are demarcated by lines dividing good science from bad science, how the
researchers negotiate these lines and work to stay within them, and what kind of
discursive resources they draw on in doing this. Hereby I also hoped to deepen the
picture of a culture and how its members are both united and differentiated from
each other.
The researchers’ work in maneuvering between systems is not finished with
choosing one or the other. To the researchers choosing or not choosing between the
classification systems and the related scientific hierarchies entail a number of trade-
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offs: Choosing only the phenotypic classification system and the hierarchy of
practicality mean that they run a risk of being considered scientific dinosaurs,
missing out on “the future” of microbial research. Choosing only hierarchy of
exactness means that they risk being considered nerds and trend-surfers doing
simply what everybody else do. Therefore the researchers are involved in constant
personal struggles with ways in which to combine the two hierarchies. It seems to
be important to have a primary connection to the one, but it is also important to
lend aspects from the other. In this way, the researchers add depth, character and
individuality to their scientific profiles.
It is important to notice that the words of the researchers focus on the dramatic
clashing of systems, while their practical daily work is carried out in a friendly,
genial ambience marked only marginally by the conflicts expressed in their words.
This paradox can be seen as what Star & Griesemer (1989) refer to as “the central
tension in science”, refering to scientific work being inherently and necessarily
heterogeneous, and at the same time in need of cooperation, integrity and
generalizable findings.
The maneuvering and balancing acts between unity and heterogeneity are mirrored
on the levels of research areas and narratives. These focus on specific fronts in the
collision and bridging of the two systems: the identifying and classifying microbial
populations of drinking-water, the debate over the VBNC-hypothesis, the
construction of phylogenetic trees, and narratives and core-figures in phylogenesis.
The rhetorics and narratives that are enrolled as discursive resources in the struggle
are quite specific here, as is the bone of contention:
In the story of the VBNC-hypothesis, each side of the debate called upon
(equally logical and weighty) arguments, and still reached entirely different
conclusions. Meanwhile, the scientific community exemplified by the ISMEconference tried to make a compromise by taking one core term from each camp
and make it into a new term. Whether this attempt will be successful remains to be
seen.
In the story of the construction of phylogenetic trees, the result of the battle was
easier to predict, as the genotypic side seems almost fully in command of reality-
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definitions within this field. But still, phylogenesis is two very different things
when seen through the system of genotypes and the system of phenotypes. When
considering phenotypes, organisms are considered closely related if they resemble
each other visually, whereas this is irrelevant to the genotypic system. Here only
the code matters. This, on the other hand, is irrelevant from a phenotypic
perspective. There were three types of discursive resources at work in fighting this
battle: first, there were the arguments deployed by geneticist Carl Woese: Woese
strengthened his position by calling upon a range of discursive resources, e.g.
creating a front man against which it was possible to argue (the botanists and
zoologists concerned with “gross morphological differences”). Second, within the
scientific community of microbiology, a Woese-narrative has sprung up. This is a
story of evolution – of the sciences as well as the species: “Before people thought
that there were five kingdoms of organisms on the earth, but in reality there were
three“. The reality mentioned here is a genetic reality that places microscopic
organisms that look quite similar in different kingdoms, while humans and oaktrees bare put in the same. Implicitly it refers to the third type of discursive
resources; the myths of scientific progress; Einstein built and improved upon
Newton, who built and improved upon Galileo. Woese built and improved upon
Darwin, who built and improved upon Linnaeus. The story of the phylogenetic
trees thus contains a whole range of different discursive resources: argumentative,
narrative, and mythical.
In all, I have told a story of how the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group, though generally rooted in the genotypic classifications and thereby in the
hierarchy of exactness, borrow techniques (for instance traditional plate-count
techniques), and narratives (for instance Darwinian evolution) from the
practicality-hierarchy and the system of phenotypes. If they did not do so, they
would consider themselves and each other nerds, concerned with technology more
than biology. The phenotypic classifications are still connected to a respect for the
organism, which connotes biology more strongly than the genotypic classifications
do. However, a one-sided identification with the phenotypic classification would
entail becoming old-fashioned and out-dated. Thus, it is important to the scientific
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community of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group to contain the
heterogeneous voices of pheno- and genotypic classification systems and to be
united through a sense of friendship and academic camaraderie, as well as the
sharing of certain central boundary-objects – the lab, the offices, the canteen, the
phylogenetic trees, etc.
Turning to my final reflexive vignette, this chapter has used the discursive
resources that inform and feed into scientific debates to capture the dynamics of
two systems in a different way than most studies of sciences and paradigms does.
Studies of paradigms have often had a historic “macro” focus, while laboratory
studies have worked with the analysis of the present and the local. I believe that I
have showed that history and histories are present in the local. In this way, I hope
that my analysis captures the complexity of the discussions by presenting them in a
way that depicts both research practices as well as discourses and narratives.
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Chapter 6

»

Science and Aesthetics
6.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I will pursue one of the most stubborn demarcations between
science and non-science that I have encountered in the Molecular Microbial Ecology
Group – the line between Science and Aesthetics. One of the most remarkable
features of this demarcation is that the practice of the researchers seems to
disregard it and mix science and aesthetics in a quite radical way, while their verbal
reflections on their practice seldom recognizes this. In other words – there seems to
be a major difference between what the researchers say and what they do.
In the following chapter, I will trace the discourses and practices of science and
aesthetics by analyzing one of the group’s pictorial out-puts – one of the
emblematic CSLM-photographs. CSLM stands for Confocal Scanning Laser
Microscope, a piece of equipment used to visualize biofilms.96 The CSLM has
become emblematic to the group in that is it essential enough to be presented on its
website in the headline: “Molecular Microbial Ecology: Biofilms - Quorum Sensing
- Green Fluorescent Protein - Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy”. These photos
can be considered boundary objects between the worlds of science and aesthetics –
when considering the practice of the researchers. In the first part of the chapter, I

»

An earlier version of this chapter has been published in Kreiner & Scheuer, eds., 2002.
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Biofilm are communities of bacteria – often including different species - that lump together on a surface

and protect themselves with a layer of slime. Biofilm can be found anywhere - in water pipes, on teeth, in
refrigerators. But only recently did researchers start constructing and studying biofilm in laboratories.
Earlier, they mostly worked with one species of bacteria at a time, which they suspended in water. Now,
there is a growing awareness that this is not how bacteria exist in nature - where they mostly live in biofilms.
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will examine how bacteria in biofilms are modified in a fashion that makes them
visible, and in the next part, I will analyze how the pictures of the bacteria are
edited and made understandable. But first, I will present the story of how I came
across the paradoxical relations between science and aesthetics in the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group:
In November 2000, the prestigious Science-periodical, Nature, ran a news feature
called Slime Busters. The feature was on biofilm, and was illustrated by a picture
made by researchers from the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group.
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Publishing a picture in Nature was somewhat of an event in the group. At that time,
I was doing observational studies in the group, and the researchers told me that
this was probably the only time anything they made would be published in Nature.
They joked about it – that what they did get to publish was a picture illustrating an
article called Slime Busters, and not a “real” scientific article. These comments
implicated that there was something non-scientific about the picture. But I did not
know what it was the researchers considered “non-scientific” about it.
I asked the professor what the problem was, and he said that the pictures had
become “too artistic”. The group had even been approached by an experimental
jazz-saxophonist, who wanted to use the pictures as visual background at a concert.
Not that it matters as such, the professor said, but our group have created a
reputation for ourselves by making biofilms and visual representations of them.
And now we are becoming famous for the aesthetic qualities of the pictures we
make, not for our contribution to hard science. Interesting dichotomy, I thought, a
dichotomy that justifies a small detour:

6.2 Science and Aesthetics
Traditionally science is perceived as focusing solely on content while being
completely oblivious to form, whereas aesthetics is perceived as centering
exclusively on form, and disregarding content. Important results of this difference
are the divergent ways of regarding the constructive processes leading to the end
product – be it scientific or aesthetic:
Aesthetics generally highlights the processes of construction leading to the final
product. Skill and technique is often a major element of the motive and is
experienced as pleasurable to the viewer/listener/receiver. Thus, appreciation of the
ability of the violinist to move her fingers rapidly and precisely is as great a part of
the experience when listening to Paganini, as is the music “in itself”. Appreciation
of the painter’s ability to apply paint to canvas and ingenuity in coming up with
new ways of doing so, is as big a part of the experience when looking at a Van
Gogh painting, as is the colors and shapes “in themselves”. Knowing that Bach
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constructed “Das Wohltemperierte Klavier” around the 48 scales, presenting a
prelude and a fugue in each, adds grandeur and overarching structure to the music
“in itself”.
In science, however, the construction processes lying behind the scientific facts
and data presented in publications are routinely suppressed. Working hypotheses
are left unmentioned, failed experiments likewise, and – as we shall see – the data is
presented in styles that suppresses the personal author and places a impersonal allknowing author as anchor of the text. 97
In other words; aesthetics and science traditionally relates in radically different
ways to the construction processes and its relations to the end-product; in science
the constructive processes subtracts validity and weight from the end-product; in
aesthetics the constructive processes adds to the experience of the end-product. The
picture in Nature points directly at this dichotomy: If Science is Investigation of
Content, and Aesthetics is Construction of Form, then the constructive aspects of
the pictures’ aesthetic qualities challenge their scientific status.
The issue of science and aesthetics, which this chapter addresses, is central to a
growing tradition within science studies that focuses on visualizations in science.
Examples are the ontologies Representation in Scientific Practice (Lynch and Woolgar,
1988), and Picturing Science, Producing Art (Jones & Galison, 1998). In the latter
ontology, Bruno Latour comments directly on the Science/Aesthetics debate in an
article called How to be Iconophilic in Science, Art and Religion. Latour claims that
matters of construction lie at the very core of art, and is thus in accordance with the
points I made above. Art history, which explains how the specific works of art were
constructed, is not perceived as challenging the works´ status as art. Rather it adds
to the pleasure of art: the more you know about the making of a certain painting or
movie, the more you will enjoy it. Not so for science – pointing at construction
processes is perceived as extremely challenging to the sciences. Science is not
perceived as constructing facts, but as uncovering or discovering facts.
97

It is a common point within science studies that the sciences become sciences, aloof from other

epistemological enterprises, by erasing the traces work and contingency that has led to the data presented.
See for instance Latour, 1999.
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Cambrosio & Keating has also written articles and books that are of great
importance to my scope here, as they deal with topics and visualizations that are
closely connected to my own. Thus their article, Of Lymphocytes and Pixels: The
Techno-Visual Production of Cell Populations (2000a), deals with visualization made
by means of a machine called a FACS (Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorter).98 The
FACS discerns “mechanically” between different species of bacteria. The bacteria
fluoresce in different colors, and it is the difference in types of fluorescence the
FACS responds to. This differentiation is performed “manually” in a conventional
fluorescence microscope as the CSLM. In spite of this difference, the central point of
Cambrosio & Keating’s article – that the imaging of FACS technique breaks down
the difference between representation and intervention – also goes for the CSLMtechnique debated here. Cambrosio & Keating write that:
“ […] imaging as embodied in the flow cytometric practices does not simply
break down Walter Benjamin’s99 distinction between manual (for example,
drawings

and

engraved

diagrams)

and

mechanical

(for

example,

photographs and micrographs) reproductions […], but goes beyond that to
collapse the epistemic distinction between intervening and representing.”
(2000: 235)
This point is very close to one that I will present in this chapter, as the collapsing of
“intervening and representing” can be seen as related to the implosion of reality
and representation implied in the transformation of non-optical into optical events.
Thus, the point suggested by Cambrosio and Keating would be common to fields as
different as astronomy, high-energy physics, and microbiology.

98

This technology is central in my laboratory as well, although it was only acquired when I was finishing my

work there, and therefore the FACS is not a topic of my analyses.
99

Walter Benjamin was an influential German philosopher who published the groundbreaking article “The

Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” in 1936. The article discusses the technologies of film
and photography, and how these influence the status of the art-work and its special authentic “aura”, which
is constituted by the direct physical link between the work and the artist.
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After this short theoretical detour, I will return to the Molecular Microbiology
Group:

6.3 The Story of Acinetobacter and P. putida
After talking to the professor about the picture from Nature, I went on to ask the
young researcher who had made the picture what was so special about it. He told
me that the picture from Nature was actually a part of a series of six and that it was
the story narrated by these six pictures that is interesting, not the single shot. I
asked him what the story was, and he answered something like this:
The series consists of six
pictures

that

particular

represent

phases

development

of

of

biofilms

consisting of Acinetobacter
(red)

and

Pseudomonas

putida (blue). The researcher
and his colleagues had a
hypothesis

about

these

species; that together they
were able to degrade the
organic

solvent,

toluene.

When the two species grow
on a basis of benzyl alcohol
(replacing toluene), they go
through different stages of
cooperation: Acinetobacter is
able to metabolize benzyl
alcohol and excrete benzoate,
which

P.

putida

can
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metabolize. In the beginning the two bacteria live scattered almost evenly over the
surface (A). However, it soon becomes obvious that the P. putida is attracted to the
Acinetobacter, probably because of the excreted benzoate – this is visible because
active cells of P. putida (those that eat) shine with a greenish light. The next day (B),
the Acinetobacter starts to develop micro-colonies and the P. putida gather around
the colonies. The third day large micro-colonies of Acinetobacter are formed with
active P. putida cells around and on top of them (C - D). On the sixth day of the
development of the biofilm, the large micro-colonies have disintegrated and
Acinetobacter starts to wander in to the higher levels of the substratum (E - F). This
probably happens because the P. putida are so close to the Acinetobacter, that they
no longer get the nutrients they need.
I was a bit disappointed with this story – I had expected something more dramatic
after the introduction (it is not the single picture – it is the story that is interesting);
maybe a classic story of the Rise and Fall of a community.100 I had hoped that the
researcher would tell me more about the aesthetics/science schism. But to the
young researcher the term “story” seemed to be a more prosaic term than it was to
me. Or else, the story of Acinetobacter and P. putida contained high drama within the
context of microbiology, and I was simply not able to understand it.

6.3.a The Construction of a Sign-System
I decided to spend some days in the laboratory with the young researcher, to see
how he made the biofilm-pictures on a practical level. In the laboratory, it soon
became apparent that a major issue when working with biofilm is to make the
things you want to see visible. First, the researchers want the different species of
bacteria to be distinguishable. Even when the bacteria grow species by species in a
petri-dish, it can be difficult to tell them apart - some may be oblong and others
100

However un-dramatic, the story does have the basic characteristics of a narrative. It is structured

temporarily, it has a fixed beginning, middle, and end, and it has a specific causality. It should be noticed,
though, that the causality stems from the bacteria rather than the “author” – the researcher. In this respect
reality and the representation of it is intermingled in the most intimate way.
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round and that’s about all the difference there is. When you have more species
living together in a chamber of glass – which is how biofilm live in the laboratory you have no chance of telling them apart just from morphological differences.
Second, the researchers want to be able to see whether bacteria of different species
are living next to each other or together. For instance, the biofilm depicted in Nature is
interesting because the two species might feed of each other – that is, live in a
symbiotic condition. How do you show that? The young researcher needed a
representative system: a vocabulary to tell the story of the biofilm.101
The lab at Molecular Microbial Ecology Group has made the construction of
sign-systems somewhat of a specialty: The researchers use probes to mark the
different strands of bacteria with colors. The probes consist of specific DNAsequences that hook on to the RNA of the bacteria. They are marked with different
fluorocromes – that is; with different colors. The use of probes is routine in the lab,
and the probes are commercially available. How the commercial labs make the
probes, and how the probes actually connect to the bacteria remain a black box to
the researchers.102 They simply order the probes in a catalogue, like art supplies.103
With these probes, we enter the world of signification – to make meaning; a
world, which can fruitfully be discussed using concepts from semiotics. Therefore, I
will turn to semiotics and discuss the color marking of bacteria in this light:
It is a basic claim within semiotics that the signified (the concept of “acinetobacter”)
is arbitrarily connected to the signifier (that which refers to the concept, here the

101

The most commonly discussed sign-system is human language. Umberto Eco (1976: 9-14), however, points

to many more, such as zoology, olfactory signs, tactile communication, medicine, music, plot-structures,
mass communication, written and visual languages. Barthes (1969) also mentions the fashion system, and I
will add scientific systems to the list.
102

For further discussion of scientific technique and their becoming “black boxes” see Kathleen Jordan and

Michael Lynch´s article, The Sociology of a Genetic Engineering Technique: Ritual and Rationality in the
Performance of the “Plasmid Prep”, in. Clarke & Fujimura, 1992. The article is an analysis of the “plasmid
prep”; a technique which is also used extensively in “my” laboratory, and which has a status in many ways
equal to the ones I discuss here.
103

Latour & Woolgar (1979: 66) uses Bachelard’s concept of “reified theory” to designate this type of

technology.
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word “acinetobacter” or in a picture, a red dot)104. This means that another sound or
different letters would be just as efficient in referring to the bacteria as
“acinetobacter”, and a different color would be able to refer equally well to the
bacteria as the color red. The connection is not given by nature, but is cultural and
arbitrary. The sign-system considered here – the color-marking of a strand of
bacteria and the visualization of their level of activity - is special as the link
between signifier and signified has not yet been established. The unmodified wildtype bacteria are out of reach of the researchers, and does only get within reach
through the process of signification, a process that can be followed in the
laboratory, and which leaves no doubt as to the arbitrariness of the sign. This is an
example of how turning non-optical events into optical events also means breaking
borders between representation and intervention.
In the laboratory the connection between signified (“bacteria”) and signifier (the
colored dot) was made in this way: The researcher set the flow-chambers
containing the biofilm up in a system of tubes and pumps that make sure that
nutrients are circulated through the system. This happened in one of the labs. After
setting up the system, it was left to grow for a few days. When the biofilm was
ready for a photo-shoot, the researcher turned off the pump, and removed the flowchambers that contained the biofilms that were to be photographed. Afterwards, he
took a syringe filled with ice-cold fixative (silicone rubber) and injected it into the
flow-chambers, a procedure which killed the bacteria in the biofilm. He then
supplied the probes to the silicone with another syringe, and told me that the
probes would spread through the silicone and hook on to the RNA of the bacteria,
thus making the biofilm visible. In the case of acinetobacter and P. putida, two

104

Ferdinand de Sausurre perceived the sign as a whole comprising a signifié (conceptual content; henceforth

signified) and signifiant (expression; henceforth signifier). The relation between signified and signifier is
arbitrary, which means that there is no natural connection between these two levels of the sign. By
denaturalizing the connection between signified and signifier it is possible to discuss the human language –
and other sign-systems - as classificatory systems. Poststructuralists have later claimed that not only is the
relation between signified and signifier arbitrary, the signifier itself is arbitrary, and constituted by the
signifier – not the other way around.
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probes were added to the silicone (red for acinetobacter, blue for P. putida), and
thus, the two actors of the story were in place.
But to tell the story of the two strands of bacteria, the researcher needed yet
another color-code. The actors had been coded red and blue, but an indicator of
interaction was necessary to combine the two codes into a story line. This
procedure had been performed before I started making observations; the indicator
of interaction had been sliced into the DNA of the two strands of bacteria used to
make the biofilm. Therefore, the following is based on what the researcher told me,
and not on observations:105 The indicator is called Gfp – green fluorescent protein,106
and it is as institutionalized as the probes mentioned above. Gfp was originally
isolated from a fluorescent jellyfish, Aequorea vintoria. It is used for gene encoding,
or more specifically to show when a gene is induced, or “turned on”. In the case of
acinetobacter and P. putida gfp can be used to show whether putida’s metabolic
system is more active when placed close to acinetobacter than otherwise. In other
words, if putida can eat what comes out of acinetobacter, they will shine with a
greenish light.
The practice of color-encoding is routine and black-boxed, but each time a
researcher performs the procedure, it is at least theoretically possible to create a
new color-code and make the invisible visible in a new way. There is no “natural”
line between visible and invisible; rather, the borders are based on the concrete,
practical choices of the researchers. Even more strikingly, though the goal of this
experiment may be to examine toluene-degrading capabilities of microbial
communities, the time spent in the lab is spent primarily working with
signification. There is no mystery to this, as there is no way of examining the
toluene-degrading capabilities without in some way making these capabilities
visible or detectable. But it does question the practical relevance of the schism
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Even if I did not observe the researcher splice Gfp into Acinetobacter or Putida, I feel pretty familiar with

the procedure, as this was one of the experiments I performed myself when being “trained” prior to making
observations.
106

During the past 5-10 years, the natural gfp-protein has been heavily mutated. Thus, it is possible to

purchase bfp, blue fluorescent protein, yfp, yellow fluorescent protein, etc – they are all commercially
available; again just like art supplies.
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between aesthetics and science: in practice, there is no clear line demarcating
science from aesthetics. Or, in other words; the practice of turning non-optical
events into optical events by means of the CSLM-technique is a powerful boundary
object between the two worlds. However, the researchers’ verbalizations of practice
continue to differentiate sharply between them:

6.3.b “Subjectivity”
When the researcher chose red and blue to mark his bacteria and not two other
colors, it was simply because “these colors stand out against each other nicely” – as
he said in the lab. Later, in an interview, he developed the point further:
D: “For acinetobacter, I chose a red probe, but I might as well have chosen a
green one or a blue one [...]
JS: “Then why did you choose red?”
D: “I chose the red probe because that is what people have done earlier. And
people have used the blue for putida [...]”
JS: “So, it’s becoming a code?”
D: “It is becoming a color-code – or at least it is within this group. I do not
know if other groups use other codes. It is also a question of what you have
in the freezer. And of course, you should not use green; because the Gfpmonitor is green, so of course you will have to think about it. But otherwise,
it is about what is in the freezer, and what other people have done with the
bacteria you are working with.”
What struck me - both when making observations in the laboratory and later while
doing the interview - was that the researcher seemed to brush off questions about
color and choice of motif. They seemed to be of no interest to him, and he could not
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understand why I found it interesting.107 Nevertheless, this specific researcher is
known within the group to be a specialist when it comes to construction and
representing biofilms.108 To a layperson, the pictures are intriguing because of their
beauty. I was mystified that the young researcher did not show more pride in this
aspect of the pictures, and the fact that even outsiders found them interesting.
A way of understanding this could be to consider the subjective quality of the
photos. Subjectivity, when defined by these researchers, seems primarily to be a
about explicitness in choice of motive. Choosing which motif is to be photographed
and which ones are not is perceived as highly subjective. Below, another researcher
from the group explains why:
“Because it is really very chaotic what goes on in one of those biofilms. So, it
is very… I don’t know if the others have told you, but often when they make
pictures for publications, they scan more biofilms to find the best place,
which shows exactly what they want to show. Especially… acinetobacter
and putida… those nice pictures they have. Everybody who works here
knows that these kinds of pictures, that make it to that kind of
publications… they have used maybe half an hour to scan the entire biofilm
to find the best place, and then you say, it looks like that and that, and
you’ve got this gorgeous picture to underline your hypothesis. But
somehow it is not very scientific, doing that, but everybody does it. I guess
somehow it’s OK.”
The researcher quoted above considers “subjectivity” to be in opposition to
“science”. Almost all the researchers in the group repeat this viewpoint and the
107

Alex Pang notes a similar inclination against aesthetic considerations in astronomy, and quotes a late

nineteenth century astronomer as saying on the introduction of photography to astronomy that; “Stars
should henceforth register themselves”. Pang goes on to state that; “ […] aesthetics would not even exist in
this new order. “Their pictorial beauty”, the Review [“Astronomical Photography”, Edinburgh Review, 1888]
said of astronomical photographs, “is the least of their merits,” and comparisons of photographs would be
made without considering whether one was more beautiful or striking than another.” (in. Lenoir, 1998: 224).
108

In the analysis of some of the group’s cultural traits, I described specialists as a type of researchers who

delved deeply into one niche of the group’s research. The work of the researcher in question can be read as
an example of this type.
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quote above is presented as an illustration of a general point, rather than an
individual statement. Subjective matters may be relevant when discussing art, but
proper science is objective. This opposition could explain why the researcher who
made the pictures did not embrace my openings towards more aesthetic discussion
of his photos – although their aesthetic qualities are very “in your face”.
That “subjectivity” finds its way into the CSLM-pictures can be thought of as
slippage.109 Slippage means that meaning moves because a signifier calls on several
signifieds. Thus, “photograph” can be seen as a connotative signifier in itself, just as
“colors”.110 The young microbiologist is establishing a link between these signifiers
and the sign-chain of “science”. “Aesthetics”, however, is the sign-chain wherein
laypeople – and scientists, it seems – more commonly place the signifiers
“photography” and “colors”. Seen this way it is not so strange that the young
researcher shuns discussions of something as “subjective” and “non-scientific” as
colors and choice of motif. Still, the practice of making the photos legitimately
entails both types of considerations; it is not either aesthetics or science. Rather it
seems that science in this case could not exist without aesthetic considerations.

109
110

Barthes (1974).
The writings of Roland Barthes introduce the concept of connotative systems, second-order systems or

second-level signification – that is sign-systems that build upon other sign-system. Literature is a fine
example of a second order system, since it builds upon language as a first order system. The connotative sign
is based upon the denotative one, but which carries much more meaning. This “more meaning” Barthes
connects to ideology and “myth”. A mythic sign is a message that does not inspire critical thinking – it is a
message that “goes without saying”. Mythic signs cannot be separated from the larger cultural field, and
they imply the use of signifiers to express and justify dominant values of this field. The later –
poststructuralist Barthes developed the points on denotation and connotation. He claimed that seeing
denotation as primary to connotation was part of ideology, or myth. It is a fiction that draws attention away
from the effects of connotation. As he puts it himself: “denotation is not the first meaning, but pretends to be
so; under this illusion, it is ultimately no more than the last of the connotations” (1974: 9).
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6.4 COMSTAT – New Biofilm Representations
After having discussed the preparation of the CSLM-pictures and the experimental
and biological “content” of these visualizations – that is the color marking and
thereby the visualization of the bacteria in the biofilm - my next step will be a
discussion of the making and editing of the CSLM-photographs. However, before
doing this I will make yet a detour and consider another type of visual
representation of the biofilms: COMSTAT. I will do this because it makes analytical
sense to consider the COMSTAT-representations here: As argued by Sausurre,
signs acquire meaning not through their relation to reality - but through their
relations to other signs. When I was trying to grasp how to make and read the
CSLM-photos, the researchers kept on pointing to COMSTAT, and telling me that I
should really look into those representations as well. This suggests that the two
types of representation give meaning to each other through their difference from
each other.
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I talked to the professor to get his interpretation of the meaning of COMSTAT. He
told me that COMSTAT would be able to generate other types of representations of
biofilms than the somewhat problematic CSLM-photographs. By measuring
different parameters randomly across the biofilm, the software would be able to
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generate quantitative rather than qualitative data. Thus, the more “subjective” and
thereby aesthetic extra-meanings of the photos would be countered by
representations more traditionally scientific.111
After having spoken to the professor, I went on to talk to the graduate student
who was working on the COMSTAT-software. He had no time for observations,
but agreed to make an interview. In the interview, I asked him why the COMSTAT
program was so important. I will quote from this interview at some length:
H: “It [COMSTAT] is not as subjective as the CSLM-pictures. When you look at
one of these biofilms, it shouldn’t be like... you look at one biofilm and
another biofilm, and then you go: nahhh, I think this one is a little bigger,
and this one is a bit thicker and this one’s a bit thinner. If you do that, it
becomes very subjective. Like, in some way, you know what you want…”
JS: “OK, so it’s the quality of the description that gets better?”
H: “Yes, the quality gets better. The numbers in themselves aren’t that
interesting, at all. But the quality gets better because you find out that
maybe it wasn’t right what you thought you saw, because you wanted to see
something specific.”
JS: “The CSLM pictures are really difficult to look at, or so I think. Or maybe
you become better…”
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The sign is often classified into different types. Famous among these is the triad of Charles Sanders Peirce:

icons, indices (often called “indexes”), and symbols. The iconic sign is the sign-type I work with in this
paper. It is characterized by resembling the conceptual object (signified in Sausurre’s terms). Examples are
photographs, paintings, sculptures, and cinematic signs, but also mathematical signs such as graphs and
curves can be categorized here. Peirce would say that both types of signs (pictures and graphs/curves) are
icons, and thereby equally arbitrary. But even though Peirce – who worked as a chemist and mathematician
as well as a semiotician - might consider CSLM-photos and graphs to have the same status, the lack of color
and the randomness of motif-choice made the graphs, curves, and numbers more palatable to the
microbiologists.
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H: “It is difficult, and I think that one thing that is difficult about our way of
doing research, is that we’re really marked by our models, or not models,
but when looking at the biofilms we have strong hypotheses of why things
are the way they are. And it is hard to look at them without having a
hypothesis. It is difficult to look at them in a completely objective way… So,
the idea with this program is to quantify how these things look threedimensionally.”
JS: “But even with the program, there must be some prior understanding…
There must be some boxes to put the results into?”
H: “Sure. I decided what variables were to be calculated, like the thickness of
the biofilm, and how big the surface is. Sure, that’s sort of a model, which I
have chosen. I chose to describe the biofilm this way.”
JS: “How did you decide which variables and parameters to work with?”
H: “I just took all I could think off, and then I ordered it according to rank. An
immediate and intuitive thing: when something grows on a surface, then
how thick is it? The next thing that comes to mind is; how much does it
vary, is it very flat or does it go up and down? That’s “roughness”. The next
thing that comes to mind is; how big is the surface of this one, that’s
important, because how does fluid get in and out of this biofilm? And then
there are a number of variables further down.”
The researcher points directly to the “subjectivity” of the CSLM-photos as
problematic. At the same time he describes the shaping of the COMSTAT-program
as neutral and objective, in spite of his: “I chose to describe the biofilm this way”.
His descriptions of the variables chosen as descriptive parameters of the
COMSTAT representation seem logical and obvious. But it is also obvious that
other variables could have been chosen, or they could have been ordered in a
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different way. Thus, it seems that the creator or constructor of the representations is
as present in the COMSTAT-graphs as he or she is in the CSLM-photos.
But to the microbiologists in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group the graphs
obviously belong to a different class of representations. I use the plural “microbiologists” – deliberately as this researcher’s views are repeated by the
majority of the researchers in the group: I have presented an early draft of this
analysis at one of the group’s Friday Meetings, and the response was unanimously
the same; the COMSTAT-representation are more scientific, because they are more
objective.
The two types of scientific representations are common to many kinds of
science, and can be categorized using Bertin’s (1977) terms graphisme (polysemic
imagery such as pictures and photographs open to multiple interpretations) and
graphique (monosemic data representation such as diagrams that has only one prefixed interpretations.112 The last class of scientific representations, graphiques, seems
to be perceived by the researchers as a class where the researcher is an innocent
media, not a constructing creator.113 Many trends within science studies, notable
here is the feminism of e.g. Donna Haraway, criticizes this way of thinking science:
The sciences’ claim to see all while remaining invisible is a “god-trick”, a claim that
the position of the scientist does not influence the knowledge produced. But even if
the COMSTAT-representations of biofilm do not point as explicitly to the “author”
as the CSLM-photos does, they still do rely on authors and subjective choices, as
the quote from the interview above shows vividly. Some ”subject” other than the
computer has chosen the parameters used for scanning the biofilm, even when you
have computers doing the scan randomly. Thus aesthetics and form, in the sense of
construction, is as much a part of the COMSTAT-representation as it is of the
CSLM-photos.
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For further discussion, see Cambrosio & Keating, 2000.
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Pang argues that this is a central trend in late nineteenth-century science (and seemingly it still is), and

refers to Lorraine and Galison when arguing that “ […] a central characteristic of late nineteenth-century
science was a search for mechanical substitutes to human observation, and a growing distrust of forms of
visual representation dependent on human judgment. (in Lenoir, 1998: 224)
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Still, the aesthetic considerations are not visible and legitimate. And therefore,
the COMSTAT-representations cannot work as boundary objects between science
and aesthetics. Maybe this is one reason why the researchers find the COMSTATrepresentations more palatable than the CSLM-photos; because they make possible
representations of their core-area, without making bridges to the world of
aesthetics.

6.5 Making and Editing CSLM-photographs
After the detour around the COMSTAT-software, I will now return to my
discussion of CSLM-photography, since the construction of the sign-systems and
the making of visualizations and stories does not stop at the coloring of bacteria.
The researchers also have to capture the colors on film, and make them into
photographs. This part of the representational practice takes as much work and
consideration as the first one:
The CSLM that makes the pictures of the biofilm is not simply one piece of
equipment, but rather a cluster of machines taking up most of one room and an
extended network of apparatus. This was where I went with the researcher after he
had killed the bacteria and injected the probes. The room that contains the CSLM is
very different from the benches were most of the lab work takes place. These are
well lit, densely populated with researchers and technicians, and loud with small
talk, music and jokes. The room where the CSLM is placed is dark and quiet, as
only one person can work there at a time (or two, if one is observing the other). The
researcher and I started out by transporting the biofilm-system on a trolley to the
CSLM room. The researcher then disengaged glass chambers from the system.
These were placed under the microscope. He looked, and asked if I wanted to look
to. While I looked, he explained that a laser makes it possible to see how the biofilm
is organized within. However, he added, there is an important trade-off connected
to this procedure. Each time the laser cuts trough the biofilm the laser bleaches the
color of it. Thus, the more layers you cut, the better the picture, but the better the
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picture, the more the motive vanishes, making it impossible to make any future
pictures.
When the researcher had found a good place on the biofilm, he took pictures,
which could be seen momentarily on a computer screen to the right of us. The
researcher started editing this image right away. This, he said, is always necessary,
as the CSLM tends to blur the colors; “The CSLM does not register the colors
pointedly”. I looked into the microscope to check how the pictures should look –
assuming that the image in the microscope would be closer to the “original” we
were trying to recreate on the computer screen and later on a piece of paper. But it
was very difficult for me to see what was insignificant blur, and what was
significant variation. This goes for the color tagging as well as gfp-markers. I was
incapable even of establishing how the original looked. I asked the researcher who
was sitting next to me editing the picture how he could be sure that what he was
doing on the screen was “correct”, when it was so difficult to see what the original
looked like. Judging this, he answered, is a matter of routine. And with that, the
young researcher went on making the blur into clarity. Violets were made into reds,
grays into blacks, and turquoise into greens.114
The blurry quality of the line between reality and representation, and the
interpretation necessary to decide whether turquoise “really” means blue or green,
is well known to the researchers. To illustrate this, I will quote another researcher
from the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group:
F: “You have to touch it to understand it – I guess you do too? It is a funny
abstract way one makes it [the pictures]. You have some colored dots, and
then you can make a lot out of that. It has to be damned abstract for people
coming from other places. To me it is very simple… easy to understand…
114

Samuel Edgerton and Michael Lynch notice something similar within astronomy: “What aesthetics means

[in astronomy] is not a domain of beauty or expression which is detached from representational realism.
Instead it is the very fabric of realism: the work of composing visible coherences, discriminating differences,
consolidating entities, and establishing evident relations… This hands-on process of “interpretation” can be
treated as an art situation within the performance of scientific practice”. In Pang, 1998: 228.
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but I have to admit that it is difficult to explain. Especially to explain how
we make conclusions […] It is hard to explain what we see from green and
red. It has to do with legitimate interpretations. How much can you defend
to put into those interpretations? There is a line…”
JS: “How do you establish that line?”
F: “It is something you learn with routine and experience […] how much can
you conclude from such a thing, and where is the line? Where do we stop?
At which point can we no longer believe what we say? These are some of the
hardest things.”
By referring to tacitness, routine, and experience, the researcher underlines the
contingent character of scientific work. In effect, this was also what the researcher I
observed did, when he brushed off my questions as based on lack of routine. This is
very interesting, as a sign commonly connected to the hard science would be
universality and not contingency. Contingency could also belong to the sign-chains of
peripheral science and non-science, such as aesthetics. This is obvious from the
comments made by the researcher working on the COMSTAT-program. When
considering the CSLM-photos, however, the researchers point to contingency as
legitimizing the photos’ scientific status (and not as expected the opposite), thus
suggesting again that science and aesthetics cannot be seen as opposites in
connection with the CSLM-photos.115 Likewise, the researchers point to
interpretation as a crucial task when working with the pictures. Interpretation is
traditionally connected to Aesthetics and not to Science, hence the concepts of
“interpretive sciences” and “exact sciences”. Thus, in the practice of the researchers,
115

In Epistemic Cultures, 1999, Knorr Cetina notices that the senses play very different roles in the two

branches of science studied; particle physics and molecular biology. In molecular biology, she argues, the
sensory body is important as a secondary tool. Materials are continuously visually inspected, and on this
background the status of the experiment, photograph, etc., is determined. Likewise, the researchers studied
by Knorr Cetina - just like “mine” - underlined the importance of “being there” in the lab. Even researchers
with many junior researchers and laboratory technicians working for them insisted on doing important
experiments “with their own hands”.
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the focus on artistic or artisanal characteristics such as skill, tacitness, and routine
blurs the borders between science and aesthetics and establishes the CSLM-pictures
as successful boundary objects between the two.

6.5.a The Extra-Meanings of Photography
After having discussed the CSLM-photographs, and the researchers’ opinions
about them, I will spend some time considering the media of photography as such.
Photography in itself bears many extra-meanings, which feed into the meanings of
the CSLM-photographs and influences their scientific status:
A photo - of say a bacteria - is an iconographic sign; a signifier that refers to the
signified by the means of physical resemblance. The signified in this case is a
system of bacteria, which has been placed in a concrete situation – a now – that has
been immortalized on the filmstrip. In The Rhetoric of the Image (1977), Roland
Barthes argues that photography holds a special status within systems of signs.
This special status comes from a direct link to the reality it refers to. In comparison
Barthes argues that other sign systems are completely cut off from reality, not
referring to reality, but dressing that which we think of as reality up in seemingly
naturalness.
Contrary to this, the photo claims authenticity, not unlike the ethnographic
mantra “it is true, because I saw it!” which John van Maanen claims is typical of a
realistic style within ethnography (1988). This characteristic of the photographic
media – that it holds a special status among sign systems because of a greater
correspondence with reality – means that photography in some ways looks like
“hard science” which also claims a special status (among epistemological systems)
because of a greater correspondence with reality. Thus, this characteristic of the
photographic media brings the photo closer to the core of hard science: it is
perceived as an objective, neutral investigation of something already there.
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Barthes´ claim that photography holds a privileged position when it comes to
referring to reality can be disputed – and has been by the later Barthes (1981)
among many others. It can be claimed that photography – both before and after the
button is pushed - contains a number of possibilities to manipulate. I think of this
manipulation as being placed in three main categories; selection, manipulation, and
editing. Through these instances of manipulation, photography is also removed
from science and pushed instead over the demarcation towards the non-science of
aesthetics.
First, the very selection of a motive can be seen as an instance of manipulation.
Many photos would not only look different, they would also mean something
different if what was left out was still in the frame, or vice versa. In relation to the
work done in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group this is what most of the
researchers point to as problematic when explaining to me the pros and cons of
CSLM-pictures. It is too obvious that a human has selected the motive – it has not
pointed toward itself, and it is not chosen randomly. The element of “subjectivity”
connected to the necessary choice of motive, subtracts from the sign-chain of
“science”.
Second, the motive itself might be manipulated. It is no overstatement that the
motives of the CSLM-pictures are heavily manipulated: The natural setting that the
pictures refer to have very little to do with glass-chambers, tubes and pumps in a
laboratory. Likewise, the bacteria in the chambers are not the same as those they
represent; the wild-types are not blue or red, and they are not able to shine with a
green light when their metabolic systems are activated. “Manipulation” is closely
related to “construction” and works to pull photography away from the core of
science.
Third, much can be done during editing. In the rough end of the spectrum shapes
can be cut in and out of the picture, and in the more refined end colors can be made
brighter, fragments highlighted, etc. Editing the CSLM photos is a major task, the
purpose of which is exactly to make the unclear become clear. Just as was the case
with “manipulation”, “editing” is related to “construction”, and thereby to the
sign-chain of aesthetics, rather than that of core-science.
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Summing up, the media of photography contains forces that pull the
photography towards the core of traditional science (the direct link to reality
established through the physical resemblance to reality) while others push
photography over the demarcations of non-science (selection of motive,
manipulation of motive and editing of photography). Thus, photography acquires a
peculiar doubleness concerning correspondence to Reality: Photography can be
conceived as the most “genuine” media (when perceived in the common-sensical
way that Barthes does in Rhetoric of the Image), but also as the most “fake” one,
which should be obvious from the list of manipulations above. Thereby
photography also gets a double status in relation to the scientific status of work that
uses photography as representation and documentation.
The researchers at the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group seem to perceive the
forces that push the photograph over the line demarcating science from non-science
as more powerful than the forces that pull in the other direction. Or at least all
express a need for a scientific “anchor” – the COMSTAT representations. The
layman seems to understand photography as more reliable than that. There are
several possible ways of understanding this:
First, the photos work as evidence or data in a scientific community wherein the
criteria of science are harsher than “general society’s” criteria of “general
photography”. Another way of understanding the differences between CSLMphotography and ordinary photography is by considering the practical work that
goes into the pictures, both in the sense of working with the motive (color-marking
the bacteria) and in editing. Anyone can tell that these pictures are not the results of
holding a snapshot camera over a lump of bacteria. This also means that technology
is very visible in the pictures. The pictures do not offer an easy way to simply and
effortlessly look at the bacteria represented. Rather, you are struck by questions
such as: How did they make this? How did they color the different strands? How is
the 3-D effect made? What kind of machine enlarges, colors and photographs – in
different dimensions? Note that the question pertain to the technology and not the
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bacteria. Technology ends up being an implicit - but very important - motive.116
This is underlined by some researchers expressing great pleasure in technology:
The visibility of technology means the visibility of practical skill – the mastering of
that technology.117 You could say that the pictures works as starting point of
different chains of signifiers; one connoting the explicit, scientific meaning of the
pictures (acinetobacter, p. putida, benzyl alcohol, gfp, metabolism, toluenedegradient), the other connoting the implicit, aesthetic meaning of the pictures
(techniques (gene-splicing, probing), technology (CSLM), skill, artistry, creativity.)
But the signified of both sign-chains remain the same – the photos. This could
explain why the photos are such efficient boundary objects in connecting science
and aesthetics. And the demarcations between science and aesthetics could explain
why such a boundary object is problematic to the researchers.

6.6 Conclusion
Aesthetics (and the processes of construction that aesthetics explicitly entails) and
science are intermingled in a very basic and practical sense in the CSLM-photos. At
the same time, traditional scientific representations (as those produced by the
COMSTAT-program) are as constructed as the photos. The essential difference to
the researchers is that construction is not as visible in the COMSTATrepresentations, which makes the representations less aesthetic and thus more
scientific.
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I think of the CSLM-photography as a media that points towards itself just like certain traditions within

visual arts. Traditions such as cubism points at the work of applying paint to the canvas, and the work of the
eye in deciphering that paint and making it into a picture, as much as it points to the motive. The motive can
almost be perceived as an “alibi”, and the result is a folding together of representation and that which is
represented.
117

The researchers I refer to here resemble the researcher-type I have named “techno-lover”. These were at

times reproached by other researchers – especially ones resembling the specialist-type – of being to much
into form (technology), and not enough into content (biology). This opposition reverberates the opposition
between aesthetics and science.
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Interestingly,

the

schism

between

aesthetics/construction

and

sci-

ence/investigation seems almost irrelevant when observing the practice of the
researchers. Their practice utterly blurs the demarcations between the two, and
implodes the difference between representation and reality. However, there are still
demarcations to consider; they do exist and do have practical consequences for the
researchers. They exist as discourses within the scientific community and play
decisive roles in many of the researchers’ practical representational choices.
The status of the CSLM-photos - as boundary objects between science and
aesthetics, between which strong demarcations can also be found – is something of
a paradox: They are both the flagship and the eye-catching device of the group – its
face to the world – and something to be trivialized and joked about.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
The time has come to round up the thesis and make final concluding comments. In
doing so, I will evoke again the central metaphors and analytic concepts of
demarcations and boundary objects. I will start out by summing up the analytic
chapters, while also making connections between them. After having done so, I will
expand the scope of the conclusion and include the chapter on theory,
methodology, and methods in the discussion. I will thus enter a broader discussion,
debating the epistemological challenges I have faced, as well as the relevance,
contributions, and perspectives of the thesis.

7.1 Demarcations and Boundary Objects: Tradition and
Innovation
The analytic chapters (on CASE-articles, cultural manifestations, classification
systems, and CSLM-pictures) all focused on demarcations and appurtenant
boundary objects between science and non-science. Within the chapters, I have
focused on single demarcations, as these make for better and stronger stories and
plots. This strategy, however, disregards the complexity of the matter, which I hope
to make allowance for in the juxtaposition of analyses, and in the following
discussion. I will try to imply the complexity through making a different analytic
incision than earlier; instead of discussing demarcations and congruous boundary
objects, I will compare and juxtapose all the demarcations first, and all the
boundary objects second, and end by juxtaposing and discussing the two. In this
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way, I hope to be able to suggest common traits as well as important differences
between the different boundary objects and demarcations.
Of course, the demarcations and boundary objects are only there when regarded
from my perspective. The researchers never state that their double-foci entail
investigations of science and non-science. The demarcations and boundary objects
are analytic constructs, not empirical findings. Thus, when trying to combine the
demarcations and boundary objects I have formulated in each chapter into one
overall picture, I am building further analytic constructs:
All the chapters line up competing paradigms, hierarchies, and discourses. These
can be combined - or simply piled - to paint a more detailed picture: The name of
the group – The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group – indicates an inherent double
focus (that of genetics and ecology/environment). Double foci of different kinds do
seem central to the group and can be found in all my analytic chapters. Thus, in the
analysis of classification systems (chapter 5), I found a double focus on exactness and
practicality – which, by the way, is intimately connected to the double focus of
genetics and ecology suggested by the name of the group. Meanwhile, I found a
double focus on positivism and social-constructivism in the CASE-articles (chapter 3).
Positivism was constituted as core-science and connected to exactness and thereby
to genetics, while social constructivism was associated with peripheral science
through ecology. In the cultural analysis (chapter 4), the double focus on manual
and mental labor – represented by the relations to the lab – was a major player.
Finally, the analysis of the CSLM-photos (chapter 6) focused on science (content)
and aesthetics (form). Based on the researchers’ words, I formulated a simple and
unambiguous demarcation between the two. However, I argued that the practice of
the researchers traverse the line repeatedly.
When superimposing the double foci lined up above, a sketch of one
overarching discourse consisting of e.g. genetics, exactness, and positivism can be
drawn. The other overarching discourse that can be traced consists of e.g.
practicality, ecology, and social constructivism. The first discourse seems to be the
dominant one. The demarcations between the two super-discourses appear to
influence the researchers in paradoxical ways: the lines between scientists and non-
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scientists are not found squarely between discourses. Rather, the demarcations are
between those that do not combine the dominant discourse with the alternative one
at all, and those that combine “too much”, and the double foci can thus be summed
up as a double focus on tradition and innovation.
The dilemmas of double foci are also reflected in what I have called the boundary
objects of the group. The cultural dilemmas and paradoxes described in chapter 4 on
research culture (the sense of fragmentation which is counterbalanced by a strong
group feeling), can thus be seen as summing up many of the scientific dilemmas
discussed in the other analytical chapters, and provide a frame for understanding
some of the more bewildering points here:
Most importantly, very mundane actants keep the group together in spite of
demarcations between different scientific discourses, and can thus be seen as
boundary objects. For instance, the lab itself can be said to work as a strong
boundary object. Also, the professor in the group can be regarded as a boundary
object, in that he synthesizes the two overarching discourses just described.
Likewise, camaraderie - and a shared sense of jokes and fun - works to bridge
paradigms and discourses. The camaraderie is furnished by a heap of everyday
objects and locales (the lab, the offices, the canteen, the professor’s house), rituals
(lunch, Friday meetings, social gatherings), and persons (especially the professor).
This makes it understandable how so many scientific discourses can exist side by
side without resulting in total fragmentation: the discourses are not absolutely
demarcated from each other, just like the doors in the lab are never closed. In so far
as the group is separated into sub-groups, for instance by the different typified
researchers, they are drawn together effectively by objects and rituals that can be
said to work as boundary objects.
The three other analytic chapters also point to actants that may be considered
boundary objects. The CASE-articles (chapter 3) and their interpretive models are
attempts to mediate between positivists and social constructivists. Following the
internal logic of the CASE-articles, the attempt to mediate is successful. However,
asking the recipients of the text – of whom the researchers in the Molecular
Microbial Ecology Group are representatives – the attempt is less effective as few
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have read the text and even fewer use the models. Thus the CASE-articles and their
models cannot be regarded as working as boundary objects in spite of their aim to
mediate.
In the classification chapter (chapter 5), however, I suggested that evolution
(which was also a major topic in the CASE-articles) entails different phenomena
that can be perceived as boundary objects: For instance, the founding myth of
Darwinian evolution was able to move and work in both pheno- and genotypic
classification systems. Connected to this, it was a fundamental goal of both the
genotypic and the phenotypic classification systems to make portrayals of the
evolutionary history of all life, represented in the shape of phylogenetic trees. The
question was not the relevance of constructing phylogenetic trees, but rather how
to make them.
In the chapter on the CSLM-photos (chapter 6), I found that although scientific
and aesthetic concerns is intimately connected in the research practice of the group,
the two are enunciated as direct oppositions. Thus, paradoxically, the CSLMphotographs can be understood as powerful but equivocal boundary-objects. The
pictures can move in several other contexts than the strictly microbial one without
losing their identity. This, however, seems not only to be considered a forte, but
also a problem to the researchers, who has launched a new type of biofilmrepresentation which cannot be said to work as a boundary object between science
and aesthetics (COMSTAT), and which cannot easily be transported into other
communities. Therefore, I argued that the demarcation between science and
aesthetics is the most powerful one I have formulated in my analytic chapters. And
the CSLM-photographs seems threatening to the researchers, which suggests that
they work as too effective boundary objects; they take in too much from alternative
discourses, but are also too efficient to be discarded.
It is not possible to make one simple conclusion when summing up this discussion:
it is not my point that demarcations are good for the group, and boundary objects
are bad, or vice versa. That all depends on the specific demarcation, and the specific
boundary object, as well as the specific situation they act on and within. It seems
that when a demarcation between science and non-science is expressed as existing
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within the borders of the group, it is somewhat threatening. However, this threat
also becomes a dynamic center of rotation, and the establishment of phenomena
that can work as boundary objects traversing the demarcation becomes central to
the life and work of the researchers in the group - as with the classification systems
and the different types of researchers.
But when a demarcation is expressed as coinciding with the borders of the
group, the line can be perceived as part of the bulwark of the group. Thus,
phenomena that traverse these types of lines can be seen as boundary objects that
threatens the group’s scientific status - as seen in regards to the CASE-articles and
the CSLM-photos, which both allow too much “non-science” to be fully acceptable.
The attempt at constructing something that could work within both positivism and
social-constructivism (the CASE-articles and the interpretive models they suggest)
are simply rejected by the microbial researchers. But the CSLM-photos, which can
be said to work as boundary objects between science and aesthetics, are surrounded
by paradoxes: They are both vital to the group, as representations of data and as
eye-catching devices, and threatening, as they associate the group’s work with the
non-science of aesthetics.
Summing up, the central balancing act of all the analytic chapters seems to be: The
balancing of tradition and innovation. How to have enough but not too much!

7.2 Relevance, Contributions, Perspectives
After having concluded on my central analytic constructs of demarcations and
boundary objects, I will turn to the reflexive points of this conclusion.

7.2.a Analytic Terms
As seen above, the two central analytic terms used in this thesis are those of
demarcations and of boundary objects. Demarcations is a term of my own invention,
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and therefore the discussion of it can be performed quite briefly: I have given
preference to the term of demarcations, as opposed to the more frequently used
terms of borders or boundaries, because the term indicates that it is a result of active
work: There is no such verb as “to border” or “to boundary”, which suggests that
borders and boundaries are just there. “To demarcate”, on the other hand, is a verb,
which means that the demarcations I point to are the results of active work, and
that they have to be continuously performed to keep on working as demarcations.
This is the reason why I have chosen this term instead of any other, and I would
like to suggest it to science studies that focus on processes and performativity as
more fruitful than the terms generally used.
The term of boundary objects, on the other hand, is a well-established term within
science studies, and was first suggested by Star & Griesemer in 1989. But does it
have any consequences to refer to the boundary objects as “boundary objects”? Is it
not as effective to refer to them as “actants that connect things and networks?”
When I have decided to stick to “boundary object” it is because “boundary object”
is quicker to write and easier to read than “actant that connects things and
networks”. Thus, there is a very pragmatic consequence connected to the term.
Moreover, the term “boundary object” is very well known within science studies,
as is the article from which it comes. Thus, by using the term “boundary object”, I
am able to conjure up the entire central tension of science described by Star &
Griesemer; the simultaneous needs of heterogeneity and continuity. “Actant that
connects things and networks” does not carry these decisive extra-meanings.
This does not mean that my use of the term is unproblematic, and there are
several differences between the ways I have used it and the ways Star & Griesemer
use it. The problems I have had with the term can be taken as contributions to the
term: The most important difference is that Star & Griesemer see boundary objects
as connecting different social worlds such as “researchers from different
disciplines, amateurs and professionals, humans and animals, functionaries and
visionaries.” (1989: 387). In my analyses, the boundary objects discussed work
between different sub-groups of researchers in a quite small research group. These
can hardly be regarded as “different social worlds” as defined by Star & Griesemer.
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But as stated repeatedly in my chapters on theory and methodology, I do not think
that it is fruitful to determine categories in advance of the analyses. This also goes
for what counts as a social world or a social group, and what does not. Within the
microcosm of the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group, the differences between say,
techno-lovers and specialists, may be huge. This criticism of the term “boundary
object” is related to my criticism of the term “boundary” – that it is a settled issue, a
border that is simply there. My analyses suggest that lines, groups, and objects are
not just there; they have to be continuously performed. Again, I have chosen to look
at the consequences. In making this choice, I am in accordance with the pragmatic
method, which argues that one should look for results and consequences, rather
than make a priori assumptions.
Moreover, the actants I have referred to as boundary objects are not restricted to
the four types suggested by Star & Griesemer; repositories, ideal types, coincident
boundaries, and standardized forms.118 The most important difference between “my”
and their boundary objects is that all the boundary objects I suggested in my
analysis of research-culture (locales, rituals and situations, certain people) fall
completely without the list. This again has to do with the different definitions of
“groups” and “social worlds”: As mentioned Star & Griesemer would probably not
consider it relevant to discuss these things as boundary objects as there are no
different social worlds to connect; we are discussing one and the same research
group, and in this group we only discuss researchers. This is one social world, and
thus boundary objects are not needed. However, when focusing within the group,
it is possible to argue that subgroups and demarcations between them can be
found. These need to be transgressed and the sub-groups connected. Boundary
objects of the “social and non-scientific” kind described above work to do so, and
are thus as important as any other boundary object that can be detected in the
group.
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Star & Griesemer are quite explicit that their four types are not an exhaustive list. However, I have not

thought up titles or formalisms to designate “my” boundary objects, in an attempt to continue working on
the list. Making such categorizations was never the aim of my analyses.
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Thus, I hope to have suggested a new analytic term and a new use of an old
analytic term that both introduce a greater focus on performativity and active work
to the study of sciences.

7.2.b “Micro” and “Macro” in Science Studies
An important question I have to ask myself at this point is: what is new in this?
What has not been said before? I hope that my study is different from other studies
of science in that it includes discourses and narratives in the analysis of practices.
This is no shock, as combining these two analytic levels was a major theme when I
discussed theory, methodology, and methods. But looking at the result of my work,
what is then the difference between what I have done and what has been done
before? As far as I can see, constructivist science studies (which is the type of
science studies I have related my work to) can be divided into two major categories
– studies of paradigms and discourses, and laboratory studies:
Studies of paradigms and discourses (most important here is Kuhn’s Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, 1962 (1970)) have looked at the “macro”-level of history (and
histories) to discern deep-seated conflicts that traverse space and time. Other
examples of this type of study are the books by Donna Haraway. Haraway is quite
different from Kuhn, but her focus on how central metaphors and narratives
overarches and feeds into specific times and locales, is reminiscent of Kuhn’s
paradigm-studies in that they become powerful stories in themselves. These stories
almost automatically highlight conflicts and demarcations, as they make for better
and stronger plot lines than harmony and unity.
This type of study can be criticized of focusing too much on conflicts and
neglecting the everyday practicalities of fidgeting with technologies and
experiments, and has been so by the tradition of laboratory studies (spurned by
Latour & Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1979)). Here the focus is on the “micro”-level of
practices in specific locales, a focus that does not foreground conflicts and
demarcations of historical or narrative nature. When conflicts are highlighted, it is
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more often conflicts between people, power and money, and rarely discursive or
narrative conflicts.
Cambrosio, Keating, and MacKenzie (in Clark & Fujimura, 1992), whose works
are related to laboratory studies, suggest that a singular focus on the laboratory
level can be a problem as it neglects “the continuity of scientific issues through
time, space, and institutions” (313). They suggest ensuring a focus on continuity
through a historical spotlight. This is obviously beyond the scope of this thesis.
What I have tried to do is focusing on the situated, contingent practices of the
researchers and on the broader discursive and narrative level. Thus, I have tried to
recontextualize my findings by juxtaposing them to other science studies as well as
narratives and myths that reverberates into the greater scientific community.
It is my claim that neither type of study fully grasps what Star & Griesemer has
called “the central tension” of scientific work; that it is dependent on both
heterogeneity and continuity: on divergent viewpoints as well as generalizable
findings (s. 387). Seen in this way, demarcations and boundary objects are equally
characteristic of scientific work. I hope to have suggested a third way of performing
such studies – one that focuses equally on the demarcation-lines often found on the
“macro”-level of narratives and discourses, and on the boundary objects associated
with the “micro”-level of practices. I hope to have remained alert to both
demarcations and boundary objects, and – even more importantly – to the ways in
which they interact. Thus, I hope to have contributed with practical insights to the
general discussions of the classical studies of scientific paradigms – when looking
at the forces of conflict in the group. Also, I hope to have contributed with a
tangible study of a scientific community – when focusing on the forces that keep
the group together.
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7.2.c Researchers and Fields
One of this thesis’ most important contributions - and weaknesses – is that the
researchers in The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group would not necessarily agree
with my estimations of relevance: I believe that my study is somehow transferable
(I will discuss how in the next section), and can contribute to an understanding of
the greater scientific community. But I am not sure that “my” researchers would
agree with me. At least I am sure that my findings do not add up to their criteria of
generalizable results.
I have been in the special situation of studying and performing science in a
community that already has very explicit ideas of what science is. Legitimacy is
always a problem when studying communities, but the problem seems more
pointed when studying scientific communities than when studying other
communities. Probably because the common denominators - a researcher (me), a field
(a research-group), and an analytical focus (science) - are so obviously categorized
and defined differently in the two scientific systems that I and the group represent:
the social/human sciences (me), and the natural sciences (the group). The
fundamental question arising from this discussion becomes; how can you defend
constructionist data-production in a positivist environment?
This question is only pertinent because I think so, and my thesis does not have
to be approved by the researchers in the Molecular Microbial Ecology Group.
However, as I discussed in regards to methodology, it is important to me to avoid
the realist trap of claiming to have a privileged viewpoint in analyzing the field, as
well as the relativist trap of reflexivity in which there is no viewpoint to anything
other than yourself. I believe this discussion to be connected to the one described
above:
When discussing realism and reflexivity in the chapter on theory, methodology,
and methods I ended up relying on Donna Haraway, and I will do the same here. I
hope to have tried neither to represent Molecular Microbial Ecology Group “as it
is”, or to represent myself “as I am”, but to do something in between. Haraway
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suggests the metaphor of “the cat’s cradle” to visualize this in-between position
(1997: 268). The cat’s cradle is a children’s game. It takes a piece of string, which is
suspended between two hands to make figures. When one person has made a
figure, another person takes the figure, thus making it into a new one. The string
can be handed back and forth between the players thus changing the figures
repeatedly. Haraway suggests this as a metaphor of methodology, and it is a good
metaphor of what I have been trying to do, and why it is important to me that
“my” researchers can accept my work. They have handed figures to me, which I
have made into new ones – I have not started from scratch.
Important components of the figures that were handed to me were criteria of
science. I have not acted on all “my” researchers’ criteria of good science, but I have
singled out some criteria, which have been become stable patterns in the figures I
have produced: staying close to the empirical basis of the analyses is probably the
most important one.

7.2.d Communities and Balancing Acts
The discussion of “what’s new in this thesis?” also points to a discussion of the
relevance of it: What (if anything) can an exemplary study of one small research
group say about other scientific communities? Can any general or fundamental
points be made?
I believe that my study of the microbiologists in the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group and their balancing of non-scientific dangers is indicative of
balancing acts in other scientific communities and organizations. Thus, it is my
claim that several specific points I have made about the Molecular Microbial
Ecology Group can indeed be extended to other communities as well. Not only
within the natural sciences, but within the social and human sciences as well.119
There are numerous limitations to this claim, and it remains my foremost ambition
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in Clark & Fujimura, 1992. For related discussions within the human sciences, see for instance Lamont, 1989.
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to have studied one specific group well. But let me suggest some of the points,
which I believe to be of general relevance:
My study indicates that the construction of “science” is focused on discourses,
practices, institutions, and organizations as well as the reality that it studies whether it is a textual, a sociological, or a natural reality. This is in accordance with
the three theoretical stances I evoked in my theoretical chapter (ANT, pragmatism,
feminism), which all claim that science is evaluated according to other standards
than the reality traditionally assumed to be the only testing ground of science.
What I have added to this theoretical premise is that when reality is not the only
judge of good and bad science, the demarcation of science from non-science, and
the balancing act of tradition and innovation, becomes crucial tasks for scientists.120
I also suggest comparing my research group to communities and organizations
at large. When making this comparison, the vital question becomes: is there any
reason to believe that scientific communities are inherently different than other
communities? Do scientific communities possess any special characteristics? I
believe that balancing acts parallel to the ones described here mark all
communities. Every community must consider continuously what it means to be a
community and a member of the community, and what it takes to fall within or
without it. However, I also believe that scientific communities are different than
other communities: I believe that scientific communities as the one I have worked
with, possess tenaciousness stronger than that of many non-scientific communities.
Differences and conflicts can be strong, but groups continue to relate to each other,
discuss with each other, and try to make sense and common ground of the
differences. One way of understanding this is that the specific research groups are
completely dependent on the existence of a broader scientific community, and on
the recognition of this community.
This means that if a scientific sub-group decides that their conflicts with the
greater international community are insurmountable, and cuts themselves loose
from it, they also choose to cease being scientists. If they want to remain being
120
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“central tension” of the sciences is one of heterogeneity and generalizable findings. Thomas Kuhn (1977)
refers to the balancing of tradition and innovation as the “essential tension” of science.
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scientists, and have their work recognized as science, they must find ways to bridge
conflicts.121
Above, I discussed the relevance of points made in this thesis to other communities
of people. Another, yet related, discussion can also be spurned by the term
“community”. This is a discussion I have not touched upon earlier, and one that
focuses on relations between “my” communities (that is communities made of
people), and the communities studied by “my” researchers (i.e. communities made
of bacteria). Even if I have not approached this discussion before, it can be said that
the term of “communities” - which is central to both microbial ecology and
organization theory, and which thus suggests that a co-operation between the two
could be fruitful – is an important reason why this thesis has come into being.
Therefore, I will present some questions opened by this discussion here at the end
of the text, thus finishing it on an open note, suggesting new discussions and
perspectives:
The term “communities”, in its broadest sense, can be perceived as a loophole
into discussions of what I have done when studying the microbiologists, what they
do when studying biofilms, and whether these two types of community-studies are
related. Let me briefly present definitions of the concept of “communities” within
microbiology and organization theory to furnish this discussion:
In microbiology, “community” refers to bacteria living in a biofilm. I have
primarily heard the term used in respect to laboratory phenomena, where it is easy
to distinguish between one community and the next. However, it seems that when
dealing with natural phenomena it would be harder to draw the line around one
specific community. We seem thus to be dealing with a primarily geographically
defined phenomena.
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special epistemological status when compared to other cultural activities. This, however, does not mean that
scientific communities are the same as other communities. Rorty claims that scientific communities are
different because of sociological reasons (1991). His point about “unforced agreement” reflects my points
about the greater tenaciousness of scientific communities.
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The problem of where to draw the line around a community is reflected within
organization theory – only here there are no laboratory phenomena, and the
equivalent of the “pure” laboratory phenomena is maybe found in theory. My
theoretical definition of the term is closely linked to the empirical data at hand.
Here, “communities of practice” comes close:
“Members of a community are informally bound by what they do together –
from engaging in lunchtime discussions to solving difficult problems – and
by what they have learned through their mutual engagement in these
activities. A community of practice is thus different from a community of
interest or a geographical community, neither of which implies a shared
practice” (Wenger, 1998)
Thus, I define The Molecular Microbial Ecology Group as being a community
because of a shared practice. The microbiologists, on the other hand, define
communities by physical proximity, and we seem thus to be dealing with two quite
different phenomena.
However, the paradoxical relatedness of phenomena suggested by the shared
term of “communities” reverberates throughout my thesis. For instance: evolution is
a central term, in evolution of science, evolution of species, and evolution as myth:
but what does this relationship mean? The microbiologists discuss whether to
classify bacteria according to phenotypic or genotypic classification systems.
Meanwhile, I classify the microbiologists into lab-freaks, techno-lovers, specialists,
and generalists. Is that not a straightforward phenotypic classification? Have I
somehow taken sides in the pheno- / genotype debate? The paradoxical relations
between science and aesthetics are fundamental to my methodological discussion,
and I find it to be fundamental to the microbiologists as well! Is that a coincidence,
is it an example of bias, or does it suggest something essential about science as
such, be it natural, social, or human?
These are just a few examples of the many ways in which my study can be
perspectivized by discussing the microbiologists’ research, and vice versa. I will
end by suggesting that a further discussion of these relations and the questions
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they raise - which seem all to be accessible through the discussion of
“communities” - would probably lead to insights in the fundamental question on
the status and relevance of knowledge acquired through exemplary studies, and on
the relations between the natural, social, and human sciences.
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English Summary
This thesis is an investigation of the borders between science and non-science in the
Molecular Microbial Ecology Group at the Danish Technical University. It is a basic
premise that scientific standards are not universally valid and not (only) based on
correspondence to reality. Instead, the thesis suggests that the negotiation of
science takes the shape of an ongoing and intricate balancing act: how much new
thinking can be imported into research, without becoming unrecognizable as
science. And, how traditional can research be without being perceived as oldfashioned and hence un-scientific? The relation between tradition and innovation
thus constitutes a fundamental tension of science.
The thesis suggests “demarcations” and “boundary objects” as analytic terms in
grasping the field of tension constituted by the simultaneous marginalization and
inclusion the researchers navigate in. The thesis examines demarcations and
boundary objects in connection to four specific points of analytic impact: two
articles on molecular microbial ecology, the research culture of the group,
classifications of microbial organisms, and visual representations of microbial
communities.
The thesis takes its theoretical point of departure in pragmatism, actor-network
theory, and feminist science studies. Moreover, the thesis relates to two major
traditions within science studies: paradigmatically or discursively oriented macrostudies, and practice-oriented micro-studies. The thesis tries to combine these two
types of studies, and aims at writing forth a narratively and discursively informed
study of practices.
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